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“ORIG*
UTY IN PIANO PLAYING” AND MANY NOTABLE
VLADIMIR de PACHMANN ON
FEATURES IN THIS SPECIAL “INSPIRATION” ISSUE OF THE ETUDE

Important Request to Friends of The Etude
k MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THB
MUSIC STUDENT. AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS.
Edited by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

ft—r ._.• draft, or .r
er. United States postage stamps an
»ived for cash. Money sent in letters
mis, and we are not responsible for

. c __r.( m-ecenrinp’ o
We have waited a long time for this opportunity,-the pnvilege of ^esena^g
readers with a particularly good issue, which they might use m -n.reducing THE ETUDE
to their many friends who would be benefited by subscribing regala J.
hich
in it a FORCE which may incite many young music lovers to great succe ,
may revive the hopes of discouraged teachers. It is just the right kind
induce pupils to get at their Fall work as they never have before. Here .s an oppormn.ty
to help in the musical uplift of your fr,endsand promote the general mu*od welfere f
our country
Kindly ask your friends who do not take THE ETUDE to secure rms
October “Self-Help, Uplift and Progress” issue, and judge from this how mdispensabl
The Etude will be to them.

subscription expires.
Explicit .lireetions
Vi ill l.e sent at die time of e£JJ.tr“*j£^alH
'On'the'~vil«pVier of tie next issue sent you
win be printed tlie date on wlneli your
subscription is paid up, which serves as a
receipt for your subscription.
XT1 SCRIPTS.—All manuscripts intended for publica¬
tion should be addressed to THE ErlUb,
?hestnut Street, i j should be’w..--Contributions on topics a
■teaching and music-study j
at are not available will be
solicited.
I
will be sent on application.
ADVERTIS0G RATES
Advertisements must reach this office not later than
the 5th of the month preceding date of issue to
Insure insertion in the following issue.

Many extremely successful teachers add the price of a subscription ($1.50) to the
first tifition bill of the season knowing that THE ETUDE supplements the work of the
teacher and complements the work of the pupil. The teacher s success deperd upon
giving parents satisfaction and in this THE ETUDE will help her more than anything else
possibly could. Show this issue to the intelligent parent and he will see at once that At
will be worth many times $1.50 a year to the pupil.
Read what one student has to say
page 708 of this issue.
Teachers are not asked to get us subscribers for THE ETUDE solely in return
for the good of music in their community. We give the greatest value in premium
returns or in cash commission that is possible. We will gladly send our premium list on
application and our cash commissions are as follows :
Two subscriptions.remit. $1.35 for each
Five subscriptions.remit. $1.20 for each
Three subscriptions . . .remit. 1.25 “ “
Ten subscriptions.rem.t, 1.10
Twenty subscriptions, remit, $1.00 for each
be
used
either
as
an
inducement
or as a commission.
This profit c;

Your Very Last Chance
To Secure THE ETUDE with Leading Magazines

CONTENTS

At These Low Prices

“THE ETUDE”—October, 1911.
Editorial .
European Musical Topics.A. EIson
Originality in Pianoforte Playing
i\ de Pachmann
My Meeting with Wagner-Carl Goldmark
Wagner's Great Sacrifices... Richard Wagner
The Foundation of Success ..Thomas Edison.
Champ Clark. Capt. Hobson, Stanley G.
Hall, Booker T. Washington.
Self-Hein Piano Course../!. .1/. Brower. L.
Campbell. ./. /,. Erb. C. G. Hamilton. C W.
Grimm. Mrs. Kotzschmar. .John Orth.
.lames II. lingers.
Gallery of Musical Celebrities.
Octave Playing.E. M. Bowman
Inspiring Self-IIelP Thoughts.
Masters Who Have Triumphed by Self-Help.
Overcoming Obstacles. . . Frederick Border,
Maud Powell. It. Huntington Woodman..
First Lessons at the Piano.R. Palme
"Madame Butterfly." Puccini’s Masterpiece..
Mv Struggle for Success.... Pietro Mascagni
Self-Help Notes on Etude Music.P. W. Orem,
J. Frank Frysinger (a biography).
Etude Educational Cartoons.
Teachers’ Round Table.N. J. Corey
The Music Clubs and Liszt...H. M. Brower
A Halloween Recital.J. S. Watson
Voice Department .
Organ Department
,
C. Saint-Sa'tns and Clarence Eddy
Violin Department.Brafne
Children’s Department.J- S. Watson

650

l\':.,-i,i
New Publications .
Questions and Answers.L. C. Elson
Recital Programs .
What Others Say.
MUSIC.
Scenes of Splendor.M. Greenwald
March of the Marionettes.H. Reinhola
Melody in F (4 hands).1. Rubinstein
The Grand Promenade.W. Lewis
Humoreske Op. 101, No. 7.A. Dvofdk
Minuet, from Sonata, Op. 7.E. Grieg
Tarantelle.S. B. Gillette
Veil Dance.Ray Ehman
My Heart's Desire.C. W. Kern
Boy Scouts March.P. Renard
Valse Miniature.Chas. J. Huerter
Vaise Lento, from “Sylvia”.L. Delibes
On a Visit.Geo. L. Spmlding
On the Boulevard (violin and piano)
F. A. Franklin
Love Waiteth Yet to Greet Thee (vocal)
G. B. Kevin
Faith and Hope (vocal i.It. Millard
A1: Parting (vocal).Th. Lieurance
Canzonetta (pipe organ) .J. Frank Frysinger
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The price of THE ETUDE in combination with many leading magazines will materially advance
after October 31, 1911. The clubs offered below Will not again be offered at such low prices, which
are only possible because of special arrangements made with the publishers.

These Offers Expire October 31, 1911
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THE ETUDE and

WOMAN’S home Com- 1.50( $2.20
PANION
$3.00)
THE ETUDE
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The ETUDE .
Modern Priscilla

Regular Price N Our Price
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Our Price
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$2.50J
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MAKE UP YOUR OWN CLUBS
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So

16 Housekeepei
•••
Success and National Post. 100
1.95
2i n p "f
35
Ho
22 Technical wotid. .50
2.20
8 Ladies World.50
1.60
22 Woman's Home Companion . 1.50
2.20
Prices on any combinations not mentioned here furnished on request. Prices are for one full year for subscrip¬
tions in United States and possessions, Mexico and Cuba. Add extra postage for Canadian and Foreign subscript

ETUDE TRIAL SUBSCRIPTION OFFER 2g$
Any three copies from June to November for
We will send to anvone sending us 26 cents anv three copies of The Etude from June to Novo....... ..... ...... t
than a trial subscription offer. Hundreds of teachers' take advantage of this offer, some even donating the subscription
Ignoring the above reasons, these three issues will contain fifty new and standard pieces ot music at ttie cost ol
about one-half cent each. This is in addition to the inspiration and the interest which is awakened by the reading oi
The Etude pages. Let every teacher consider this offer, 25 cents cash for any three of the Summer issues. It will pay
to recommend its acceptance.

THEODORE PRESSER CO. :: 1712 Chestnut Street :: Philadelphia, Pa.
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Musical Necessities

REQUISITES FOR

$600 Prize Offer

PUBLISHED BY

-THE

REAL DANCE MUSIC
Color, and the glow of lights, and fragrance are in it.
At least, you think they are. You can't dispute the throb
of the rhythm that is there. 33 numbers of the swinging
style of Strauss are in the book. Every one is fresh. Every
s kind
one is simply arranged. Every one is the
for you. Price, 75 Cents.
MPLETE CONTENTS QUADRILLES
< ,.ll.
lanciers
SCHOTTISCHE... Faust Up-to-Da
MARCH.Vienna Foreve
POLKA.L'Espr
Over the Waves
le Mind
MAZURKA.One F
Roses from the South
CAKEWALK.Planta-Santiago
SPANISH YORKE Under the Chestnut Tree
JIGS AND REELS . Medley
GALOP
••••• • Jolly Brothers
VARSOVIENNE .... Vnrsovicnne
POLONAISE.Military Polonaise
BOLERO. • • - In Old Madrid
GAVOTTE.First Heart Throbs
Return of the Troops
MINUET.Ox Minuet

A practical, melodious and progressive in¬
troduction to the art of piano playing.
Both clefs are used at once; other studies
being cited when more work js desired in the
treble clef. Accompanying the exercises
from the very first, are pieces, (solo or fourhand) to be used exemplifying the practice
work.
, „
Various Etudes and Selected Studies are
referred to, complementing the method.
This Method is the most satisfying, either
with or without a teacher.
The numerous pieces contained in the book
render it serviceable for recital also.
Peters' Modern Pianoforte Method,

Material tor the Study of Pianoforte Pedals
By ALBINO CORNO
PART 1-l ltlt uouoi ,
The first nine exercises consist in connecting chords by means of the first pedal. The
next four, in connecting tones of the melody
by the first pedal.
. .
Exercises 15 to 24 show effect of sustaining
a note or chord with pedal, while the hand is
removed to play accompanying chord.
Exercises 24 to 30 are exercises in super^Exercises 30 to 33—Pedal effects produced
by hands.
Exercises 33 to 36—Pedal used to sustain
acciaccatu
"^Exercises 37 to end—Left hand used in
complement with first pedal. Price, St.50
PART II—'Pimt and Second (soft) Pedal
This second book treats of and explains
how to vary tone-color by use of first or
second pedals, both used together, or how to
obtain this variation by use of both pedals
and sustaining notes or chords with the hands.
For example: “The hand and pedal together
can produce the greatest possible contrast in
volume of tone.”
‘Legato impossible by fingers alone, there¬
fore use the first pedal."
“Louder effect than fingers alone can pro¬
duce.”
“Notes of Melody sustained by First
Pedal, repeated softly in the accompani¬
ment." “Effect to be imagined."
“Right hand alone, left hand ^ alone—a
study in contrast of tone-coloring."
• These and many other points are exempliJied—giving a complete system of material
for pedal study.
Prloe, $1.50

Vocal Compositions

N^wCoUe^Soilga^or^ andJHat
New Songs for Male Quartets (Worth
Cello SsloMiritA/VasoAccompentment^.
Cello Selections (uillli Piano Accompaniment). .

r,

of a popular.

Concert Songs etatad

Songs of the Un

Blty of Michigan...

‘There is’a Blessed Home,” by Fairclough.
First Prize.$60.00
Second Prize.$40.00
Class Three

•

Characteristic Songs >

The Latest Work on Violin Technique

Progressive Graded Technics

Class Four

Motto Songs

mora^Suctfas^'Smiles
and ,Fr?C 38

Maiden,” by Troyer; “Faith and Hope,” by I

By ALBINO CORNO
A complete and exhaustive series, to he
used in practicing every possible use of the
! wrist—staccato, legato—in all positions and
I with all fingerings.
Price, $1.50
II. Minor Thirds. Chromntlc Exercise*.
[ First with right hand alone, in various
j figures—then the left hand alone—first as; cending, then descending. Then in free
xincrlp chromatic figures
fi cures
jI ..orlnMi
variety, PomKininc
combining single
i with minor thirds in the other hand—furnish¬
ing a satisfying text-book for all the higher
1 grades.
_
Price, $1.50

Exercises for the Fourth and Fifth Fingers

By ALBINO CORNO
As thorough a series of exercises as the
Wrist exercises. Utilizing figures to place
the hands in every possible position, and then
developing exercises to gain strength and
flexibility therefrom.
>r the 4th and 5th^Fingers, by
no Price, $

Selected Studies

Compiled and Carefully Graded by
HANS REUTLINC
These studies published in fourbooks, have
been culled from the vast field of writings by
the foremost authors. The selections were
not made on the authority of any one teacher,
but by a consensus of opinions of the best.
Minute attention has been given to the grado that the four books may prove a com-

By PAVEL L. BYTOVETZSKI
BOOK I.
BOOK II.

Development of Finger Strength ai
Double Stopping

Price of
tf* 1 f\f\ INTR(
each Book, $ 1 .UU : : PRICE :
••THE ETUDE”

: 60 L„

o get this price

ANTON WITEK, Concert Master, Boston Symphony Orchestra, says:
(Translation)
‘ ‘With unusual pleasure I have read through your violin studies and was much
impressed on finding many things which have not yet been printed in this form, and
which I myself give to my pupils.
“The work is one that I am very glad to be able to recommend with all sin¬
cerity.”
(Signed) ANTON WITEK.
ARTHUR HARTMANN, the Celebrated Violin Soloist, says:
*** Contain in many ways the quintessence of the Franco-Belgian School of
Violin Playing, which has always stood for the very highest art of violin playing;
the mastery of the bow as well as a GREAT elegance combined with fluidity of ex¬
ecution. It is the school which still maintains its position at the head of the world.
(Signed) ARTHUR HARTMANN.
We have

is from the very highest authoritie
of these books
SEND FOR OUR CATALOG OF VIOLIN MUSIC

White-Smith Music Publishing Co,
BOSTON
62 Stanhope Street

NEW YORK
13 E. 17th Street

CHICAGO
316 So. Wabash Avenue

"There Litt._ „„
a Don’tCry,” by Norri
“A Little While,” by Cadman.

WRITE TO-DAY TO

THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO.

I

sight, engraved tc der, net, postpaid, $5.
ZOO .HU. ,1. .iivri,
postpaid, $3.
PLATINOTYPE PORTRAIT POST CARDS.
5c each, 50c per dozen, postpaid. This
fist includes almor--’-asician of all
times A list of <
hundred sn
upon application.
MAELZEL METRONOMES. American make,
t . C O, WIUUUCH, 9 w w> Foreign
—-~-0—
no bell, S2.25;jrithbeU,^$3,3S._
no bell. $2.50; with bell, $3.50. J.
T. L„ no bell, $3.00; with bell, $4.25.
Transportation, 3'2c each, extra. Pocket Metro¬
nomes. postpaid, 50c.
MUSIC ROLLS. Cowhide,smooth, 14K inches,
black, brown and wine, $1.10; 15)1 inches
long, $1.32 Seal Grain, 1656 inches, colors:
black or brown, $ 1.42. Same, lines and bound,
$2.1 5. All postpaid. Send for list.
MUSIC FOLIOS. With strings for tying ends,
65c. The jame with heavier hoard sides, leather
back, handles ior carrying, 95c postpaid, net.
MUSIC SATCHELS. Half sheet music size.
$ 1.50 to $200. Full sheet music size, $3
to $4.5 0. Postpaid. Send for list.
MUSIC CABINETS. $1 O to $28. Send for

re

—CONDITlONSis open to composers of
All entries must be addressed to “The
Etude Vocal Prize Contest.” 1712 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, p« tt a a
All manuscripts must have the follownewriLien
mg line
written at the top of the first page;
For• the Etude Vocal Prize Contest-’'
Contest.
x *ie name and full address of the com¬
poser must be wntten upon the last page
of each, manusenpt submitted.
Each-song must be complete, i e.. text
voice part and piano accompaniment
’
The songs may be written for any’voice.
The words nmay be selected from ali
and. old, but, the composer
5e?P°xn,slbihty for the use of
the same and m the case of copyrighted
texts, written permission must be sefurS
by the composers from the owners of said
copyrights.
The compositions winning prizes to
become the Property of “The Etude " and
to be published m the usual sheet form.

MUSIC STANDS. 84c to SI .60, postpaid.
Let us send free a
“Music Teachers’ Handbook” vimaintng descrip¬
tion of above, ana list* and prrie s on Busts,
Plaques, Jewelry, Medals, Pitch Pipes, Forks,
Kinder-symphony Instruments.

1HEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut St.

•

Philadelphia, Pa.

CHANDLER-EBEL MUSIC CO.
BROOKLYN. N- Y.

L.C. Smith & Bros.
Typewriter

Ball-bearing carriage, quick¬
est in action with much less
tension.
Ball-bearing typebars, in full
action from the very begin¬
ning of the key-stroke — top
speed at a touch, without a
push to start it.

INTRODUCTION OFFERS

With a printing process that
is ball-bearing from start to
finish, the user of an L. C.
Smith & Bros. Typewriter
is positively assured of the
quickest, easiest operation
and the most perfect rapid
work it is possible for a
typewriter to produce.

WE ANTICIPATE AND SUPPLY EVERY NEED IN IY1USIC

THE FIRST PIANO
BOOK

l

Graded Piano Course
By Thomas Tapper
roung beginner,
_book__
I for the special use
children. This
however, a kindergarten
a splendid success for this latest addiPrice
....
$1.00
Introduction Price, until Pub¬
lication, Oct. 16th. Postpaid .30
THREE NEW MUSIC STUDENTS
LIBRARY VOLUME

French Diction for Sing¬
ers and Speakers
By William Harkness Arnold
The author has reduced the elements of
French pronunciation to a comparatively few
fundamental principles, which can readily be
mastered by the earnest, intelligent student.
The clearest, most practical work on the sub¬
ject in the market.
Bound in Cloth
.
.
$1.00
Introduction Price, until Pub¬
lication, Postage Paid .
. .50

xtra. A ddress you

Sound and ifsRelation to Music
By Clarence G. Hamilton, A.M.
A handbook of acoustics as relating to music
that has been brought in line with the latest
discoveries and theories. The author has pre¬
sented the essential facts together with many
interesting experiments and helpful figures
and diagrams to make the principles clear. A
good text book for schools and colleges.
Bound in Cloth
.
$1.25
Introduction Price, until Pub¬
lication, Postage Paid .
. .65

Ash for fret “Book of the Typewriter.”
L.

C.

Smith & Bros. Typewriter Co.
Head Office for Domeotic end Forci,o Buincn
SYRACUSE, N.Y..U.S.A.
Branches in all large cities
Philadelphia Branch, 907 Walnut Street

The Interpretation
of Piano Music
By Mary Venable
id the ■
g the effect
■ough the various f
technic. Full of helpful suggestions to teachers
and advanced students.
Bound in Cloth
.
$1.25
Introduction Price,until Pub¬
lication, Postage Paid .
.65

ready for the Fall teaching.
-der. If charged on open account, the postage will

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY Room

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our adve
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

M

0

By OTTO EBEL
Containing 3000 Musical 'Terms, and
concise
cise biographical sketches of over
iaaa composers
rYimnnsf-K and their works. .
2000
ANI INDISPENSABLE REFERENCE
REFEREN^ BOO
pp
cad
FOR TcirHPDC
TEACHERS AND STUDENIb
STUDENTS
Price, 65o In^Paper. ^ j^t-Op’.S10*

Ball-bearing shift, one-third
ordinary shift-key pressure—
carriage not lifted to write
capitals.

paid, 25c.
MANILLA WRAPPERS. 14x22, the beat
man ilia paper, per hundred, 50c. The best
nilla, per hundred, by express, not pred, $ 1.

Class Six

Biographical Dictionary

(BALL-BEARING, LONG-WEARING)

Send us your address and the name of the firm with whom you
are now dealing and we will arrange to have a package of our new
music sent to you “on approval.”

_

. is*..

Home Songs

Nature Songs or Love Songs
Such as The Violet,” by Hervey; "Spring
Song,” by Mackenzie; “Message of the Rose "
by Gottschalk;“The Gypsy Trail,” by Galloway.
First Prize.$60.00
Second Prize.$40.00

LIST OF FALL NOVELTIES—Season, 1911-12
(Containing the l.test additions to our catalogue).
COMPLETE LIST OF “EDITION WOOD"
..
if which are copyright and can(641 volumes,
nearly .
_
in any other Edition).
COMPLETE PIANOFORTE CATALOGUE
(Containing not only the most.r_
important andard and classibest works of the well-known
cal compositions,
‘u-e --w
__r_j the easier grades).
HANDBOOK OF GRADED MATERIAL
(A classified list of Easy Teaching P ieces for Pianoforte).
TEACHER’S BOOK OF SAMPLES
(Giving the themes of 278 Compositions. Grade i-A to j-C).
SUPPLEMENT TO “TEACHER’S BOOK OF SAMPLES”
(Giving themes of 285 Compositions).
LATEST NOVELTIES, a Thematic Catalogue
(Giving themes of 75 Compositions).
COMPLETE VOCAL CATALOGUE
(A choice list of Standard Secular and Sacred Songs).
SECULAK SONG THEMATIC, No. 1
(With themes of 30 Standard Secular Songs).
SACRED SONG THEMATIC, No. 2
(With themes of 30 Standard Sacred Songs).
SONGS WORTH SINGING
(With their -“ 14 Best Selling Songs).

roll.
ADHESIVE PARCHMENT PAPER. (Trans¬
parent.) Per package, postpaid, 1 5c; the same,
12 yards In a roll, postpaid, 1 Oc; the same, 4
yards in a roll, postpaid, 6c.
PASTEBOARD, DUST-PROOF BOXES.
” ’ ■ ”-*- Cloth-hinged front, sheet

for the Violin

Material for the Study of Pianoforte Technic

Publishers of Music especially designed for Teachers’ Use
As space does not permit us to list here our many Novelties for
the coming season, we invite all Music Teachers who are not now on
our mailing lists to drop us a card stating which of the following new
catalogues they wish mailed to their studios:

RUBBER STAMP AND INK PAD. One
line 30c, two lines 40c, three lines 50c.
A handy article for putting name and address
on orders to publishers, etc. It prevents errors.
ROLL BLACKBOARDS.
2x3ft., $1.80; 256x3%,$2.50; 3x4,$3.20.
CHART PAPER RULED. Price 10c a
sheet. 82x44 containing four staves of heavy

by Tracy and Cowboy Song,” by Troyer.
Firzt Prize.$60.00
Second Prize.$40.00

Ed: 8th Augmented Edition

Handbook of Music

The B. F. Wood Music Co.

BLANK MUSIC COPY BOOKS.
Prices, 1 Oc to 35c..
BLANK MUSIC PAPER. 12,14 or 16 lines
and Vocal, size 14x22 inches, per quire, 40c.
(Postage llo extra ;
BLANK MUSIC PAPER.
100 leaves 7x8 with wide spacing. 25c.
BLANK PROGRAM FORMS. For Concerts
Pupils’ Recitals. 50c per hundred.
DIPLOMA FORM. 21x19. Price 15c. Parch¬
ment, 25c.
TEACHERS’ CERTIFICATES. Hx8^. 5c.
MUSICAL PRIZE CARD. 6^x4% inches.
1 Oc.
REWARD CARDS. Litho in Colors, set of
15, 50c.
MUSIC WRITING PENS. Per dozen, 1 5c.
PROFESSIONAL OR VISITING CARDS.
50 for 35c,1 00 for 50c, 500 for$1.25.
Neatly printed in the four most popular styles

Maiden I.” by Parker; “ Villanelle,” by Dell’Acqua; "TheBobolink” by Wilson; 'Spring¬
time,” by Wooler and ‘ Carmena,” by Wilson.
First Prize.$60.00
Second Prize.$40.00

Sacred Songs byRathbunf“ii
Son vs of .\H Ciillrv-.
Songs of Eastern Colleges

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
TO MUSIC TEACHERS

LESSON AND PRACTICE RECORD.
(Paokage of 25 cards.) 25c.
THE STANDARD PRACTICE RECORD.
(Pad of 100 slips ) ' ”
-- -hich to record directions for pracas well as
BILLS AND RECEIPTS. (Package f 100.)
25c.
BLANK BILLS. (Large size 6x9, package of 60)
25c.
MUSIC TEACHERS’ DESK TABLET.
(Package of 100 ) 1 5c. For all memorandums,
especially practice directions to the pupil.
CLARKE'S HARMONY TABLET. Pad of
leaves ruled music paper, 7x10, 25c.
STUDENT’S HARMONY TABLET. Pad of

'm^f^Imndmd6dollars will be divided
among the successful composers in
the following manner:
XXSSSi

IS easily and satisfaetc

BUSINESS MANUAL FOR MUSIC TEACH¬
ERS, $1.00. This book is a com"-*''11"™
the latest and best ideas upon the mi st practical
methods of compelling your profes
to yield you a larger income.
CLBSS AND ACCOUNT BOOK.
Seffon. 50c. Pocket ’-“—
all business transacted uy » mu....
.
PUPIL’S LESSON BOOK. Price I Oc each,
$1.00 per dozen.
THE STANDARD LESSON RECORD. (35
' vith stubs.) 25c. A practical method
teacher to keep a complete record of

-t—-HE publisher of The Etude
I! makes the following offer,
being convinced that a com¬
petition of this kind will awaken a
wider interest m vocal composition
and stimulate to effort many com¬
posers, both those who are known
and those who are as yet striving for
recognition, bringing to the winners
a desirable publicity in addition to
the immediate financial return It
seems unnecessary to note that the
fame of the composer will m no way
influence the selection and that the
songs will be selected by absolutely

Geo. P. Bent Grands
Crown Combinola
Player-Pianos
are built of the world’s best for
highest skill and tireless energy, and are not only
also built to sustain future service.
(uSweUreh"'our Geo. P. Bent Company
dal literature. 214 S. Wabash Ave., :: Chicago, I1L

CROWN PIANOS

MUSIC TEACHER

PIANO DANCE FOLIO
Peters’ Modern Pianoforte Method

ETUDE

^n,Bldg'

SHEET MUSIC
IB Cents Each.

Sample Pages Free

’! J»Hy Friend, M«rch: Company D
March; Silvery Moon Three-Step; Bell’s Lullaby, for /'«„„• tl.

Sf»«r(bigrhV)<lowV);B
I’m Not Forgotten, Settgx Birth of the Flower*, Reverie- On •
Rock ofa Living Faith,Sacred Song (high V) (mcd.V) (low V)
CHAS. E, ROAT MUSIC CO.,Battle Creek. Mich!
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THE VIOLINIST’S PANOPLY

NEW STUDIES
IN THE SECOND AND
THIRD CRAPES

yStsaKEMC-

Elementary Violin Lessons,
by Eugene Gruenberg, n. 1.50. A
work which is rapidly gaining de-

Practical Course of Instruc¬
tion for Violin, by M. Schoen, 12
Bks., ea. .50. Material which^leads
stage Utol1 the'hiBhest'^of1 concert
performance. Detailed prospectus
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Twelve Short Bow Studies
in the first position, by F. Gribade,
.50. In a progressive order, excel¬
lent studies are here combined to
principles of bowing

[ EVTEACHER

and pupil

Special Fourth Finger Exer¬
cises, by C. Gavriloff, .50. A uniaue
selection of studies devised to give
firmness, power, and life to ^this
er of the left hand. An indispen¬
sable part of daily practice.

_

Gradus ad Parnassui
collected and edited by E. Hen
Bks. 1-5, e A ||j
“
IHUl ^.....ordinary complete¬
ness & thoroughness leading from
the earliest beginning to virtuosity.

COMPOSITIONS FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
A. Q. COMINGS &"'SON,1 Publishers and Music Dealers, OBERLIN, 0.
AS$a.™,.
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GORDON’S GRADED PIANO COURSE

ssir

*S£SB?C.

i
Ssyong$

'fiffiSSSS.*'

jSt.vJS' »r;r.r;r» r

V,3erdX&ThConce.rrto

ea. 1.50

ZBer’c”“dl>00 Valse Caprice 1.25

TINDA1E MUSIC CABINETS
COMPOSITIONS FOR TWO VIOLINS AND PIANO

nhure'f'or eiery 'mLZwrn
TINDALE CABINET CO.

VALUABLE BOOKS FOR TEACHERS
AT

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY

'ja&atesftgz
2G ^9aWFgT QT .BOSTON

PRICES

NOTE-SPELLER
NOTE-SPELLER
-SIC.E-

ZA

A Practical Piano Course

HORVATH

g

mm
35c

Concentration and Technic

,£yvIr£5
MELODY and VELOCITY

Finger Practice

i”,

Jagj^^j^^ijsisraaasEs

KJirJSa* is.”: 25c
KUtrtSSS postpaidr,ce' 25c
aaiga asas.™?.- 35c

as-aSE-Ss®®
SBar?: i5c
M. WITWARK & SONS, Dept. “T,” 48 Witmark I
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AIM ESTABLISHED SUCCESS IN ONE YEAR

Standard History of Music
PRICE,

By JAMES

*The

STEINWAY

A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES
$1.25

FRANCIS COOKE

A complete, concise, understandable and authoritative series of
forty "story-lessons” in the development of musical art;
suitable for all students and music-lovers.
TEN VERY STRONG FEATURES.
The whole subject is reduced to the simplest possible terms.
CLEARNESS
Any intelligent child will find the book delightfully clear,
and any music loving adult will find this just the history t
use in getting all the main and usefdl facts.
MAY BE USED AT ONCE Absolutely no previous experience in teaching musical his1 tory is demanded of the teacher or reader.
SELF-PRONOUNCING
The book is “self-pronouncing" throughout, every foreign
' "
or technical term being accompanied in the text by a pho¬
netic pronunciation.
PRACTICAL PLAN
The forty “story-lessons" are adapted to the forty weeks
——“““
, of the school year.
DIRECTNESS
Each chapter covers one particular phase of musical history
'——
and one only,
SENSIBLE LENGTH
Each chapter is just long enough for one complete lesson.
~
The work may be thoroughly completed in one year.
USEFULNESS
The book may be used in private teaching as well as in
class work or club work. Test questions at the end of
each chapter.
COMPLETENESS
No names of archaic orinsignificant composers are included,
but three hundred names of the most important musicworkers are given so that the part of each great musician
in the development of the art is clearly indicated.
ILLUSTRATIONS
The book is handsomely and generously illustrated and
~““
includes a musical map of Europe.
APPENDIX
An appendix includes chapters on “How to Organize a
Musical Club,” and “How to Conduct a Musical Club.”

PIANO

The Importance of a Good Teacher
It may seem a trifle odd to some of our readers that we should
choose the above subject for an editorial to commence the “SelfHelp, Progress and Uplift” issue of The Etude. Hut when we
speak of a “self-help” musician we do not necessarily refer to a
“self-taught” musician. As a matter of fact such a thing as abso¬
lute self-help does not exist. No child bom in the heart of an
African desert and brought up by ignorant nomads has ever pro¬
duced a great symphony, a great book, a great drama, nor built a
great building, a great bridge, nor planned a great state. What
then is all this talk about self-help? Simply this, we desire to
bring before our readers the wonderful .truth that the people who
rise to the worthier heights in this world are almost invariably
those who have helped themselves to the abundant advantages

unequalled; to build a piano that has fixed
the basic principles for all makes; to ere
a world standard and keep it at a level i
approached by others—that is the Steinw _
achievement through four generations.

ing

only determin¬

factor in the selection of a piano.
Miniature Grand, $800 to $900
Vertegrand, $550 to $600. According to Case.

STEINWAY

&

SONS

STEINWAY HALL
107 and 109 East 14th Street,
Subway Express Station at the Door

NEW

Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Let us help you form a profitable History Club. Full particulars on request.

Publications of ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT
BOSTON, 120 Boylston Street

INEW YORK, 11 West 36th Street

Over 40,000 Copies Sold

THE PUPIL’S FIRST ETUDE ALBUM

TECHNIC AND MELODY
A FUNDAMENTAL COURSE FOR THE PIANOFORTE

FIFTY-THREE EASIEST ETUDES
Indispensable in the repertoire of every student of piano playing in the earlier grad es Its selee
hons take up notational, technical and rhythmical problems- giving each a luHd nr,
„
,T
lth&tTrfSfeur'“dbythe Variety°faUthor-d of study problem aSUWaStSSS

By CORNELIUS GURLITT
lattes
THE PUPIL’S SECOND ETUDE ALBUM
THIRTY-FOUR ETUDES

FERDINANpP MEYER* **

THE

MUSIOLADDER

<tKST>YISIXS4o
TUMELAND
(JfCo((eetionof%ymesvJunes)

tlorencemaxim-

Mail orders solicited

To Teach the Notes Up and Down From Middle C
by
MABEL M. WATSON
Price, 75 Cents
They teach the simpler rhythms admirably, and are so con¬
structed that the child can leam both clefs without confusion

Selections for teachers and schi^^T,
Please mention THp v-w,

—————

NO.
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Let him remember that the word education comes from educare—to

To uphold a reputation for tone quality
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which continually surround them.
The great universities, the great conservatories are continually
turning out hundreds of men and women who have had the best
educational advantages obtainable, hut who are destined to become
miserable failures simply because they have learned to depend upon
others instead of depending upon themselves. Read the letter of
i Dr. G. Stanley Hall in this issue and think it over. The possession
of the wealth to go through Yale or Harvard as the average rich
man’s son makes the trip is often a decided disadvantage. Read
Mr. Edison’s letter and note his remarkable epigram. “The things
I have been told I may believe, but those I have found out for
myself I know.”
Most of our teachers’ friends will agree with us that the very
best teachers can be little more than good pilots. But a pilot is a
most necessary personage. Many a vessel has been wrecked be¬
cause the pilot did not know his course. Many a musical career
has been ruined because the services of a good teacher have not
been available. Do not get the idea that because Elgar, Raff and
Wagner have accomplished wonders with little direct instruction
that teachers are unnecessary or supernumerary.
Teachers have
saved many a fine musician for the world. Do not make the mis¬
take of thinking that because you have a good pilot you have no
need for self-help.
A pilot is a pilot—he cannot supply the
motive power. How soon you will triumph depends just as much
upon your own speed as upon the pilot. Mr. Booker T. Washington
has expressed this very beautifully in his letter. The great self-help
musicians have learned from their surroundings, from libraries,
from musical friends, from concerts, etc. In all cases their in¬
dustry and application have been enormous. This issue then is
intended just as much for the pupil with a good teacher as for the
one whom circumstances have compelled to pilot his own craft.
Get a good teacher if you possibly can, but if you cannot get one,
do not stop working. You are living in a bower of opportunities.
Why not help yourself?

Interesting That Pupil
The Etude continually receives letters from many of its good
friends which read very much like this: “How can I interest a
pupil who shows no inclination to practice, but gives other evi¬
dences of being musical?” How indeed? Surely the interest will
never come from without. All interest comes from desire. Where
.the desire exists and the ambition is right, interest will come. Per¬
haps the teacher- has been doing too much for his pupil. Perhaps
he has been urging the pupil ahead instead of leading him ahead.

lead.

Once the teacher can blow the spark of desire into interest

his work will be easy. One of the objects of this issue is^ to pro¬
vide the teacher with material that he can place in his pupil’s hands
with a view of firing him to greater accomplishments. We have
long wanted to put into print articles which will provide the teacher
with something to give his pupils to read which might induce them
to depend more upon themselves, to get rid of the idea that the
teacher should carry the whole burden, to put that spirit of de¬
termination and initiative into the student which invariably leads
to success. The pupil who fails to respond to the inspiration, uplift
and note of progress in this issue must indeed have a sickly ambi¬
tion.

The Old Timer
Some years ago we, the editor

(custom and tradition have

given royalty and editors the pronoun of the mob, but never mind
the accidence) went to Paris in company with one of God s best
children, a doctor from a large city in Ohio. With a view’ of com¬
pleting a long and interesting but quite unprofitable investigation of
the advantage of studying physiology in connection with voice train¬
ing we went to some of the clinics at the famous hospital of St.
Louis, named after Louis IX, the crusader who did so much for the
poor of France. Here we met the doctor again. No one of the
students attending the clinic was more alert than the doctor, no one
was more faithful in attendance. Nothing escaped him. He came
early and secured a position of advantage so that he could observe
everything. Now, there was nothing so remarkable about this, except
that the doctor was middle-aged and was making his first trip to
Europe. He had brought up a family of children and the white
crown of Time had already been placed upon his head. Pie had
reached the age when most doctors dream of retiring. Still he was
studying with all the enthusiasm of a youth.
In your town, in every town the.re is some venerable physician
who has the “cream of the business.” The young doctors all look
up to him and longingly look forward to the time when they may
deserve to hold such a position.
In the same town you will find
doctors of a similar age who are known to everybody as “oldtimers.” No one thinks of calling the successful elderly doctor an
“old-timer.” Why? Simply because he has never stopped working,
learning, advancing, never permitted himself to become an “oldtimer.”
He has always progressed, always taken up some new
and refreshing branch of his life work. He is more up-to-date than
any of the young men, and with it all he has that priceless acqui¬
sition—experience.
How is it with you ? Have you ceased practicing, ceased study¬
ing, ceased working and longing for new knowledge. Are you pre¬
paring to be an “old-timer?” Have you reached that fatal condition
which some musicians reach, where you feel that you have touched
the boundaries of your possibilities?
If you should start to-day
and select some interesting branch of musical study,—commence
to work upon it with the same enthusiasm that you felt when enter¬
ing-the conservatory. In these days of fine books, magazines, lec¬
tures, Chautauquas, there is no excuse for becoming an “old-timer.”
Musicians are prone to become satisfied with their attainments at
far too early an age. To be confident that there is no room for
improvement in your methods is the surest way of becoming an
“old-timer.”
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forms of trumpet. Handel made constant use of the
harp, the archiliuto, and the theorbo. The use of organ
. and harpischord gave a solid foundation for this early
orchestral music, and it always sounds effective when
tlip instruments for which it was originally
At Bayreuth an individual named Samiels has in¬
vented aii apparatus for sustaining the tone on wind
instruments. We believe there was a gentleman of
somewhat similar name in Der Freischuts, whose sug¬
gestions did not always turn out well; but in this case
the invention seems to work nicely. It prolongs the
tone so that there will be no break while the player
breathes. So far it has been used on the flute, oboe,
and English horn, but it can be applied to all wind
instruments.
Prof. Stein lectured recently at Jena on the early
Beethoven symphony which he discovered in that city
last year. It was found in papers of the eighteenth
century, when Beethoven was not yet famous, and so
there would have been no object in forging his name,
which appears on the parts, sometimes in full.. The style
shows traces of Mozart and the Mannheim school, but
the composer’s individuality is shown by his boldness
in modulation and the strength of the codas. Prof. Stein
thinks the work was written at Bonn after Beethoven’s
first trip to Vienna, perhaps about 1788. Breuning or
others, who went to Jena to study, may have taken it
with them, perhaps to submit to Charlotte von Schiller,
who was in some degree a patroness of the young com¬
poser.

In the Quarterly of the International Music Society
Henri Prunieres writes on the origin of the French
overture. The beginning of this historical form seems
still a little doubtful, though it certainly arose in France
and traveled to Italy and Germany. This was the ear¬
liest definite overture, and consisted of a slow move¬
ment followed by a rapid one in fugal style. The three
countries named show examples in the works of Cambert, Cesti and Hammerschmidt. Because Lully’s operas
came after Lambert's work, he is sometimes denied
due credit, but it is now surely known that Lully’s
instrumental overtures for early works antedated the
overtures of others. Before that time there had been
no definite form for operatic preludes.
The first part was always in even rhythm, while the
second part was more often in triple time. We find
Frescobaldi alternating even and triple movements as
early as 1637, but in the preceding century the French
had already adopted the custom of combining a slow
binary and a quick ternary dance. No doubt this con¬
trast gave Lully a. suggestion for his overtures. A
later and more famous example is the overture to
Handel’s Messiah.
POSTHUMOUS WORKS.
In Italy the early overture changed its form gradu¬
Posthumous works seem to be flourishing at present.
ally. but in France it remained intact until superseded
by later forms. It was Gluck who introduced the dra¬ A full crop by Dvorak is coming out at Berlin, includ¬
ing
symphonies,
overtures, piano works, and songs.
matic overture, in his later operas. This did not assume
Another contribution of an old work rediscovered is a
any definite shape, but aimed to give an epitome of the
melodrama by Svendsen, for orchestra, to a piece by
opera that followed. Beethoven adopted this form by
preference, and his overtures are masterly examples Hermann Bang—a name which seems to earn itself a
hearing, at least. A symphony by Erich Wolf Degner,
of it. Wagner used the dramatic idea in his more
who died three years ago, has now been published and
modern vein. Gluck’s overtures sometimes" led directly
found good; also a choral-orchestral Legende, Maria
into his operas, but with Wagner this became a definite
und
die Mutter,
procedure, resulting in the Vnrspiel, or Prelude.
Igor Stravinsky is the subject of a short article by
The classical overture is really a sonata movement
Calvocoressi. Stravinsky is one of the younger Rus¬
in form, though it makes no repeat of the first appear¬
ance of the themes (exposition) before the develop¬ sians who shows marked originality and daring. When
he played part of his Bird of Fire for his old teacher,
ment. Mozart wrote in this form. Weber’s overtures
Rimsky-Korsakoff, the latter exclaimed, “Stop playing
are especially good examples of it, for he took his
themes directly from the operas that followed and that thing, or I might begin to enjoy it;” Stravinsky’s
worked them up in charmingly effective fashion. He works include a symphony (1906), a Fantasie Scherzo,
used introductions in slow tempo, making excellent the tone-picture Fireworks, a Funeral Song for RimskyKorsakoff, the effective ballet The Bird of Fire, and an
contrasts with the main divisions of the works.
early opera on Andersen’s Nightingale. Some youthful
The concert overture is usually in the classical shape,
etudes and songs are now being published. A new
but derives its name from the fact that it is an inde¬
pendent piece for concert performance, and not at¬ work by Stravinsky is Petrushka, a sort of Russian
tached to any opera. Mendelssohn gave prominence to Pierrot. Its realistic carnival scenes at times suggest
Moussorgsky, though the music is always original as
this form in his Hebrides and other overtures.
well as brisk and racy.
The medley overture had its origin in England. It
The opera industry feels the after-summer dullness,
was not a definite form, but merely a string of melo¬
dies, taken from the opera that followed and put to¬ but a few new works were heard of during the month.
The new operetta of Leoncavlallo is called The Little
gether with no especial purpose except that-of contrast.
Rose-Queen. Vienna is to hear The Last Days of
The overtures to Zampa and Fra Diavolo are good
Pompeii, by Mariano Perosi, brother of Lorenzo, the
examples of this style, which is very common in French
and Italian opera.
oratorio writer. Vienna knows this composer already
by his symphonic poem, The Victory of Light. Zoellner’s new work is called Zigeuner, and is on a subject
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN IMPORTANT
of Gorky. Otto Neitzel’s Barberina is to be heard at
INSTRUMENT.
Crefeld. In a Berlin opera competition no first prize
In the Monthly Journal, Georges Cucuel gives results
was awarded, but these three works received mentionof researches on clarinet playing in the eighteenth cen¬
Le Parchemin die Diable, by Alfred Schattmann; The
tury. Owing to the use of the term clarino, which
Koad to the Light, by Gustave Krumbiegel, and Alfred
referred to a small trumpet used from the time of
.ormann’s setting of Byron’s Cain. Humperdinck’s
Monteverde, it is not certain whether Rameau, in 1751,
new pantomime will be given-in London. It deals with
employed this trumpet or a real clarinet. The same
miracles and has chorused of angels, children, etc., for
doubt arises with regard to Jommelli. The so-called
winch the composer has adopted the style of the old
chalumeau, the first approach to the clarinet, was in¬
Marienlieder.
vented by Denner in 1690. This, it is said, was in use
muucie a congregational cantat
by 1707, but Mattheson knew nothing of it in 1713.
Liehe, das ist Gottes Lamm, by Erwin Degen; a chor
Handel, always progressive, made some experiments with
work, Heldenzeit, by Friedrich Hegar; a piano quart,
it, but did not think it important. J. G'. Walther, in
by Leander Schlegel. which is said to need study, b,
1732, wrote that it “sounded like a trumpet at a dis¬
to be worth while after the effort, and a romance f<
tance.” In 1739 there were two clarinetists in Frank¬
piano and violin, by Max Reger, which is melodio,
furt. None are mentioned in Paris until 1755, when
and charming enough to come from his youthful day
that city heard a symphony by Stamitz with clarinets
V0Cal work is the cantata, An ,
and hunting horns. Other symphonies came in 1757,
and soon after this the clarinet appeared in chamber
Rernb 'IPv
t', mixed chorus and orchestra, 1
®!
? WeerS; The
Songs of Delius, for tl
music. It was used at first in connection with the oboes,
but was written as a separate orchestral part by Gossec,
be«nl of U,rC- r n6Peated in Berlin and Elberfel
because of their London success. Liege enjoyed
more than twenty years before Mozart wrote his sosymphony with violin obligato by Victor Vreuls a stril
called clarinet symphony.
The earlier composers had many tone-colors at their
command which were omitted from the classical orches¬
tra. Bach had a violino piccolo (a third above the
violin), the violincello piccolo, the viola d’amore, the
Kite, the oboe di caccia and oboe d’amore, and many

sfdieZ' nref I,y
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introductions in classical
COMPOSITIONS.

effects he builds for one decade only. The architects
who build for all time are different and yet how unlike,
how individual, how original is the work of one grea
architect from that of another.

BY HERBERT ANTCLIFFE.
Does it ever occur to you to wonder why sorry;
composers write introductions to many of their
works, while others are content to begin the prin¬
cipal movement straight away? It is a fruitful and
profitable topic for. consideration, so long as consid¬
eration leads to observation and study. There is a
very large scope for study in the introductions to
the works particularly of Beethoven. - .r Beethoven
was not only the first to make the introduction an
important part of a work, but many of his intro¬
ductions remain as perfect example .-f what such
things should be. Some of them are merely modu¬
lations such as a pianist might use in order to
remove the impression of tonality derived from
what has been heard immediately bei we.
Others define the tonality prepara t ry to a move¬
ment which is iself chromatic and in
mite. Quite
a number, particularly in the sonatas and sym¬
phonies, have an important emotion.
r construc¬
tive significance. And the methodBeethoven
have been adopted or copied by latei
i posers, so
that in order to grasp the important ,
the use or
omission of an introduction it is not
cessary to
go further than the works of this yr
aster.

BY CARL GOLDMARK.
The first time that I saw Wagner u
cert rehearsal. He was preparing tin Tan nhauset
overture. At the very outstart he d.
the first French horn that the chor
played more connectedly. After two i
fruit
less efforts the performer said, "If ya u
Meister, it is absolutely impossible
a hon
player to play that passage connected,'
Wagne
replied immediately, “Then why, my
we- call ourselves artists?” This wathe next trial the passage was played j
wanted it.
In the beginning of the sixties .
Vienna to conduct some concerts. It happened t
we both lived in the suburbs. One evening in
darkening twilight I walked through tin ti, Ids ,-e
ing to myself from a favorite volume of poems,
the distance I saw two men approaching and slit
mg at each other. At first I thought that tin .- w
a little under the weather (angelieitcr! ). and I
upon a stone to permit them to pass bv. As tl
approached I realized that one of ' them i
Richard Wagner and the other a good friend of m
Wagner was scolding about the tempo at which
of the choruses in Lohengrin had been sung at
Vienna opera. He then sang the chorus at
tempo he desired. After I was introduced ! acc<
pamed him to his villa, he all the time complain
about the materialism with which lie was <
rounded.
I had already become familiar with Taunhat
and Lohengrin and had heard something of M
tersmger U alkure and Siegfried at his latest c
certs I was boiling over with enthusiasm. It
me to the heart to hear so great a nrm scold
Xce in'th11^
* 1 nked
him if heof did
solace
in the wide public
recognition
his not
gn 1
ness, his immortality. "Oh, what are you savin
with it?

Q°me anger' “What has that to
When Spent,ni was lying on his death

or?Xr0h rdTgragainSt his unhaPPy fate—for
* ”7, hard to hve—Berlioz came to him and
minded Spontim of his immortal fame. Spon
sl7de‘P,°Ver W‘,th a groan and in the worst tem
said Please make no silly jests.’”
fter that I never had an opportunity to ir
Wagner again. A few weeks later the message fi
King Ludwig came-the message which relic
Merker

°f S° mUCh anxiety and Pain .—From .

Experience has shown that, to gain the inte
and the attention of the beginner, it is well to s
pieces as soon as possible; .very few would be r
tent to work on scales and five-finger exercises tl
for a period of a year or so_a course some teacl
always follow. The pleasure of being able to

:Szs“fr*,ly sp,r*"" «11 ™ >° «iS»‘

THE MOST ORIGINAL COMPOSERS.

Originality in Pianoforte Playing
From an interview secured expressly for THE ETUDE with the
distinguished virtuoso pianist

VLADIMIR DE PACHMANN

IPm.mE,a NoTE —The peculiar and Inimitable gifts °f
1/ Ftodteir
Pachmann have attracted such annual adtern
Uon in all .art-loving oountries ^at ^se^nsharMy^ or to
ZmJentuponMsVaS
„
„ tnuaht at
Born at Odessa, P™a%’/fV*{J$%neuaZst and a. fine
VZer\poTke violin. The elder de
Tbecomc anything more than
:uv Art however, is always tyrannical, ana
lie Kay, the leishes of stem Parents usually
10. De Pachmann is probably the best Uv
1 pianist tvho has been largely ^self^-taughL
e than paternal advice—-never
lessons in the generally
study with the then
c.chs was a concert
celebrated0 teacher,' Joseph Dachs.
tic school. Academic
pianist of the old anil somewhat ac
,t understand a pupil
perfection was his goal and he
•ntly < ■Ul not do things in
like de Paclu.pupil of Czerny and
de Pachhis pupils oei
“The Pedals ■ the PianoSchmitt, author
Rapoldi, Who later gained

gendarmes. It is possible, of course by means of systematic training) to educate a boy so that he could
play a concerto which he. could not possibly compre-hend intelligently until he became at least twenty years
older; but please tell, what is the use of such a training? Is
it artistic? Is
it musical? Would it not be
better to train him to play a, piece which he could
comprehend and which he could express in his own
wav?

SELF-HELP THE SECRET OF MANY SUCCESSES.

strlction of Dachs was rather amusing and irritat, pachmann who chose to get results in his own
a very successful
individna l way. Nevertheless, he made
e then has ti„.ared the
concert ti
When de
irs of the world many
wl Russia. Paderewski was only ten years old
. e celebrated pianists of ourimv
\atnrallu a philosopher and keen observer, tins long
experience has given de Pachmann a wealth of infonnaDon
which makes the following interview very valuable.
..aracteristics of de Pachmann
One of the most notable
Pac
r ceased to work, never ceased to practice
with the view’ of making himself a better and greater pianist.
He has not appeared in public, in America for some years.
Recent London criticisms declare that be lias made an
entirely new pianist of himself, and that, while He has pre¬
served all of the velvety touch of other days, he Has devel¬
oped a Bravura stole which has not been approached since
the days of Franz Liszt. De Pac*■-is a fluent linguist, bei',
f the polyglot
flavo
THE MEANING OF ORIGINALITY.
“Originality in pianoforte playing, what does it
really mean? Nothing more than the interpretation of
one’s real self instead of the artificial self which tradi¬
tions, mistaken advisors and our own natural sense of
mimicry impose upon us. Seek for originality and it
is gone like a gossamer shining in the morning grass.
Originality is in one’s self. It is the true voice of the
heart. I would enjoin students to listen to their own
inner voices. I do not desire to deprecate teachers, but
I think that many teachers are in error when they fail
to encourage their pupils to form their own opinions.
“I have always sought the individual in myself.
When I have found him I play at my best- I try to
do everything in my own individual way. I work for
months to invent, contrive or design new fingerings—
not so much for simplicity, but to enable me to manipu¬
late the keys so that I may express the musical thought
as it seems to me it ought to be expressed. See my
hand, my fingers—the flesh as soft as that of a child,
yet covering muscles of steel. They are thus because
T have worked from childhood to make them thus.
“The trouble with most pupils in studying a piece
is that when they seek individuality and originality they
go about it in the wrong way, and the result is a
studied, stiff, hard performance. Let them listen to the
voice, I say; to the inner voice, the voice which is
speaking every moment of the day, but to which so
many shut the ears of their soul.
Franz Liszt—ah, you see I bow when I mention the
name—you never heard Franz Liszt? Ah, it was the
great Liszt who listened—listened to his inner voice.
They said he was inspired. He was simply listening to
himself.

“The most original of all composers, at least as they
appear to me, is Johann Sebastian Bach. Perhaps this
is because he is the most sincere. Next I would class
Beethoven, that great mountain peak to whose heights
so few ever soar. Then would come in order Liszt,
Brahms, Schumann, Chopin, Weber and Mendelssohn.
Schumann more original than Chopin? Yes, at least
so it seems to me. That is, there is something more
distinctive, something more indicative of a great indi¬
viduality speaking a new language.
“Compare these men with composers of the order of
Abt, Steibelt, Thalberg and Donizetti, and you will see at
once what I mean about originality being the basis of
permanent art. For over twenty years my great fondness
for mineralogy and for gems led me to neglect in a meas¬
-rure
the development of the higher works of these composers> but 1 have realized my error and have been
-■
• for
- attain
" : the technic
working
enormously
years to
which their works demand. Some years ago I felt
that technical development must cease at a certain age.
This is all idiocy. I feel that I have now many times
the technic I have ever had before and I have acquired
it all in recent years.

E LATEST PORTRAIT OF VLADIMIR Dl

“Of course I am not speaking now of the boy
Mozarts, the boy Liszts or other freaks of nature, but
of the children who by machine-made methods are
made to do things which nature never intended that
they should do. This forcing method to which some
conservatories seem addicted remind one of those men
who in bygone ages made a specialty of disfiguring the
forms and faces of children, to make dwarfs, jesters
and freaks out of them. Bah 1
ORIGINALITY THE ROAD TO PERMANENT FAME.

“Originality in interpretation is of course no more
important than originality in creation. See how the
composers who have been the most original have been
the ones who have laid the surest' foundation for perma¬
nent fame. Here again true originality has been merely
the highest form of self-expression.
Non e vert
When the composer has sought originality and con¬
trived to get it by purposely taking out-of-the-way
methods, what has he produced? Nothing but a hor¬
rible sham—a structure of cards which is destroyed
MACHINE TEACHING.
by the next wind of fashion.
“Nun, passen Sie mol auf! I abominate machine
“Other composers write for all time. They are orig¬
teaching. A certain amount of it may be necessary,
inal because they listen to the little inner voice, the
but I hate it. It seems so brutal—so inartistic. Instead . true source of originality. It is the same in architec¬
of leading the pupil fo seek results for himself, they ture. Styles in architecture are evolved, not created,
lay down laws and see that these laws are obeyed, like
and whenever the architect has striven for bizarre

“No one could possibly believe more in self-help than
1. The student who goes to a teacher and imagines that
the teacher will cast some magic spell about him which
will make him a musician without working, has an
unpleasant surprise in store for him. When 1 was
eighteen I went to Dachs at the Vienna Conservatory.
He bade me play something. I played the Rigoletfo
paraphrase of Liszt. Dachs commented favorably upon
my touch but assured me that I was very much upon
the wrong track and that I should study the
IVoltemperirfes Clavier of Bach. He assured me that
no musical education could be considered complete
without an intimate acquaintance with the Bach fugues,
which of course was most excellent advice.
“Consequently I secured a copy of the fugues and
commenced work upon them. Dachs had told me to
prepare the first prelude and fugue for the following
lesson. But Dachs was not acquainted with my meth¬
ods of study. He did not know that I had mastered
the art of concentration so that I could obliterate every
suggestion of any other thought from my mind except
that upon which I was working. He had no estimate
of my youthful zeal and intensity. He did not know
that I could not be satisfied unless I spent the entire
day working with all my artistic might and main.
Soon I saw the wonderful design of the great master
of Eisenach. The architecture of the fugues became
plainer and plainer. Each subject became a friend and
each answer likewise. It was a great joy to observe
with what marvelous craftsmanship he had built up the
wonderful structures. I could not stop when I ‘ had
memorized the first fugue, so I went to the next and the
next and the next.
A SURPRISED TEACHER.
“At the following lesson I went with my book under
my arm. I requested him to name a fugue. He did,
and I placed the closed book on the rack before me.
After I had finished playing he was dumfounded.
He said, ‘You come to me to take lessons. You already
know the great fugues and I have taught you nothing ’
Thinking that I would find Chopin more difficult to
memorize, he suggested that I learn two of the etudes.
I came at the following lesson with the entire twentyfour memorized. Who could withstand the alluring
charm of the Chopin etudes? Who could resist the
temptation to learn them all when they are once com¬
menced ?
“An actor learns page after page in a few days, and
why should the musician go stumbling along for months
in his endeavor to learn something which he could
master in a few hours with the proper interest and
the burning concentration without which all music study
is a farce?
“It was thus during my entire course with Dachs.
He would suggest the work and I would go off by
myself and learn it. I had practically no method. Each
page demanded a different method. Each page pre¬
sented entirely new and different technical ideas.”
(The second section of Mr. de Pachmann’s article
will be presented in the November Etude.)
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you could see it as before Hope, hope, my Theo¬
dor! We shall see the light again.
And you must know how close 1 have been to you.
Th work I have just finished is "Rienzi, the last
ribunes Who first had the idea of that

ti

-»'»“ “ ,orT,A;1,1

events, I have done my part to the best of my

RICHARD WAGNER’S GREAT SACRIFICES
FOR SUCCESS.
The Matter

Compoter’s Own Description of His Fight Against the Bitterest
Poverty

and

Continual Failure.

Young musicians who are enduring great priva¬
tions to win success find much comfort in reading
of the sacrifices made by the immortal composers
of the past. Surely no man ever lived who met
with vaster difficulty in winning his later triumphs
than Richard Wagner. In a letter translated by
Michel Delines from the Temps and printed in the
Boston Transcript, we have a communication of
Wagner to one of his personal friends who had be¬
come blind through an accident while horse-back
riding. This friend, Theodor Apel, saved Wagner’s
letters and they are to appear in book form.
My Theodor:—In a plight you probably have no
idea of and in which I regard myself as having
reached the limit of all possible misfortune, I write
once more to the friend of my vanished youth, the
friend who has been true in the direst affliction.
To avoid all semblance of hypocrisy, I begin this
letter—the first after so many years of silence—with
selfish words that might better come at the end: I
am at the last extremity of misfortune, and you
must help me!
A bitter sadness will be yours; but why—oh, my
God!—why am I capable of resisting at all? What
have I come to when I confess that during the last
year I have lived with my wife without earning a
groschen, without a pfennig to call my own! Think
of all that this confession involves, and you will
understand what drives me to begin this first letter,
after all these years of silence, in this way.
Four years have passed since we last saw each
other, and during that time you have, become blind
and I am forced to begin my first letter in this way;
fate has dealt cruelly with us; we both have our
griefs to bear.
Hardly had we begun to enjoy our youth when
we were doomed to see it destroyed; your ambition
is blasted by blindness, mine by eternal gloom.
When we separated and I went North, do you
know the sad presentiment that obsessed me? It
was a presentiment that the two men who shook
hands would never again see each other as they
were then.
LEARNING RENUNCIATION.
My struggle has been hard and full of bitter con¬
sequences, for I have had to learn renunciation and
to fight against my whole nature. Not one of my
enterprises for reaching my supreme purpose in my
art has succeeded. 1 managed to get my opera
accepted in Berlin; all I needed was enough to live
on for six months, so that I could stay there and
keep a finger on the weak, vacillating director, over
whom I had some personal influence.
But I was poor and no one wanted to help me. I
left my opera, just as I abandoned many things
later on, and set out for Koenigsberg, where a
place was assured me. There T married; but only
trouble and poverty pursued me.
I was unable to secure the promised position, and
had to get out of the predicament as best I could.
It was then that I first heard from you indirectly
on meeting someone who had just seen you at Leip¬
zig. From that day I understood what my pre¬
sentiment meant, but I never could have believed
that it would be so cruelly fulfilled.
When we next meet, ask my wife what I have
become since then. The poor woman has suffered
much herself. All happiness, all freedom, all frank¬
ness have departed from me. I can not better de¬
scribe my condition than by saying that during

that year of my life I did not write one note of
music; I was too wretched. •
After that year of torment, my affairs improved,
at least outwardly; I received a good and honorable
position as orchestra leader at Riga. I spent two
comparatively calm years there. I might say that
1 began to pull myself together, had it not been for
my growing conviction that I was not intended to
earn my bread in that way.
I sought to drown my worries by keeping fever¬
ishly active. But the Northern climate was unfa¬
vorable to my constitution, and I cBuld no longer
endure that life. I fell seriously ill. A nervous
fever came near ending me. Hardly, had I begun
to mend, when I got news that during my illness
my self-styled friend Dorn had robbed me of my
position in the most perfidious manner.
It was a terrible thing for me. Yet in my over¬
wrought state, I explained it as the will of God. I
told myself that it was a sign that I must not re¬
main passive, but must go on struggling to achieve
the supreme purpose of my life.
I got together a few hundred rubles, and told my
wife that we were going to Paris. She had never
had lofty hopes, and she foresaw what poverty we
were destined to encounter, but because of her love
for me she consented. We went aboard a sailing
vessel, and after a voyage that lasted four weeks
and thrice came near sending us to the bottom, we
reached London, sailing thence to Boulogne.
POVERTY IN PARIS.
My sayings were so quickly exhausted that it was
impossible to consider even a few weeks in Paris.
Then my astonishing destiny brought me in con¬
tact with Meyerbeer in Boulogne. I introduced
mysejf- to hiip>; acquainted him with rny composi¬
tions, and he ’became my friend and protector.
I knew that with a man like Meyerbeer to back
me, I might succeed in Paris. I plucked up cour¬
age once more, and decided to tempt fortune.
What has befallen me here in Paris? Oh, such a
melange of hopes and disappointments: Meyerbeer
has remained indefatigably faithful to my interests.
Unfortunately, family reasons have required him to
spend most of his time abroad, and as nothing but
personal influence can serve me here, his absence
paralyzes all my efforts.
I am sustained only by my hopes, which are re¬
born every day, but you will readily see that my
plight, with a wife to support and with no way of
earning a copper, is simply indescribable. More
than once I have wished myself dead; in any case,
death has no terrors for me.
Is it true that you can no longer recognize your
friends? I have heard from a Leipzig lady that your
trouble is physical, and that there is serious hope
of your recovery. Oh, such news would be the only
thing that could lift me out of the abyss of my own
misery.
And they tel! me that you have just published a
volume of poems. You are still a poet? Poor, poor
,r'en,d! ,tNowc
can sing, for you have sounded
the depths of human suffering!
T tef n?,ySe!f away from my sorrows for a
moment, and te 1 you that I, too, am still a poet—
now>Cr^aPS neit*ler °* us f“as really been one till
God knows that it seems to me as if we were
once more looking at a lovely landscape, and as if

abLe7me tell you (you see I am prattling on just
as if nothing was wrnog) that our "Rienzi’ is now
an opera in five acts. 1 brought it here half finished,
and hoped to get it performed in Paris But I soon
became convinced that I must wait wo or three
years before having a work of that extent accepted
here. I must first establish a reputation by produc¬
ing little operas.
,
. .
T .
So as not to lose my favorite work entirely, I de¬
cided to write “Rienzi” in German, and give it to
a German theatre. I chose Dresden, which is in
some sense my native city, and, with Meyerbeer to
help me, I have taken all the steps necessary to
make sure that my opera will really be p'resented.
In a month I shall send the score. Early next year
my opera may actually be staged and 1 may go
there for the premiere.
Well, this is like old times; you would know
nothing of all this if you had not published a volume
of poems. You see, my Theodor, there are light¬
ning flashes that sometimes illumine my darkness,
but they don’t dissipate the fog, for oh, how many
of my hopes have vanished!
Truly, I should prefer certain death; but here it
does not seem that I can die so easily
Paris is
too rich, too rich in day dreams and too varied
for a man not to attach himself each time to a new
hope!
So, for the moment, I am in fairly good relations
with the mighty Opera regarding a work in two or
three acts, “Der Fliegende Hollander.” The scena¬
rio I have proposed has been very agreeably wel¬
comed. What wonder I begin to have hopes?
.;
THE CRY OF DESPONDENCY.
And yet at the moment I wish I could buy my
wife the medicines she needs. Will she contrive to
endure this misery, and shall I contrive to endure
hers? Lord God, come to my assistance! I know
not what to do. I have exhausted all the resources
of a starving man—all, all. Oh, miserable man that
I am! Till to-day I never learned to know men.
“Money” is the accursed word that destroys all that
is noble. A fair-weather friend grows cold at sound
of it. Relatives stiffen before the word is out of
your mouth. And yet—oh, heaven!—what succor is
there without that assistance, the most efficacious
of all? Anybody who knows poverty knows that
the only cure for it is money.
In the old days, when you made sacrifice after
sacrifice for me, I thought I already knew poverty.
Idiot that I was, I mistook embarrassment for
poverty. I have learned better now!
To be obliged to buy bread with your last bit of
jewelry, your wife’s last bit of china, to be unable
to help her when she is ill and in pain, because the
money you raised by pawning your wedding rings
was not enough to buy bread and medicines! If I
called my former difficulties poverty, what name is
there left for this?
In a word—God forgive me—I curse life. The
first words I address to a friend I have just found
again are to ask prompt assistance from him I
ask three hundred thalers, and I realize that when
you send them I shall be eight months behind, for
during all that time I have paid only for bread. If
you, too, turn your back upon me, I know not what
will be my fate.
You see, this is the cry of my poverty. Will it
change? Shall I again see good fortune? To those
questions I reply only with a bitter sigh! And yet
there are hours when I behold the baseness of more
than one person I have met, and could be proud of
my situation if I were not obliged to consider my
poor, good wife! She has sacrificed her youth for
me and all I can do for her is to write you this
letter I do it without her knowledge. I know she
would advise me not to; she no longer has the
taintest hope.
Do you desire once more to give me a day’s hap¬
piness. Write me at once. Meanwhile I shall live
m hope that we may see each other again. Ah to
see each other again! In happiness? My Theodor
let us hope, let us hope! Farewell, my friend
Your
■
2S Ru, de Helder, Park
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SELF-HELP, THE FOUNDATION OF
ALL PERMANENT SUCCESS

|

world, have been men who in their own progress w
under the necessity for self-help.
Wishing you every success in the splendid unu .
taking, I remain
Faithfully yours,
R. P. Hobson.

FROM THE SLAVE BOY WHO BECAME WORLD
FAMOUS.
Remarkable as are the achievements of the IIietl
A Collection of Letters and Articles from World-Famous Men Pertaining to One of the Greatest Elements
, whose messages have been printed above, they in 'If
in Human Progress, Including Messages from
way excel the wonderful progress made by Booker
Washington, born a slave in Virginia (1858), and now
Thomas A. Edison, Dr. G. Stanley Hall, Booker T. Washington, Hon. Champ Clark,
the best known representative of his race. At first lie
Capt. R. P. Hobson, Dr. O. S. Marden
worked in a salt furnace and then in a coal mine.
V
■ sttidying at night school he managed to ga:n adniision to the famous Hampton Institute. After some
years of study he was placed in charge-of the Indian
students at Hampton and later was given the positi >”
of director of the Tuskegee Normal and Industrial
Institute, which then existed in name only. The In¬
A
WORD
FROM
THE
SPEAKER
OF
THE
HOUSE.
When The Etude commenced preparations for the
stitute was started in an old church and a shanty.
The Hon. Champ Clark, Speaker of the House of
present issue, letters were sent to several eminent selfBy dint of enormous work and the most supreme kind
Representatives, and one of the brainiest statesmen
help men inviting them to send The Etude a short
of self-help Washington has built this school until it
our country has ever produced, sends our seif-help
expression of their own appreciation of the wonder¬
readers the following words of encouragement. Al¬ now accommodates 1384 students, employs 112 teach¬
ful principle which has had so much to do with the
ers. and has an annual income of $341,000. The in¬
though
our
speaker,
who
was
born
in
Kentucky
in
1850,
development of our country.
stitution strives to teach self-help in the highest sen;'
has had utiusuat educational advantages (he is a gradu¬
The result has been some very unusual' messages
of the word. The negro students for the most pari
ate of Bethany College and' the Cincinnati Law School
which should in themselves be a source of great in¬
are given a practical training along industrial lines
and was the president of Marshall College, W. Va.),
spiration and encouragement to- students, whether they
Mr. Washington is a very forceful public speaker
have the good fortune to have a good teacher or he has always made a point of never permitting him¬
His letter is an exceptionally fine one.
self
to
depend
upon
the
knowledge
he
obtained
in
any
whether they are compelled to fight their battles alone.
educational institution but has spent years in develop¬
The Etude rarely prints contributions from men or
To
ThS Etude:
ing himself through exhaustive reading of the classics
women who are not musicians. But here was a sub¬
I am happy to learn that you are soon to publish
and the law. For this reason and this reason alone, he
ject which was bigger than the subject of music itself
a number of Tee Etude designed to encourage and
stands pre-eminent among the students who graduated
—a subject as big as all mankind. Consequently we
assist those students and music lovers who are pur¬
from college in the same class with him. The prin¬
have invited others to participate so that our musi¬
suing their studies without the aid of a teacher. While
ciples of self-help should not apply only to those who
cal readers may profit by their advice and experiences.
I do not believe that anything can take the place in
have not had a teacher but to those who have had the
Probably the greatest living example of self-help
a student’s life of that inspiration which one gets from
best training as well.
is Thomas Alva Edison. His part in the progress of
contact with a good teacher, nevertheless it should
the world is almost too great to estimate. Edison was
not be forgotten that there are some things in which
born at Milan, Ohio, in 1847. When he was seven To The Etude:
one person can help another, and there are other
I am glad that you are going to have a special issue
his family moved to Port Huron, Michigan. Edison
things in which one must help himself.
upon the subject of “Self-Help, Uplift and Progress.”
is said to have had no “schooling” at all. At 12 he
For example, I believe that every one of us cau
My own observatiori is that those succeed best who
became a train boy on the Grand Trunk R. R. At
and should find something to do in this world that
have learned to help themselves most.
fifteen he bought a small hand press, and edited,
The very best teacher in the school house, pulpit, we can do well; something in which we can be a firstprinted and published a small paper of his own which
class performer, whether it be shoeing a horse, play¬
editorial sanctum, law office, carpenter shop or any¬
he called the “Grand Trunk Herald.” It had a cir¬
ing the piano, or merely helping someone else in the
where else is the man who teaches his pupils to teach
culation of 300. Later he became a telegraph opera¬
kitchen, in the shop or on the farm. There is some¬
themselves. Wishing you great success, I am
tor When seventeen he invented an automatic tele¬
thing, no matter how humble, each one of us can
Your friend.
graph repeater. Soon thereafter he invented a stock
do well.
Champ Clark.
indicator which he sold for $40,000. Since that time
Now I think it safe to say that no one is made
Edison has rarely worked for less than twelve or
A GREAT EDUCATOR’S OPINION.
into a first-class person in any direction by the help
fourteen hours a day. He has patented more than
Dr.
G.
Stanley
Hall,
President
of
Clark
University
of someone else.
A teacher may succeed by drill,
300 inventions, far more than any other record at the
at Worcester, Mass., who is generally recognized as
discipline and helpful suggestion in bringing a student
patent office. Without ever passing through any edu¬
cational institution he has made discoveries and in¬ one of the greatest living authorities upon the subject to a certain degree of perfection. But the point at
of education, and who has had hundreds of students
which the student goes beyond this and becomes a
ventions without which much of the work in univer¬
pass under his observation, sends the following note,
first-class person is the point where that student takes
sities would suffer enormously. Edison’s sole method
of gaining success is by unending effort. Failure after to The Etude:
bold of and directs himself. All really first-class per¬
failure spurs him on to more effort and more results.
formance is the result of individual initiative.
To The Etude:
Invention with him is by no means an accident. Weeks
There is another direction in which self-help is- im¬
In response to your favor of the 11th, I can only
and months of trials often pass before any encourage¬
portant. To a very large extent the happiness we
say that having been brought up on a Massachusetts
ment is received. Any one who can cultivate the ca¬
get out of life depends very much more upon our¬
farm till the age of fourteen and having supported
pacity to do this in music and develop the industry,
selves than it does upon any power or circumstance
myself to a great extent through both college and pro¬
endurance and capacity of an Edison must succeed.
outside of us. Now part of the greatest happiness
fessional school by teaching and otherwise, I am a
Mr. Edison’s letter is in itself a classic. He has put
we can ever have in life lies in bringing out and de¬
great believer in self-help.
into a few words those eternal truths which may be
veloping the resources and powers that we have within
This belief is greatly confirmed by observing young
applied to the musical ambitions of any reader of The
ourselves. There is no pleasure or satisfaction in the
men of the rising generation who have everything done
Etude at once.
world I venture to say equal to that which we feel
for them, and who never, till their education is fin¬
when we are able to see that every day we are making
ished. earned a dollar nor rendered a cent’s worth
EDISON’S MESSAGE TO ETUDE READERS.
some advancement, no matter how small, in some
of real service to the world.
To The Etude :
direction we have chosen to follow. It is what we
Self-help is the best self-education.
The subject you refer to is one of the very few
rut into things that determines what we get out of
Very truly yours,
that could induce me to lay aside my usual tools to
them. That is wbv the nerson who helps us most is
G. Stanley Hall.
take up a pen.
the person who helps us to help ourselves.
I am a disciple of the principle of self-help and believe
FROM A DISTINGUISHED NAVAL OFFICER.
Yours very truly,
in the old adage that “God helps him who helps him¬
Captain R. P. Hobson (now Representative Hob¬
Bookfr T. Washington.
self.” It is the only help which leads to valuable ac¬
son), who during the Spanish-American war set the
(Dr. Marden’s contribution to this series will be pre¬
complishment.
world aflame with his heroism in sinking a steamship
sented in the next issue. The distinguished editor of
It is not what you are told so much as what you
at the entrance to Santiago Harbor, right under the
Success is doubtless the greatest living writer upon
have found out yourself that forms your store of guns of the Spanish forts, is a great believer in selfself-help.)
knowledge. The things I have been told I may be¬ help. He writes as follows:
lieve, but those I have found out myself I know. A
Imitation is the bane of society, and in artistic
man must indeed be in a lamentable condition whose To The Etude:
training is not only detrimental to progress, but
fund of knowledge is based solely upon information
I am very glad indeed to have the privilege of add¬
positively destructive to the healthy growth of in¬
obtained from others. I do not see how such a man
ing a word to your issue devoted to self-help.
tellectual po. tr Study is r.pessary to develop even
could ever be assured of himself.
I am the more glad to do this because I realize
the highest .enius; but if we desire to be real artists
Keeping eternally at a subject with every faculty you
that activity regularly repeated and persisted in is the
we must eventually give forth from within, rather
possess concentrated on the matter in hand will place
foundation of all development either of body, of mind
than take in from without. The teacher who culti¬
you where no help from outside sources is needed.
or of character, and that the necessity for self-help
vates the faculty of imitation in his lessons, and the
A cultivation of the habit of self-help leads to selfprompts and stimulates more than any other factor
student who adopts it, are equally in the wrong:
assurance, without which not one can succeed or can
in human experience. It is not surprising therefore
but it must be remembered that only one is culpable,
hope for success.
Yours very truly,
that the great men of to-day and of the days gone
for the latter is passive, while the former is active.—!
Thomas A. Edison.
by, who have contributed most to the uplift of the
Henry C. Lunn.
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etude
, . ,
Odus 161, Numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8,
2, 4, 7, Gurl •P„ (E.); Oesten’s May Flowers,
HeUcFs
O Us 55, I, and Opus 20 (G.) ;
Opus 61 (Hn) ’ KU
’ hmar, Evening Bell, Kullak,
Christmas BelIs
(K.); Clementi’s Sonatinas
^ ) ■, SpZing Song, Ellmenreich First Violets. Rhode,
Spring Flowers, Biedermann (K-).
grade THIRD.

A SELF-HELP COURSE FOR PIANO STUDENTS

Technical Exercises: '
R .
Wieck Technic (C.); E. B.ehl, Opus 7 Book 2 (H.) ;
Zwintscher’s Scales (G.) : Dewey s Evolutionary Technic (O.); Handrock’s Mechanical Studies («.)■

A Series of Educations! Works, Technical Studies, Etudes and Pieces, selected especially
for this issue by well-known teachers with wide experience in America and in Europe
CONTRIBUTING TEACHERS
Harriette Brower, New York, (B); LeRoy B. Campbell, Pennsylvania, (C); J. L. Erb, Ohio, (E);
C. G. Hamilton, Massachusetts, (H); Carl W. Grimm, Ohio, (G); Mrs. Herman Kotzschmar,
Maine, (K); John Orth, Massachusetts, (O); James H. Rogers, Ohio, (R).
The Etude believes most emphatically in the de¬
sirability of a good teacher when one can be secured.
Many pupils who are obliged to struggle along at a
discouraging rate might with an able, inspiring
mentor accomplish results in one-half the time.
However, if it is absolutely impossible for you to
secure a teacher and if you have the mighty will to
fight your way alone, do not despair. By dint of
close study and great concentration you can make
a path for yourself as hundreds of teachers and
pianists have done.
After all, even with the best of teachers it is
the pupil who learns to help himself at all times who
accomplishes the most work.
A DIFFICULT AND COMPLICATED UNDERTAKING.
We desire to impress upon our readers that the
following course has been compiled only after great
thought and consideration. One of the most diffi¬
cult things the teacher can do is to map out a good
course to meet the requirements of many pupils.
Many teachers refuse even to attempt to make up a
course, contending that all pupils are different, and
with the great amount of technical and educational
material obtainable the course must be made to fit
the pupil as the teacher carries the work along.
While this is true, a course can be outlined which
will indicate to the self-help student the main line
of his work.
In the following, which represents the pedagogical
opinion of well-known teachers located in different
parts of the United States, the reader will observe
at once a great difference of opinion in the grading.
In order that the ideas of each teacher may be iden¬
tified, we have keyed the above list of names of the
contributing teachers by putting the initial of the
teacher’s last name after the state. In the following
the appearance of this initial suggests the name of
the teacher who proposed the exercise, piece or
study. Reading the course closely the student will
note a great difference of opinion regarding the
Bach Inventions. They are first suggested by Mr.
Grimm as pieces in the Fourth Grade. They are next
suggested by Mr. Hamilton as technical exercises in
the Fifth Grade. They are next suggested by Mr.
Erb as studies in the Fifth Grade. They are next
suggested by Miss Brower as studies in the Sixth
Grade. (In the same grade Mr. Erb suggests the
Three Part Inventions.) They are next suggested by
Mr. Rogers as studies suitable for the Seventh Grade.
They are next suggested as studies in the Eighth Grade
by Mr. Campbell. Thus these Inventions appear in no
less than six different positions, and this indicates that
six different teachers fail to agree upon the place in
the students’ works where these inventions should be
introduced. Such a result as this is most natural. It
is likely that each teacher had a different pupil or grade
of pupils in mind. A smart pupil might easily take the
Bach Inventions at an early grade, whereas a backward
pupil would have difficulty in mastering them at a later
grade.
THE VALUE TO THE SELF-HELP STUDENT.
Of what value then is this course to the self-help
student when so many different teachers disagree as
to the best road to travel? Of the greatest possible
value to the self-help student who can read between
the lines. By careful observation of the following' the
pupil will note that the road itself is pretty much the
same from end to end. The teachers have put the mile
posts at different positions along the road. Possibly
the safest course for the pupil who travels without a
teacher is to take the works indicated at a more ad¬
vanced stage. That is, the pupil who must work his
way alone will very naturally not be able to take up

any such- work as the Bach Inventions at as' early a
stage as the pupil who has a teacher to point out the
way. The chief advantage then for the self-help student
is that of reading between the lines. Several of the
teachers state that they use the Mason touch and technic
throughout the course and also the Mathews’ standard
graded course. The latter course will suffice for a
course of graded studies to be applied with any method
or system.
It is safe to say that efficiency will come to all who
can play effectively the principal studies outlined in this
course. In order to indicate to our readers how much
effort has been made to present this course, it may be
said that the preparation, correspondence, etc., has lasted
over several months. The course itself represents the
experience of many years. Consequently it is a thing
to be preserved for future reference. Teachers who are
in search of a guide book for their own courses may
find some extremely valuable suggestions in this course.
GRADE FIRST.
Technical Exercises:
Hand-Training Exercises, Slow Trills, Simple Chord
Exercises (B.) ; Presser’s First Steps (C.) ; Mathews’
Graded Course, Book First (C.); Stephen Emery’s
Foundation Studies (E.) ; Kohler, Op. 190 (H.) ;
Grimm’s Practical Instruction Book (G.) ; Virgil’s
Foundation Exercises, I (K.); Bellairs’ Pianoforte
Technic on a Rhythmic Basis (0.); Finger Exercises
on Five Notes for Securing a Good Position of Hand
(R.).
Studies :
Duvernoy, Opus 120, I (B.); Mathews’ Graded
Course, I (C.) ; Bugbie’s First Grade Studies (E.);
Gurlitt. Opus 117 (H.) ; Kohler, Opus 157 (G.) ; G’urlitt’s First Steps (K.) ; Burgmiiller, Opus 100 (O.) ;
Mathews’ Graded Course, Grade I (R.) ; Gurlitt, Op.
83p(R.).:
Kohler, Opus 157 (B.); Special Ear Training, Mental
Training and Scales (B.); With the Caravan, by
Berber (C.) ; Melody, Humming Song, little piece by
Schumann, Opus 6, Nos. 1-3 and 5, or Slumber Song,
Songs ivithout Words, Gurlitt, Opus 101, Numbers 6
and 9 (E.) ; Selections from Schumann’s Opus 68
(H.) ; dementi, Opus 36, Numbers I and II, Reinecke,
Opus 127, Number 1 (G.); Jack the Giant Killer, by
U. Meister, Barcarolle, by Reinecke, Under the Linden,
Reinecke (K.) ; dementi Sonatas (O.). Mr. Orth
suggests that the pupil carefully read and study Tap¬
per's Music Talks with Children, The Holiday by Dut¬
ton, Melody Waltz by Orth, Sonatina in C by Clementi
liKAUK SECOND.
Technical Exercises:
Trills. Passage Work, Scales, Chords, Arpeggios, e
(B.) ; Mathews’ Graded Course, Book II (C.) ; Maj
Scales, hands separately and hands together as far
three sharps and three flats (E.); E. Biehl, Opus
Book I (H.) ; Grimm’s Modern Technical Exercii
fG.) : Dewey’s Evolutionary Technic (O.) ; Fing
Exercises on Five Note's, Scales,of C and G (R.).
Studies :
Duvernoy, Opus 120, Number 2 (B.) ; Duvernc
Opus 176(E), Loeschorn, Op. 65, Books One a:
Two (H.) ; Kohler, Opus 256 (G.) ; Kohler, Ea
Studies (K.) ; dementi, Sonatinas (O.); Mathev
Graded Course. Book II, Duvernoy, Op 176 Gurli
Opus 141 (R.).
Pieces :
Solfeggietto by P. E. Bach, Water Sprites, by Helh
Easy Mozart Sonatas, Selections from the Schuma,
£ ?! Tnad^n Mai°r Keys (B.) ; Chash
Butterflies, by Dennee (C.); Schumann. Opus 68 Nc

..

Duvernoy, Opus'120 (3 and 4), (B.). Streabog,
Opus 63 and 64, commence with Leefson-Bach (C),
Simple Clementi Sonatinas, Loeschorn Opus 65 Du¬
vernoy, Opus 120 (E.); Burgmiiller, Opus 1(X) (H.);
Czerny, Opus 261 (G.); Easy Studies, by Streabog
(K.); Czerny, Opus 740 (O.); Bergthal, Twelve Easy
Studies, Bertini, Opus 100 (R.).
Pieces :
Beethoven, Sonatinas, Rondos, Mozart Sonatas, easy
salon music (B.); Song of the Leaves, by Kern (C.) J
Schumann’s Happy Peasant, Op. 68, Grieg s Album
Leaf, in E minor, Op. 12, Hollaender’s Canzonet la,
Grieg’s Elfin Dance, Op. 12, Thome’s Sim v Confes¬
sion (E.); Grieg’s Opus 12 (H.); Mozart’- Sonata in
C. Handrock’s Fruhling Sonata, Opus 86. Reinecke,
Opus 47 (G.) ; Skylark, by Tschaikowsky. IS. alanche,
by Heller, Simplette, by Fravarger (K.) ; Bach Inven¬
tions (O.) ; Kinderscenen, by Schumann. ( inzonetta,
by Dussek, Rondo in D, by Mozart (R.).
GRADE FOURTH.
Technical Exercises :
Passage Playing in all Keys, Scales, Arpeggios, Oc¬
taves, Trills, Accent Exercises (B.) ; Wieck Technic
Continued (GO > Major and Minor scales, hands sepa¬
rately and hands together, Metronome 80 to 96 (two,
three and four notes to the beat), Arpeggios (E.);
Berens, Opus 61, Book I (C.); Zwintscher Chords
(G.); Schmidt, Daily Exercises (K.) ; Mason Touch
and Technic (O.) ; continue Handrock, Major and
Minor Scales, begin Arpeggios (R.).
Studies :
Duvernoy, Opus 120, all studies in this Opus. Czerny.
Opus 299, Numbers 1 and 2, played slowly (B.) ; Burgmuller, Opus 100, Concone, Opus 24 (C.) : Czerny’s:
Velocity Studies, Selected Studies, by Heller, Sonatina
Album I (E.); Heller, Opus 47 (H.); Czerny,
Opus 299, Velocity (G.); Le Couppey Studies (K.);
Cramer Studies (Von Billow edition) (O.) ; Brauer,
Opus 15, Duvernoy, Opus 120, Mathews’, Book IV i R.).'
Pieces:
Farfaletta, by Marks (C.); Schumann’s Trdumerei
and Romanza, Merkel’s Spring Song, Chopin Waltz in
D flat or the one in A Minor, Chopin Mazurka in B
flat, Mendelssohn’s Songs Without Words (Folk Song
and Consolation), Schubert’s Scherzo in B flat (E.);
Haydn Sonata in F (Peters Edition, No. 20) (H.) ;
Bach Inventions and Suites, Mendelssohn’s Songs With¬
out Words, Numbers 4, 9 and 30, Haydn Sonatas in F.
D and G (G.) ; Fur EMse‘ by Beethoven, Elfin Dance
by Grieg, Gypsy Rondo by Haydn (K.) ; Easy Mozart
and Haydn Sonatas, Easy Mendelssohn Songs Without
Words (O.) ; Barchetta, by Nevin, The Flatterer bv
Chaminade, Valse Lente, by Schiitt (R.).

Arthur Nikisch

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Owing to the great amount of special materia,
prepared for this issue, it has become necessary to
reserve the presentation of the remaining five grades
in this course for the November issue. In addition
to this there will be published a composite course in
tabulated form. This has been prepared after a
careful investigation of the courses employed by
the best schools and teachers of America and Eu¬
rope. This is on-e of the most valuable features
The Etude has ever secured. It may be used for
reference by teachers as well as students. The
Etude does not represent that every student can go
through this entire course without a teacher To
accomplish such a gigantic task would be next to
the impossible. However, we do know that the
composite course to he presented in the next issue
thousands °f studen*s ^o
have had limited educational opportunities, as well
ual v^n nU"d
fi work

/
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Max Fiedler
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THE STORY OF THE GALLERY
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Tl_'kirn mPt W
In February, 1909,THE ETUDE commenced the first of this series of portrait-biographies Thebeen wrileD b/ M*’ £ Sj
was an original project created in THE ETUDE offices and is entirely unfike any previous Journalistic
hted audents and teachers. One hundred and
Garbett, and the plan of cutting out the pictures and mounting them in books has been followe
y °
, • t rmatjon which cannot be obtained in even to
ninety-eight portrait-biographies have now been published. In several cases these have provi e
ea
/- n ry will be continued as long as practical,
voluminous a work as the Grove Dictionary. The first series of seventy-two are obta.nable m book form.
1 he Uallery w___

ARTHUR NIKISCH.
(Neek'ish.)
tf
Nixisch was bom at Lebenyi Szent
fj'; Miklos in Hungary, October 12, 1855. In
*“ early childhood he showed great musical
aptitude, and commenced his studies of
V >he piano and composition at the age of •
'^,/six.
At eleven he became * pupil of
. ‘ Hellmesbcrger, Schenner and Dessoff at
'$ the Vienna conservatory. He greatly dis\ anguished himself at the conservatory,
which he left in 1873. The violin was for
■** a time his chief study, and he gained
orchestral experience with this instrument. In 1878 he had an opportunity to
« go to Leipsic as “Chorrepetitor" at the
Z opera, and commenced his career as a
L. conductor. In 1879 he became first conductor at the opera Upon Sucher’s retireJ meiit, and for the next ten years he oc¬
cupied himself in reviving neglected mas¬
terpieces and the best new operas. In
, 1888 he electrified everybody by direct¬
ing a Liszt concert at the opera, at which
he conducted the Faust and Dante sym¬
phonies from memory; Liszt was forbid¬
den fruit in those days! Conservative Leip¬
sic was much relieved when Nikisch came
to America in 1889 to do great work as
conductor of the Boston Symphony. He
returned to Europe in 1893 and be; came Hofkapellmeister at the Buda7 Pesth opera. During a London engage¬
ment, however, he received an invitation
to become conductor at the Leipsic
Gewandliaus on the retirement of Reihecke in 1895. In this post he now occu¬
pies a commanding position in European
musical affairs.
(The Etodo Gallery.)

HANS RICHTER.
(Richh'-teri)
Richter was born in Raab, Hungary,
April 4, 1843. He became a boy member
of the Court Chapel choir in Vienna in
1853, and remained there for four years.
As a student of the Vienna conservatory
in 1860 he became a pupil of Kleinecke,
(horn), Heissler (violin) and. Scchter
(theory). In 1866 he lived in Lucerne
with Wagner, to whom he acted as copy¬
ist. The next year he was in Munich as
conductor at the Hofund National Thea¬
ter, enjoying the friendship of Bulow,
then returned to Wagner at Lucerne, and
made a fair copy for the engraver of
Wagner’s Ring. Richter was appointedchief conductor of the National Theater
at Pesth in 1871, and four years later
conducted an orchestral concert in Vi¬
enna, which led to his appointment as
director of the Philharmonic concerts in
Vienna.
He was director of the re¬
hearsals and performances of the Bay¬
reuth Festival in 1876, and was loaded
with honors, and also appointed court
capellmeister at Vienna (1878). In 1877
he started the Wagner concerts in Lon¬
don, which subsequently were known as
the “Richter concerts.” In 1897 he was
appointed director of the Manchester
orchestra, and since 1885 has been di¬
rector of the Birmingham festivals. The
conducting of the opera at Covent Garden
has been in the hands of Richter since
1904 until the present year. Increasing
years have forced Dr. Richter to give
up his public career, but his work has
been lavishly appreciated by the English.

Some New Views on Octave Playing

FELIX MOTTL.
Mottl was born at Unter-St. Veit, near
Vienna, August 29, 1856, and died July 2,
1911, at Munich. As a boy he possessed
a fine soprano voice and obtained admis¬
sion to the preparatory school of the Imperial Court Chapel. His musical edu¬
cation was completed at1 the Vienna con¬
servatory under Josef Hellmesberger, and
he was eventually awarded all the prizes
the institution eould bestow. He first at¬
tracted attention as a conductor at the
concerts of the Academical Richard Wag¬
ner Verein of Vienna. In 1876 Mottl was
stage conductor of Wagner’s Ring at the
Bayreuth Festival. He became conductor
of the Grand Ducal Opera House in Carisruhe in 1881, and remained there until
1903. While in Carlsruhe he produced
many important stage works, including the
complete cycle of operas by Berlioz He
also conducted the Carlsruhe Philhar¬
monic until 1892. and in 1886 was ap¬
pointed by the Bayreuth authorities to
conduct the festival performances of
Tristan und Isolde. He came to New
York in 1903-04 to conduct Parsifal upon
its American production. Mottl left three
operas, a string quartet, and many songs,
besides editing various works of Berlioz. ,
Cornelius, Liszt, etc. Mottl was one of
the greatest of the Wagnerian conductors,
but was far too catholic in his tastes and
broad-minded in his outlook to rely upon
that alone for his great reputation.

BY EDWARD M. BOWMAN .
From “A Musician’s Letters to His Nephew”
M

^Musician

niffo 1 whirh surround the musical student at the outE+^311 The ‘‘bov^ of course, has a teacher (Miss Procter),
but theundeb is’assisting this teacher with helpful letter^

The Etode since last March. The first part of this letter
was published In The Etddb for September, but this in¬
stallment may be read as a separate article.]
WRIST PRESSURE-TOUCH.
In due time, that is, when he is ready to study
the various forms of pressure-touch, the wrist pres¬
sure-touch should be practiced. In this he should
place the fingers lightly on the keys, but not press

them down. Now, by pressing the wrist-joint down¬
ward, the fingers will press the keys and the chord
will be sounded. There being little or no percus¬
sion the quality of tone will be mellow and musical.
The touch is an extremely useful one, because with
it one is able to secure various degrees of power,
from the very softest to a good strong forte (loud).
Like other pressure-touches, it has a very limited
scope as to speed.
OCTAVE-PLAYING.

FREDERICK STOCK.
Stock was born at Julicli, Germany,
November 11, 1872. His father was a
bandmaster in the German army, and gave
him his first music lessons; He became
a student at Cologne conservatory in
1886 and graduated as a violinist. He
became a member of the Municipal orches¬
tra. but was not satisfied to settle down
into routine work, and to avoid this stud¬
ied composition with Humperdinck, Zollner and Franz Wiillner. ‘ He joined the
Chicago orchestra in 1895, and four years
later became assistant conductor to Theo¬
dore Thomas. From 1903 to 1905 Stock
conducted all the orchestra engagements
outside of Chicago, and upon the death
of Thomas became conductor in chief.
His compositions include a symphonic
poem, overtures, symphonic variations on
an original theme, etc. He has also writ¬
ten chamber music,-one of his quartets
being in the repertoire of the Kneisel
Quartef.
Probably no orchestral con¬
ductor is better known in America than
. ..J^edenck Stock, as the work of the
!j \TlWfias Orchestra has by no means been
confined to Chicago. At many of the
great musical festivals -in the .South and
in the Middle West the orchestra is en¬
gaged as a matter of Course, and in this
way is probably better known than most
of the great orchestras of the country.
Mr. Stock is a careful, accurate con¬
ductor, and keeps his orchestra under
perfect control. Unlike many Europeantorn musicians, he understands the needs
of" the American peoole to a remarkable
degree that one hardly thinks of him as
of German birth.

AUGUST MAX FIEDLER.
(Feed'-ler.)
Fiedler was born at Zittau, December
, 31, 1859. His musical ability manifested
itself at an early age, and after studying
with his father he made his initial public
appearance at the age of ten. His re¬
markable ability enabled hini to 'win .'a ;
scholarship by means df fste'ch lie’Studiedat Leipsic Conservatory under Reinecke,
Paul and Jadassohn. He graduated in
1880. He had planned to be a concert
pianist, but unfortunately too much prac¬
tice resulted in injury to his arm, and he
was obliged to take a long rest Two
years after leaving Leipsic he was ap¬
pointed professor of advanced piano play¬
ing at Hamburg Conservatory, and in
this position he built up a solid reputation
w'hicb has plqced him in the front rank
'■% °f contemporary musicians. In, .1894 he
became head of the conservatory, and in
. 1904 was appointed conductor of the Philharmonic orchestra.' He has been “guest”
{-conductor in all the - principal European
aties, Rome, London, Berlin, Dresden,
Paris, St Petersburg, etc, and is an
especial favorite in Russia. Fiedler’s first
American , appearance took place in 1904,
when he conducted the New York Phil¬
harmonic with conspicuous success. In"
1908 he wap .appoitaed conductor of the
Boston Symphony dFchesfcra, an^ has be¬
come well known in American5; musical
life.
His compositions include" a sym¬
phony, choral works, pianoforte works,
songs and chamber music. He is very
catholic in his tastes and always willing
to give young composers a chance.
(The Etude Gallery.)

ISIDOR GEORG HENSCHEL.
Henschel was born at Breslau, Febru¬
ary 18, 1850, and showed great aptitude
for music early in life. He sang in pub¬
lic as a toy and as a young man, and in
1867 entered Leipsic Conservatory under
Moscheles for piano, Reinecke and Rich¬
ter for theory, Goetz for singing and
Papperitz for organ. He also studied in
Berlin with Kiel and Adolphe Schultze.
He appeared in festivals in Germany and
soon won a .prominent position. He first
appeared in London in 1877 and soon es¬
tablished a great reputation as a singer 1
with his beautiful voice and his wonder¬
ful artistic intelligence. While in Lon¬
don he met Lillian Bailey, an American
singer, and in 1881 they were married.
The same year he was appointed conductor
of the Boston Symphony, which was
founded at that time. Subsequently Mr.
and Mrs. Henschel frequently gave song
recitals together, and established them¬
selves, as great favorites in America.; .
. though for fhe .most tort they lived in
,England, ^jpfenschcl ■ founded the London*
Symphony concerts in 1886 and produced
many important works and at the same
time was engaged in teaching singing at
the Royal College of Music. His com¬
positions include choral and orchestral
works, pianoforte pieces and many songs,
such as Spring, Morning Song and the
Gondohera. Since the death of his wife
he has retired from public work, in which"
he has been successful as a singer, teacher
composer, conductor, and indeed in practi¬
cally everything he has undertaken.
(The Etude Gallery.)

The sign O) denotes a down-motion of the arm
and hand, or of the hand alone. The sign ( )
notes an up-motion of the arm and hand. At K >
there is simply a down or dipping-mot,on of tne
wrist which marks the second impulse and tne u
ginning of the second group of tones. A long
passage would be covered by additional impulses
As already stated, this is the way an artist play
passages in octaves. If the knack of using
rising and falling wrist in the passages of two *»
more groups is not acquired readily, the following
preparatory exercise will be found useful:

Very rapid octave-playing requires the use of the
wrist action. If one studies the octave-playing of
a great pianist, it will be observed that scales or
other passages in octaves are played in groups or
flights, much as a flying bird gets its impulse from
the periodic motion of its wings. An artist puts
; his hands to the keys, shakes out, so to speak, a
group of tones from the wrist, gathers a fresh im¬
pulse, shakes out another group, and so on to the
. end of the passage. Obviously, then, the way to
teach octave-playing is to begin by practicing single
simple impulses. This will be a group of notes
very rapidly repeated. The first note is to be
played with a free, loose arm attack; the repetitions
are to be "shaken out” of the wrist with the ut¬
most speed and springiness of wrist, just as if they
were echoes of the first, or the after-tremors of a
vibrating steel spring, or like the vibrations of the
filament in an incandescent bulb which has been
jostled. My point is that the repetitions are not
due to new muscular impulses, but are fractions of
the impulse which sounded the first tone. Try this
experiment: clap your hands together in such a way
as to get a very quick repetition of the stroke. Or
this: take a piece of pasteboard three or four inches
wide and about eight or ten inches long; hold one
end firmly on the edge of the table so that, like the
free end of a springboard, most of the pasteboard
will project away from the table. Strike the pro¬
jecting end of the pasteboard a rather smart blow
and watch the vibration. In some such way the
stroke of your hand (or hand and arm) will repre¬
sent the original impulse given to the wrist in play¬
ing a group of octaves. The after-vibrations will
suggest the repetitions in the group. They are
fractions of the original impulse.
In playing the following preliminary octave ex¬
ercise, the first tone is to be taken with a full, free
arm-movement. The repetitions are to follow with
a speed as near like the after-vibrations of the
pasteboard as possible. At the end of the group
the hand and arm are to be lifted as before in a
semi-relaxed condition, so as to recover from the

muscular tension involved in the playing. In these
preliminary exercises the extent of this arm-move¬
ment can scarcely be over-exaggerated. It is im¬
portant.
,
Make the repetitions as quick as possible
Hold
the wrist-joint somewhat high. Practice left hand
two octaves lower.
Ex. 2.

DAILY ARM EXERCISE.
The first tone is taken by an arm-movement; that
is to say, with the wrist in an arched position, the
hand approaches the keyboard by a quickly descend¬
ing arm; at the precise instant that the fingers at¬
tack the keys, the wrist-joint yields or bends down¬
ward; during the playing of the next four tones the
wrist-joint gradually rises to its former arched posi¬
tion, ready to make the impulse by a down-motion
in attacking the first note of the second group.
During the second group, the wrist rises as before
and, at the last note, falls again, but rises imme¬
diately. During the rests the hand and arm artlifted high up above the keyboard and semi-relaxed
as already described, preparatory to the attack ot
the next following group. The line under the exer¬
cise is intended as a picture of the fall and rise of the
wrist during the playing of each group of four notes.
These preliminary octave exercises are to be prac¬
ticed daily until the movements are perfected and
the nerves and muscles involved in their execution
shall be developed to a high degree of speed and
endurance. As soon as the correct movements ar.
mastered, daily practice of the Loeschhorn and the
Kullak Octave Studies (especially Book II of the
latter) should begin.
You will observe Miss Proctor, that octave-play¬
ing in passages involves three kinds of muscular
action, namely: up, down and lateral. The attack of
the key is by a down-motion; the release of the key
is by an up-motion. Then, there is the lateral
motion, the moving of the hand and arm to the
right or left. In my exercises the up and down
movements are studied first.
Then the lateral
movements are added, at first in short flights, and
then longer, until the passage of two or more
groups is covered. From that point onward the de¬
velopment becomes a matter of time and practice.
Great climaxes in power occasionally require the
performance of octaves from the elbow with a
rigid wrist-joint. This will ne?d very little explana¬
tion. It is always easy to stiffen up. In some of
the Kullak studies the passage shouU be com¬
menced with a wrist-action and then, as the climax
develops, the touch is to be changed gradually, but
as rapidly as needed for the effect, into an elbowaction with stiff wrist.
(Consult Kullak Octave
Studies, Book II, Nos, 4, 5, 7.)
This letter gives enough advice.’ Miss Proctor, to
last your pupil several years. Beginning with a
criticism of the pressure-touch, which—as a founda¬
tion-touch—I adjure you to abjure, I have attempted
to show you the logical order of development of
the principal varieties of touch. T have added to
this a foundation method of teaching octave-playing
which, rightly used, will yield excellent results.
Give my love to George and tell him that my
letter to you contained nearly enough dry advice
to fill a big instruction bookf and that you are to
keep it for reference and gradual explanation to
him. It will be two or three years, perhaps more,
before he will begin to use the pressure-touch or
to play octave-passages.
Before playing octave?
passages his hand should have grown large enough
to span the octave easily and strike the keys ex¬
actly together, without stiffness.
Sincerely and fraternally yours,
E. M. Bowman.
Never fail to go to as many concerts as you can.
and hear the best artists available. "F.xample,” said
Burke, “is the school of mankind, and they will
learn at no other.”
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INSPIRING SELF-HELP THOUGHTS
Selected Especially for “The Etude” Self-Help Issue
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r PTTTDF readers have been encoui aged
Thousands of ETIJU

and incited to do higher and greater things by uplifting words of this kind.

Every day we spend without learning some¬
thing is a day lost.
Ludwig van Beethoven.

To me, nothing is easy.
Richard Wagner.

The fingers of thy hand are as good as mine.
Difficulties are the things that show what I was obliged to be industrious; whosoever is
equally industrious will succeed as well.
men we are.
Epictetus.
John Sebastian Bach
A truly inspired artist always plunges into
his work with enthusiastic abandon.
Richard Wagner.
The world’s great men have not commonly
been great scholars, nor its great scholars great
men.
Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes.
Nothing can be accomplished in music with¬
out inspiration.
Robert Schumann.
Do what you are afraid to do,—this is moral
courage.
Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Zelter, Mendelssohn’s teacher, once said of
Mendelssohn: “It is not his genius which sur¬
prises me and compels my admiration, for that
was from God and many others have the same.
No, it is his incessant toil, his bee-like industry,
his stern conscientiousness, his inflexibility toward
himself and his actual adoration of art. He will
gain a name in everything he undertakes.”

Do what your present state of opinion requires
in the light of duty and let that doing tell; speak
by acts.
Cardinal Newman.
Be sure, my son, and remember that the best
men always make themselves.
Patrick Henry.
In order to learn anything thoroughly, you
must learn and forget it eight times.
Pythagoras.

Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but
in rising every time we fall.
Attributed to

CONFUCIUS

Every person has two educations, one which
he receives from others, and one more important
which he gives to himself.
Gibbon.

One endowed with talent and yet unable to
rise above mediocrity, should ascribe his failure
to himself rather than to external causes. He
When you get in a tight place and every¬ does not cultivate his gifts as he could and should,
thing goes against you, till it seems as if you and generally lacks the iron will of perseverance,
could not hold on a minute longer,—never give which alone can conquer obstacles in the way of
up then,—for that’s just the place and tine that
success.
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy.
the tide will turn. Harriet Beecher Stowe.
The heights by great men reached and kept
Were not attained by sudden flight,
But they, while their companions slept
Were toiling upward in the night.
Henry W. Longfellow.

The late Dr. David Wood, a celebrated blind
organist of Philadelphia, who thought nothing of
playing lengthy works like the Messiah from
memory, was once asked how he acquired such an
enormous repertoire when he had not the use of his
eyes. His reply was: By agonizing.”

MASTERS WHO HAVE TRIUMPHED BY SELF-HELP
By CAROL SHERMAN
“Men at some times are masters of their fates :
The fault, dear Brutus, is not in our stars
Butin ourselves, that we are underlings.”—William SHAKESPEARE.
There is a vast difference between the words “SelfHelp” and “Self-Taught.” All great masters are in
a measure self-taught—but only in a measure. Prac¬
tically all have been obliged to depend upon “SelfHelp” for success. Very few have been born like
Mendelssohn “with a silver spoon in the mouth.” .This
article then does not deal so much with self-taught
musicians as “self-help” musicians.
It is safe to say that the great masters who have
been obliged to get along with little instruction have
been those who have worked the hardest. They have
acquired an immense amount of information and
knowledge and this has not come from their own
brains alone. It has come through knowing other
musical people, through attending great concerts,
through the most laborious kind of study of the works
of those who preceded them. The teacher might
have spared them many blunders, many heartaches, and
might have enabled them to do much greater work by
showing the quickest road to musical success. One
who has to find his own way may be compelled to
pass through many a wilderness before he arrives at
a goal. Who knows what Schubert might have ac¬
complished if he had had some masterly instructor to
help him mould his talent. Schubert died at the age
of thirty-one. Let us suppose that instead of wasting
time in experimenting and in committing many musi¬
cal blunders as history tells us he did—he had had his
knowledge classified and available as had Beethoven
and Haydn. Those thirty-one years might have pro¬
duced a still greater master.
The marvel of it all is that those who have had
meagre educational opportunities have been able to
accomplish so much. A short time ago a famous
American pianist was requested by the author to give
some account of his struggles, his privations, his sac¬
rifices which he was compelled to undergo before
reaching success. When told that it was to be incor¬
porated in an article for The Etude, the artist refused,
saying, “It would discourage too many young musi¬
cians. Let them find it out for themselves. The Al¬
mighty only knows what I have been through for my
art—it has been terrible, terrible, but I won out at last
and the triumph of winning has been sweet to me.”
I do not think that the editors .of The Etude wish to
suppress anything, and I do think that if the young
artist has the right spirit he will glory in the knowl¬
edge that all of his struggles will not be in vain if
he persists—he will find sympathy in the fact that the
great masters have been compelled to work out their
own salvation—he will find encouragement in reading
of the victories of the masters , over the innumerable
obstacles which fate seems to cast in the path of all
who are destined for greatness. No struggle in all
history was so great as that of Richard Wagner. His
autobiography is at times heart-rending. Yet who of
us is so small that we would not covet the privilege
of giving to the world such great masterpieces as those
of Wagner.
Following are just a few facts regarding the battles
of great musicians who have not been afraid to work,
wait and sacrifice. The price is a big one, but if you

are willing to pay it success almost invariably fol¬
lows. The great trouble is that students are rarely
willing to pay the price. Let teachers who desire to
inspire their pupils read of the following achievements
and let the pupils ask themselves whether they are
making similar sacrifices.
DR. THOMAS ARNE’S STRUGGLES.
Dr. Thomas Arne, one of the most distinguished
English musicians, author of Rule Britannia and many
charming songs, was the son of an upholsterer. He
was educated at Eton college, and after his gradua¬
tion was intended for the law. His father was insistent,
and the boy was placed in a solicitor’s office for three
years. His love for music was so great that he took
every possible secret means to pursue his favorite study.
He had a spinnet in his bed room, which was draped
to look like a trunk during the day. At night he
muffled the strings so that it could not be heard in
other parts of the house. Thus he was not only com¬
pelled to get his education by means of self-help but
also by surreptitious means. He also made a clandes¬
tine arrangement whereby he took a few lessons upon
the violin. He made such great progress that he was
soon leading an amateur band. Sometimes he would
borrow a servant’s uniform in order that he might
attend the opera in disguise. Finally his father dis¬
covered his bent, and it was only after much per¬
suasion that the maker of bureaus and bedsteads
consented to let his son become a musician.

(Julius Caesar, Act I, Sc. H.)

found what he had done he tore up the copies. We
also know that he made continual efforts to secure
instruction outside of that received from his family
He continually nfarle trips many miles in length for
the opportunity of hearing such masters as the
great Reinken and the great Buxtehude. Several of
these trips were made on foot and with very little
money for food. Who can wonder that Bach suc¬
ceeded when he was made of such stuff?
A FAMOUS RUSSIAN EXAMPLE.
Cesar Cui, the Russian composer, received some
fragmentary instruction in his childhood but his
parents’ desire to have him rise in military life com¬
pelled him to give the major part of his attention
to the Russian army. He rose to the position of
professor in the Royal Military Engineering School
at St. Petersburg, and among his pupils in this posi¬
tion was the present Czar of Russia. He became
a Lieutenant General in the Russian army. Later he
met the Russian composer, Balakirev, and was in¬
spired by him to attempt musical composition again.
Although almost entirely self-taught he commenced
to compose, and the results astonished not only his
companions in Russia, but the entire musical world
as well.

STRUGGLES OF A BOHEMIAN MASTER.
Antonin Dvorak, the greatest composer his country
has ever produced, was intended by his parents to
follow the mundane but necessary career of the
butcher. Fate intervened, however, and saved the
AUBER’S REMARKABLE EARLY EFFORTS.
little Antonin from a life devoted to weighing out
Auber the great French composer of light operas and
chops and sausages. In his childhood a troupe of
later the director of the famous French Conservatoire
traveling players used to gather in front of his
for many years, had very meagre musical opportunities
father’s inn at Muhlhausen. He begged the village
as a child. But by dint of great enthusiasm, work and
schoolmaster to give him a few lessons upon the
patience he accomplished wonders as a performer and
violin and he also went to every possible musical
as a composer. He wrote some songs which proved
event. Later he sang solos at church, but was so
extremely popular, although the composer was at that
nervous when great works were performed that he
time only eleven years old. Nevertheless a stern par¬
continually broke down. When twelve he went to a
ent determined that Auber should follow a commer¬
better school, and his musical education was con¬
cial career. Consequently he was sent to London and
tinued under somewhat more favorable circumheld the position of a clerk for a considerable time. . stances. His teachers were not masters but they
Here again his music attracted a great deal of atten¬
were capable in a way When he returned he ar¬
tion. He attempted to write an opera for a society ranged for the performance of a polka, which when
of amateurs. Fortunately the great Cherubini was
played by the orchestral instruments for which it
among the auditors and insisted upon having Auber,
was written revealed such hideous discords that the
who was then nineteen, come to him for lessons. After composer was forced to withdraw it. His unedu¬
that Auber’s road was easy and his success quick. His
cated father took this as a sign of lack of talent and
last opera was produced when he was eighty-seven
insisted upon his original intention of making a
years old. Wagner considered Auber’s Masaniello a
meat-cutter of his boy. Much persuasion resulted
great French masterpiece.
in the young Dvorak going to the School for Church
Music at Prague. For a time his father sent him a
BACH’S PERSISTENCE.
very small allowance, but then the parent became
Johann Sebastian Bach was not satisfied with the
disgusted and withdrew his support. Then Dvorfik
excellent lessons he received from his father and
showed his real self-help spirit. He joined one of
later his brother. We are all well acquainted with
the little town bands and for a considerable time
the well authenticated story of how the boy craved
earned his living, playing at cafes and beer gardens.
for music which his brother forbade him to play,
Step by step he fought for success until he became
thinking it too advanced. Bach managed to get the
the greatest musician of his race.
music he wanted out of the bookcase and copied it
(The triumphs of other masters who have profited
entire by the light of the moon. When his brother by self-help will he told in the next issue.)
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STRUGGLES WHICH LED TO SUCCESS
Distinguished Musicians Tell of Their Battles fdlr

THE

SECOND PART.

nr „„iv struegle was to overcome the objections of
MyXtives t0gmy entering the musical profession.
fry fiber alone supported me in my decision, but after
f ( " v«i .hYSom oi w choice was xtaiM.
Then l saved money enough to go to Pans and study
with the great Cesar Franck, organ, composition and
’XimeSing feature of my life is the way I have
fntlnwed in my father’s footsteps.
He began his
life in Norwich, and he formerly held the two
which I now' hold in First Presbyterian
Church of Brooklyn and in the Packer Collegiate In¬
stitute of Brooklyn, and I have also> had negotiations
for other positions that he formerly held.

miS

EXERCISE FOR TOUCH I IN EIGHTH NOTES.
In. this exercise both hands play at the same tune,
one octave apart. When the second finger m the
right hand plays, the second finger in the left hand
also plays, etc.
.
. ^

THE VERY FIRST LESSONS AT THE PIANO
The Fourth Lesion

By RUDOLF PALME

Fame and Prosperity.

MRS. HERMANN KOTZSCHMAR.
ment This was at the Gewandhaus in Leipsig when 1
Well Known American Teacher and Writer.
was thirteen. I broke down, wept, went home in dis¬
The great good fortune came to me when I was
grace, but came back the next day to pull through tri¬
twenty to marry my piano teacher, Dr. Hermann
umphantly. Since that time I have always suffered
Kotzschmar, the foremost musician and teacher of
more or less from the torments of nervousness. For¬
tunately the worst moments of nightmare are those Maine. Several years before I had begun piano teach¬
ing and after marriage I was unwilling to give up my
immediately preceding the first entrance upon the stage,
class When the editor of The Etude asked me to
for, once lost in the music, nervousness readily turns
FREDERICK CORDER.
write of the difficulties I had to overcome in beginning
to inspiration.
Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy of
The unhappiest period of my life was perhaps after my career as a teacher, I exclaimed, ‘ I had none, for
Music, London, England.
I returned from my studies abroad. I missed the my husband blazed the way for mebut on second
You ask me to tell of my early struggles. The tale student life, the sound of music all about me, the talk thought I recalled my unwearying determined efforts
to hold and interest my pupils, and I feel that I have,
is not an encouraging one for Englishmen to read and of music and comparing of ideas with fellow-students.
were better left for Uy posthumous memoirs, but yet I missed the architecture, the parks, the organized life at least, a word for young teachers which can but be
Americans rightly pride yourselves upon possessing far of well-governed cities. In fact I was miserably home¬ helpful, that word is “Enthusiasm.”
While there has been no difficulty in securing pupils,
sick.
I
felt
lost
and
was
like
a
rudderless
ship.
I
was
more of the qualities that make for success than we can
only sixteen, but had made my bow as a professional I am confident that the ability to retain ibem I owe to
boast of.
My one. passionate desire was—and is—to become a violinist with some distinction under Theodore Thomas’ my unquenchable enthusiasm. I love m> work. Each
writer of music-drama. As a means to that end I had baton at the New York Philharmonic, so must hence¬ pupil for the hour with me is to all inn. ms and pur¬
poses the only one I have. The improvement of that
forth stand on my own feet artistically.
a slight stage experience and a good all-around musical
Many were the times when I longed to seek advice pupil is vital to me. The corrections I make must be
education with everybody urging me to become a
in both a musical and a business way, but L was mor¬ reiterated until fixed in the student’s mind. Each week
pianist. On coming out into the world I found that I
bidly shy and foolishly proud, so I pegged away alone,
must show some progress, be it ever so .slight.
was expected to take a post either as church organist
often wondering if I were on the right track. These
Nothing is stationary; a pupil advances or retro¬
or pianoforte teacher or both. For neither did my edu- .
years of uncertainty were six or eight. I practiced and grades. With my pupils it must be advance. At fre¬
cation fit me in any way. . After hanging on for some
studied a good deal. All the time I tried to keep a quent intervals I interview the mothers I.; telephone or
time to the skirts of journalism—which I have never
level head. I sought inspiration wherever I could find evening call and discuss means of increasing the pupil’s
wholly abandoned—and doing literary hack-work of all
it and tried to cultivate taste.
interest in practice and urge the Imperative necessity
sorts, I obtained a post as conductor at a place of
I read more than I have ever had the time to read of keeping the repertoire ready for any emergency.’ The
public entertainment. For two years I fought for the
since. People thought me cold. But despair was in pupil must feel your all-consuming desire fm improve¬
cause of good music, and when at last defeated, I had
my heart, and I wondered constantly if I was a fool ment. Remember, the only thing that counts in teach¬
at least improved myself and become a stronger man.
to keep oil. I doubted my talent (at times), I doubted ing is “Results.” If you do not obtain something from
Success in my own department just danced before my
my strength and endurance, I doubted the ultimate re¬ a pupil, you are a failure as a teacher with that pupil.
eyes and vanished with the death of our solitary im¬
presario, Carl Rosa. Quite against my will I drifted ward of my labors. Yet I kept on, simply because of Do not hide behind your good intentions. It is your
the “something” within that drove me on. I had a business to make that pupil learn and you can by per¬
into the position I have occupied for the last twenty-two
reverence for art—instilled into me in Germany—and sistent, incessant enthusiasm. My fellow-workers, you
years, but having found myself there, 1 resolved to
I had the real artist’s yearning for self-expression.
will find that , nothing will lighten your labor and
make it the basis of a reputation. I mastered that most
difficult of all branches of our art, the teaching of And so I passed through the dark years and gradually glorify your task like enthusiasm. If you must go into
came into my own.
composition, with no one to help me. I raised up a
the byways and hedges for your pupils, this same
I believe the successful outcome was a matter as blessed enthusiasm will draw all children unto you. To
school of ' English composers that—cruelly unappreci¬
ated by our press of to-day—will be the pride and glory much of character as of talent. Through all, in spite the thousands upon thousands of young teachers who
of England when I am gone. If I could not touch of praise or censure, whether just or.unjust, I kept a read The Etude I call back from more than fortv
the goal of my personal ambition I was resolved to certain poise of self-judgment and self-criticism. I years’ experience, “Have Enthusiasm."
Nothing is
reach it through the labors of others. The chief diffi¬ have ever sought artistic truth according to the light more inspiring. It means confidence in your pupil, in
culty I have had to battle with in this work has been that has been given me. Whatever conviction carries yourself, courage for your pupil, for yourself, and it
the deplorable tendency of the young aspirants to feebly with my work is because it has been developed and is means above all for yourself consecration.
echo the utterances of their eminent contemporaries, myself.
(Two additional contributions to this issue, from
instead of courageously speaking their own thoughts.
Mme. Pufiin and Miss Harriette Brower, will be included
RAYMOND HUNTINGTON WOODMAN.
Note this, American students, for it has been the same
m the next issue.)
with your young men also. But I need not enlarge Noted American Composer, Teacher and Organist.
The story of my life is not so much that of a strug¬
upon this matter; I am only writing these lines to point
out to the student that under the most untoward cir¬ gle as an example of how sometimes our course is
THINK TWICE AND PLAY ONCE.
cumstances here is always something to be done—suc¬ shaped by a higher power, almost in spite of ourselves.
As a boy I had no idea of following music as a pro¬
cess to be reaped, though not what you desired; happi¬
BY ALICE L. CROCKER.
fession, although I was always fond of music and par¬
ness to be gained, though perhaps at second hand.
ticularly
of
organ
and
church
music.
Remember the words of the Greek philosopher:
Opportunity for organ study and practice came to me
Some students work too hard with their fing
Km zoozo fLfftozr^ eozi zexyrt' ay ad a jzocety za teasa. at the age of twelve, when my father was appointed and too little with their brains. They play twice i
organist and choirmaster of a church in one of the think once, whereas they should think twice and r
“And this is the greatest stroke of art, to turn an
suburbs of New York, where the organ could be used
once. They seem to forget the old saying, “He \
evil into a good.”
for lessons and practice.
goes slowly goes wisely.” The brain must be trai
I played first in a service on my thirteenth birthday, at the same time the fingers are trained—othcrv
MISS MAUD POWELL.
and before reaching the age of fourteen was obliged to improvement is impossible. Some pupils evidei
America's Most Distinguished Violinist.
take my father’s place for several weeks on account think that they can sit at the keyboard and dan
The earliest fiddleistic struggles I seem to remember of an injury to one of his hands.
away their time by playing without thinking. (
nothing whatever about. To get up at six-thirty, prac¬
I continued playing under his direction for over three might as well try to run a locomotive with coal
tice an hour before breakfast or to come home after years, meanwhile entering college, still having no
without water. Both coal and water are needed
school to practice another hour before supper seemed thought of music as a profession.
. ,,nf thln£ which produces “practice without thi
perfectly natural and right because the habit had been
When I was eighteen my father’s income was greatly
formed—mother’s word was law. To play with my reduced and it seemed advisable that I should try to mg is the fact that teachers do not insist upon
pupil resting for a few moments now and then
teacher was a joy; to play in the local orchestra of get a church position at a salary. After some weeks of
course
it is difficult to get the pupil to do this with
sixteen or more pieces was an ecstacy of delight. To
anxiety I received the appointment of organist at Christ
taking advantage of the teacher or without impos
play in an occasional concert was interesting, except
n
’ NrrCh’ C°nn- 14 necessitated mv leaving upon the parents. So very few teachers underst
that I hated the grand clothes necessary for those occa¬ college,
and durmg the year I decided to make music
sions. When I went abroad I fell right into the foreign a profession. On my return to New York the follow¬ the principle of concentration. Concentration is ,
way, loving the new impressions and sensing the artistic
ing year (to the same position I now have held for sible for a very <?hort period of time only. Any
atmosphere at once.
ferent type of exercise affords rest to the m
Conscious nervousness overcame me first when I re¬ of rthe°lae^yeD "i 1 PD C6,d mySdf Under the »«truction From this the reader may readily see that it is urn
of the late Dudley Buck, and for four years worked
hearsed the first time with an orchestral accompani¬ hard to make myself an all-around musician
to practice too long at a time upon any one exer
or piece.
The Etude presents a few messages from well-known
teachers and virtuosos upon the subject of success.
Each one contains a story—a story with a human ele¬
ment and a personal appeal. Like all of the other
matter in this issue, it should have a most stimulating
effect upon young musicians.
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(Translated by F. S. Law.)
(One of the most encouraging signs of the tlmes music-

n

S?t
o«u^osM8anj
that a child should be taught in a correct style from the
very start. The old idea that “anything would do for a
beginner has probably done more harm than anything else.
There is probably no competent teacher living who has not
had pupils come to him who have spent, years of their lives
5iey n°everUhead SaSsoll5

The length of the tones is
ent shapes of the notes and
Hence, we say that notes
The principal part of the

Itfs pre-

' that^we stff presenting- 'To
readers'" portions* MoB
Palme’s work, Der Klavieruntertcht i/m Ersten Monut (The
First Lessons in Pianoforte Playing). It presents in a com¬
plete form the methods adopted at many of the leading
German music schools. In making the translation, however,
it was found that the work as it stood was not entirely
suited to American conditions. Accordingly, the work has
been revised and enlarged by American educational experts
so as to make It available for the needs of this country.
Not all of the work is available for Journalistic purposes,
but. enough can be presented In The Etude to enable our
readers to realize the value of the work in Its complete
form, and to assist those who are starting out on their
careers as music teachers. In the German origii
lessons given are longer than is suitable for AmeriCL_
dren. They are therefore divided Into two parts, so that
teachers need not give too much at one time.—Editor’s
Norn]

is called the head.
The line that ascends o descends perpendicularly
from the head is called a
• Eighth notes, and all n tes having a shorter time
value than quarter notes, tre known by the addition
of hooks.

H

After the order of practice at the end of the third
lesson has been followed we may undertake the next
step in the study of touch.
The following model is for the teacher’s assist¬
ance. It indicates in notation how the Exercise for
Touch III should, be played.
Sustain
the
' *Chord

Play the quarter notes.

In this, two fingers hold down their keys, while
three fingers strike together. This exercise should
be played each hand separately, the hands alternat¬
ing in order to avoid strain. Count one, two, three,
four.
(a) 1 2 3, 2 3 4, 3 4 5.
(b) 4 2 5,1 3 4,1 4 5,1 2 4,1 3 5,2 3 5,2 4 5.
All the striking fingers should be raised high and
should be brought down together at precisely the
same instant. As in all exercises, the pupil must
always look at the fingers, not at the figures or
notes.
When instructing the child in the valuation of the
notes the following outline may be employed.
The notes used have different shapes.
q
Whole Not*

n

r
LJ-

^ ) J1 ^
Sixteenth Note*

Eighth Note*

When a number of these notes, which when played
separately would have hooks, are played in succes¬
sion, the character of the notes is indicated by con¬
necting lines.

J

J

J

Sixteenth Notes

Play the quarter notes,

This example shows only one position—that in
which the first and second fingers play—it should
be taken in all positions. The following shows the
notes sustained and the notes played when the left
hand is employed:
Sustain j

designated by the differ¬
stems.
have different values.
note—

The whole note is an unfilled head.
The half note is an unfilled head with a stem.
The quarter note is a filled head w.th a stem.
The eighth note is a filled head with a stem and
a hook.
The sixteenth note is a filled head with a stem
and two hooks, etc.
A whole note is equal to two halves, to four quarters, eight eighths, etc.
Instruct the pupil as far as thirty-seconds.
A half note is equal to two quarters, four eighths,
eight sixteenths, etc.
A quarter note is equal to two eighths, etc.
The pupil should then be questioned as follows:
How does a half note differ from a whole note?
How many quarters are equal to a whole?
How many eighth notes are in one half? etc..
Let the teacher show the pupil notes of various
lengths and values in printed music and let the latter
define them; also let him search for notes of given
value.
COUNTING.
:omposed of four quarters, and

r
r r r „.r
r-nej* LL4T
Ti

EAR-TRAINING.
(Higher and Lower Octaves.)
Through the playing of the foregoing exercise the
pupil learns to recognize the interval of an octave.
Let him now distinguish between the higher and the
lower octave. Take a tone, neither very high nor
very low, and play its octave above and below until
he can easily distinguish one from the other.
LEGATO EXERCISE II (First Half).
(Three Fingers Playing, Two Fingers Held.)
The following model is for the teacher’s assist¬
ance. It indicates in notation how the Legato Exer¬
cise II (First Half) should be played. The first
model shows the exercise in three-quarter time and
the second shows the same exercise in four-quarter

The above example shows only one position. The
other examples show the other positions indicated
by the numeral of the fingers which are to be played.
The fingers not indicated are the fingers to be sus¬
tained. The following model shows the position for
one exercise in the left hand:
Sustain Play the quarter notes,
the

J J J J

1,

2,

3,

4,

The eighth note is one-half of the length of a
quarter note. Therefore, two eighths are equal to
one quarter. In order to make this apparent in
counting, the syllable “and" may be added to each
spoken number. This method is followed by many
teachers with uniform success. It is needless to
say that when “and” is counted, it is employed unin¬
terruptedly. That is, the “and” is counted for quarter
notes as well as when eighth notes come in.

r

This example shows 'only one position: that in
which the second finger plays and in which the first,
third, fourth and fifth fingers are sustained. The
exercise should be taken in all positions, so that
each finger has an opportunity to play.
Slow, perfectly equal counting with sharply uttered
syllables is absolutely essential. The fingers should
strike with quick, even strokes. The hands play one
octave apart.

J1
One

.J' J} J
and

Two

and

Three and

J
Pour and

In counting, always pronounce the syllable sepa¬
rately and distinctly.

In the following each hand plays separately up and
down.
(a) 1 2 3, 2 3 4, 3 4 5. Count three quarters in
eighths.
(b) 1 2 3 2, 2 3 4 3. 3 4 5 4.)
Count four quar¬
(c) 2 1 3 1, 3 2 4 2. 4 3,5 3. [
ters in eighths.
(d) 2 3 1 3,3 4 2 4,4 5 3 5.)
(This -exercise is continued in the next lesson.)
The formation of the different exercises should be
so explained to the pupil that a glance at the begin¬
ning of each will be enough for him to recognize it
and to develop it himself. This is advisable, so that
he may look at his fingers and not at the figures.
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ORDER OF PRACTICE.
1. Exercise for the Touch III: each hand sepa¬
rately and in quarters.
2. Legato Exercise II: first half, each hand sepa¬
rately.
3. Exercise for Touch I: both hands, counting
eighths.
4. Exercise for Touch II: particularly sections (b)
and (c).
5. Legato Exercise I: particularly those exercises
fn which the fourth.and fifth fingers occur.
6. Reading of the notes: naming all the notes in
the written examples and the value of the notes in
the printed music.
7. Ear-training: higher and lower octaves, legato
and staccato.

*
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CH0RUS-C0,‘;

[The recent taternatlone^to^,^ w^rlHf a jpeW
most representative examples “'floral conductor, and
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education expanded upon the broadest
his musical
^ employer passed the youth’s
lines. Line v s
^ my boy> what 1S your pleas_
be“?’ Swift came the reply, “Music’s my pleasure,
ure„ .. J'id" exclaimed the enraged manufacsir’
if,, mav as well go to the devil as learn
music.” Coward decided to risk it, and persevered.
A WORKMAN’S CHORUS.

a grinder-with a bent toward. ™fforcutlers was
his apprenticeship with a big rm
Ued in
ended he became a banjoist, and wnat i
^

mental band. The father died w e" ..
r
6,000,000,000 MELODIES.
not had six months consecutive schooling of any
In these days, when composers of the ultra¬
kind. Necessity drove him to help in thebread
modern type are seemingly striving all they can to winning of the family. At a time when most ch.l
make their music as ugly as possible, it is interest¬
dren are occupied with toys and games and elemen
ing to see whether simple, plain, “straight” melo¬
tary school tasks, this boy was working
‘
dies have all been used up. After all there are only
He was apprenticed to his uncle, who was a cutler
seven notes to a scale, or counting the chromatic in Sheffield, and for twelve years he worked at the
^esep^dTSe^e^
ye-,,
intervals, twelve, it would seem therefore that we
Ihese proved
.
were
must by now have exhausted all the tunes.
for in that time the seeds of musical ambitions
The subject has engaged the attention of Mr. C.
sown, the awakening of his latent musical instinct
A. Davies, an English writer, in The Monthly Musical was brought about, and that crowning asset of the
self-made man, an implicit self-reliance, was evolved
Record, who demonstrates quite satisfactorily that
there is still a possibility for any composer with out of the hard schools of toil and poverty. Insen¬
sibly, his character was being “hardened” and tem¬
sufficient genius to write beautiful melpdies without
pered.” to use a cutler’s technicality. Young Cow¬
plagiarising on the masters of the past. Here is a
ard learned to think, and act for, and believe in himportion of his article:
Is the attempt to write anything like an original
HOW HE “GOT ON."
melody absolutely hopeless? Dr. Ralph Dunstan’s
remarks upon this point are instructive. Discussing
He made up his mind to “get on,” and determined
an article written some years ago in The Musical
that no obstacle should daunt him. His spelling
Times, “it was shown,” he says, "that even with such
was deficient. He taught himself by reading the
a short musical form as the Anglican single chant,
placards and advertisements in the streets on his
which consists in its simple statement of ten notes,
way to work. Walking for him was a waste of
no less than sixty million different melodies are pos¬
time unless he had a book to read or a score to
sible, without ‘regarding the multitudinous differ¬ pour over on the way. He thought shorthand might
ences formed by passing and auxiliary notes, har¬
be useful to him; he acquired it by a laborious
monies and rhythmical accentuation.’
Supposing
method.
only one in a hundred of these tunes to be musi¬
One day he stopped outside a large boarding in
cally interesting, we have a possible repertory of
a central street of the town. He learned that the
600,000 single chants. And if this be true of such
Duke of Norfolk was laying the foundation stone
a simple and restricted form of melody, with what
of the new Albert Hall. Coward climbed up to in¬
overwhelming force does it apply to longer and
vestigate. A friend called out, “Hey, ’Arry, come
more important compositions!”
Coward came
If we take the chromatic scale, consisting of down, there’s a bobby coming!”
down—but on the inside, and saw the ceremony
twelve different notes, we find the number of pos¬
through. Thus he witnessed the ge'nesis of the
sible permutations very much greater still. The
building where, thirty years later, he was to win
first note may be chosen from any of the twelve,
the second from any of the remaining eleven, the his chief successes.
third from either of the ten left, and so on. By
A WIND OF FATE.
the simple algebraic law of permutations, we have
only to multiply all the numbers, 12, 11, 10, . . .
A chance remark of a fellow-workman set the
2, together to find the total number of arrange¬
youth thinking. Sheffield workshops are unlovely
ments. To save the reader the trouble of working
places, grimy, dull, forbidding. The workers, to
this out, and to gratify the lover of statistics, it
brighten them, pin colored pictures on the walls.
may be said that the number is somewhere about
One of these in boy Coward’s “shop” showed a
479,001,600. No note is repeated in any of these
castle as dismantled by Cromwell. “How was it
arrangements. Add to the twelve the octave of the
that Cromwell could do all this?” He asked an old
tonic of the scale, and the number of variations
workman.
(still without repeating the same note) exceeds
“’E used ’is ’ead,” the man replied. “It’s them as
6,000,000.000. It is possible to repeat any of the uses their ’eads as gets on in the world.” Coward
notes twice or thrice, even in juxtaposition, without
pondered the words in his heart: “He used his
appreciable monotone, and by so doing the total
head; why should I not use my head?” he medi¬
becomes greater still. Of course many of these
tated.
variations, as in the case of the chant, would be
Early habits of clean living and solicitude for the
quite worthless; but, on the other hand, by the in¬
welfare of his physique gave Dr. Coward his pres¬
troduction of rhythmic changes, it will be seen that
ent vigor. He boasts he has never had a headache
the resources of melody and rhythm combined are
in his life. At forty he took his first holiday.
infinite, inexhaustible.
A lodger at his home was a professional flutist
Hence, it would appear, there is ho valid excuse
and harp player. He taught the boy the flute. His
for attempting “to depose melody from her Sunday-school teacher, Mr. John Peace, saw- his
throne.” It is refreshing to find that composers
musical aptitude, and gave him some violin lessons.
like Verdi, Rossini, Weber, Schumann, Schubert,
All this time he was working at his trade. He prac¬
Beethoven, Gounod. Haydn, Mozart, Auber and
ticed early and late, his studio being the garret.
Balfe still retain their hold upon the affections of
A considerable portion of his pocket money went
true music-lovers.
in the purchase of candles. As time went on he
found the difficulties of practical musicianship were
so great that he determined to be a theorist. He
It is perhaps too much to say that clothes make
never learned the pianoforte or organ, a remark¬
the music teacher; yet they probably do more to able and probably unique fact in the case of a mu¬
make an impression than a diploma with the ma¬
sician holding the degrees of Mus. Bac. and Mus
jority of people. As Sir John Lubbock has said, “If
Doc. of Oxford University.
you are careless and untidy about yourself, it is a
By joining various local “Tonic-Sol-Fa” societies
fair, though not absolute, conclusion that you will and by means of singing in the chapel choir and
be careless about other things also.”
attending local concerts and operatic performances,

At the age of eighteen Coward organized a class
in Tonic-Sol-Fa, composed almost entirely of apm loiue
started their work in a dungeonlike room’ but Coward’s musical enthusiasm was
u T. he forgot all about his surroundings. A
successful concert0was given at the end of the first
success!
din<r t0 one Gf the members, “there
was^ lovely prima. donna in pea-green silk.” The
n ennrert was a failure financially, and the
youth found himself loaded with what then seemed
^ii^he^mTantoe^it 'should be remembered that
he was in no sense neglecting his trade-the source
of his bread and butter. Coward was not of the
kind who find their daily tasks irksome while they
dream about their ambitions. His daily work was
done thoroughly and efficiently He put the same
enthusiasm in the necessary little details which
"dup, horn by hour as if he w:, going to be
all his
his life.
life. He
He did
did not
not cheat
nothing w
but aD entler
cutler all
cheat
his employer by avoiding things which seemed dis¬
agreeable to him. As a result, he won many prizes
on work sent out to exhibitions as samples of highclass handicraft. For the last knives he made he re¬
ceived the high price of $15.00 a dozen. He was
never out of work a single day, even in times of
trade depression.
AN AMBITIOUS YOUNG TEACHER.
He, however1, wanted to become a teacher, and
he shortly secured a position, and gave away his
cutler’s tools the next day. His position was that
of a pupil teacher, and the pay was ridiculously
small. Well might it be, for he was almost totally
unprepared for doing more than teaching the begin¬
ners. He set aside five hours a day for sleep, ris¬
ing at five A. M. in summer and six in the winter.
Hard work and hard study enabled him to wrin a
scholarship at the South Kensington School. This
he did not take, however. Before a year was out
the youth became the head master of his school.
Later, by dint of hard study. Coward won a teach¬
er’s certificate in twenty months, representing a
course of six years’ study.
AN ENORMOUS CHORUS.
During all this time spent as a school teacher,
Dr. Coward kept up his musical work, organizing
choral societies and festivals with great success.
He was frequently called to conduct choruses of
prodigious size. Sometimes they were composed of
twenty thousand singers. It is impossible for us
to recount the many achievements of this wonder¬
ful man. Entirely unaided, except by books upon
the subject, he passed the Oxford University exam¬
inations leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Music
and Doctor of Music. His examiners we* Sir
Frederick Gore Ouseley, Sir John Stainer and Sir
Hubert Parry. Where his wonderful Sheffield Choir
has appeared it has produced deep admiration and
astonishment among musicians. In Germany the
choir created the greatest imaginable musical seniootH-c.
cbo'r bas visited Canada twice. In
1897 Dr. Coward was called upon to conduct a
chorus of sixty thousand children. In this he was
assisted by a fine band of trained musicians. To¬
gether, this made a body of musicians nearly a quarer o a mile in length, and it is said that the great
mass of musicians “kept together” in a mos‘
un ing manner. Each little singer was trained
rl^bmthe ,signaIs of the conductor, and it is
havin'1 that..they sang with a unity that would
have done credit to a choir of sixty.

of„
very much a* we make ourselves! Those
most
„ CaIV° look back a little will find that
which 1 hi
llUre,S have been in those things to
fact SchilleVe PUt btt^e e^ort- fn reference to this
S, on>«*r ™n stamps Us
selves is
ve
M Pr.‘Ce We chal,enSe for ourhis own will "
Man 1S made §reat or tittle by

PUCCINI’S MASTERPIECE, “MAD AM A BUTTERFLY”
FAMOUS SINGERS IN “ MADAMA
BUTTERFLY”
The cast of Madama
Butterfly includes the
following roles: Madama
Butterfly
(known
as
Cho^Cho-San), soprano;
Suzuki, Madama Butterfly’s servant, mezzo so¬
prano; Lieutenant Pink¬
erton, of the United
States
Navy,
tenor;
Goro, a marriage broker,
tenor; Sharpless, United
States Consul at Naga¬
saki, Japan, tenor; Prince
Yamadori, baritone; The
Bonze, uncle of Madama
Butterfly, and a religious
fanatic who hates the
Americans, basso.
The wonderful success of this opera has attracted
almost all of the present day singers capable of sing¬
ing this role to the part. The best known singers
of the leading role are Emmy Destinn, Geraldine
Farrar and Alice Nielson. One reason why this
particular opera has been such a success is due
to the fact that it offers far more dramatic oppor¬
tunities than most other pieces. The leading role
is a very powerful and emotional tragic part and
at the same time captures the sympathy of the audi¬
ence by its extremely pathetic undercurrent. Caruso
and Scotti have made individual reputations in the
roles of Pinkerton and Sharpless respectively. Ric¬
ardo Martin and Henri Scott are two American
singers who have met with great success in this
opera abroad. The great success of this opera has
been made in spite of the fact that like Puccini’s
other works it contains no tune or melody which
has won wide popular recognition. One Fine Day
is widely sung as a high-clasS soprano solo.

THE STORY OF “MADAMA
BUTTERFLY”

HOW “MADAMA BUTTERFLY” WAS
WRITTEN

Act I. Scene: A garden in Nagasaki, Japan
A Japanese marriage broker has arranged a mar¬
riage between a maiden (Cho-Cho-San) known as
Madama Butterfly and Lieut. Pinkerton, U. S. N.
Sharpless, the American consul, entreats Pinkerton
to stop the marriage as Madama Butterfly consid¬
ers it binding. Pinkerton regards the vows as a
joke. The happy little bride appears and it is re¬
vealed that she has renounced her religion to marry
her lover. The contract is sealed, and during the
following celebration Butterfly’s uncle enters and
denounces her and urges all her relatives to for¬
sake her. Happy in her love for Pinkerton, Butter¬
fly is consoled.
Act II. Scene: A room in Butterfly’s home
overlooking the harbor of Nagasaki. Three years
later. Pinkerton, who has been upon a voyage to
America, has promised to come back “when the
robins nest again.” A little golden-haired child
has come to gladden Butterfltfs life. Sharpless
comes with a letter from Pinkerton telling him that
he has married an American wife, but he has not
the heart to break the news. Butterfly shows her
faith in her husband by refusing a native suitor
{Prince Yamadori). The booming of guns presages
the arrival of Pinkerton’s ship the Abraham Lincoln.
Butterfly decorates her home with festal flowers.
With her servant and child she sits at the shoji to
wait all night for Pinkerton’s coming. Part II.
Next morning Pinkerton comes, but with his new
wife and with the plea for the child. Butterfly ‘tells
the wife that she may have the little one in half
an hour. She binds a cloth around the tot’s eyes
and places a tiny American flag in its hand. Then
she retires behind a screen and takes her life with
her father’s sword, which bears the prophetic in¬
scription : “To die with honor, when one can no
longer. live with honor.”

The story of Madama
Butterfly was written by
John Luther Long the
American author, play¬
wright and lawyer. It
originally appeared as a
magazine story, and he
had little idea that it
would become the sub¬
ject of an enormously
successful play and later
the plot of an opera
which has already earned
hundreds of thousands
of dollars.
The play
was written in conjunc¬
tion with that incompar¬
able wizard of the stage,
David Belasco. It was
given for a long time in America in one act form.
Puccini heard the work in London and was charmed
with it, although he was unfamiliar with English.
The Italian librettists Illica and Giacoso made the
book of the opera and the work was first produced
at La Scala, Milan, in 1904. The audience did
not like the combination of Japanese and Ameri¬
can atmosphere and hissed and hooted so that the
opera was declared a failure and withdrawn after
one performance. Two months later it was given
again in Brescia, this time with enormous success.
To-day there is no opera in greater demand in the
opera houses of the world.
In fact the other
operas of this fecund Italian composer (Le Villi,
Edgar, Manon Lescaut, La Boheme, La Tosca and
the more recent Girl of the Golden West) have failed
to make the wonderful record of the unique Madama
Butterfly. The opera was first produced in Lon¬
don in 1905. It was first produced in English at
Washington, U. S. A„ in 1906, by H. W. Savage
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, living on the road. With my meagre
expense of •1V1"!L1
QUt of pocket, and. when we
income I was a
* without a penny.
M
ere in Ascoli 1
idence the world over for drinkIf there is a rr . jtaJy a special Prov.dence for
ers, surely there a
p8thetic friends in Ascoli,
musicians, I
downright starvation, and when
Wh? SarL them What I had already written of my
1 P ^‘Ratcliff ” their kindness was increased and 1
was’proffered help so that I might push the opera
to completion.
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enough to Keep
unsatisfied app
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to work.
have endured,
CONDUCTOR AT ONE DOLLAR A DAY.
When one has arrived in art or worldly affairs, it
is possible to look back without regret upon the
P°. .
,
-, of apprenticeship that paved

just
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lions, and we get the true"
perspective of our
lives
and a realization of the values of our failures as well
as of our achievements. How flat and uninteresting
would be the retrospect, if there were no shadows
to bring out the high lights!
_
The true musician is never a misanthrope. Cost
what it will, he remains steadfast in the love and
devotion for his art.
And when, perchance, he
drinks the inspiring draft of success, the memory of
past defeats and struggles leaves no bitterness tn
the cup.

hunger and hardship.

SSSt thn’sorf S***^!!
32£55y ~ M2J ForU. He

e far from prosperous,

SPfrom experiencing
s“"“siy «•’*
w« n°:
the pangs
of
T trjed to obliterate the constomach by feverish devotion
hunger I might
V mental effects overcame me.
„
ay and found my•

1 K“.ie Z lament » my hero Rate®,
c
™ mav recall, had two phantoms always
Kht°’ Tn. All the time I was writing letters for
before him
everywhere, not remembering the
nioment a letter was po.tetl whither k »»»
or
to whom I had addressed it.
My entire worldly possessions at the time were a
gold ring and a silver watch and chain. I sold them

‘“'L'pe'u. - .«s-rLrs.xr'

over which he had no control made salary
movable feast in our company.
chance
As I was only the substitute conducto , Y
q{
to wield the baton was dependent o
r
the regular conductor s health. The „ c
i
out of sorts and livedwith «rn atnig
K x {earj j
did not wish him harm but ma y
ml ht put
gave way to the hope that a su de
t have
him to bed for a few
s.
The coveted
opportunity to conduct^the ore
j directed
honor•finally came tome at Parma

°xtravagance of a cigar.
B,efore my money ran out again 1 received an
invitation {/om Duke Cirella to join a company he
was organbing in Naples. A money order for twenty
acc0mpanied the offer and made its acceptg
;ble. We played a month at tlu Teatro del
Fondo before the Duke’s venture came to grief
For six weeks l wa8 without work; but not idle,
j worked incessantly on the scoring of ray opera,
and the bundle of musical sheets in my val.se grew
rapidly_ lt was there I kept my treasured work

Why hunger and hardship and adversity clung t0
me, through the days of my apprenticeship, I have
Whatever happened
never questioned Provident
.— It is over now; but
was part of human experience,
All
it has left '
'lesson.
”
411 my present disappoint1C lv„„_....
a Wromlparma^e went to the Teatro Brunetti at when I was not toiling over it, and all through my
We can look forward with serenity when we realize
‘^
went £r0m bad to worse, travels I guarded that val.se as carefully as though
dial Fate has dealt us its hardest blows. I-or that
one rainy"the good-natured Forli aband- it was filled with money and jewels. If ray meals
reason I keep ever fresh the memory of my youth. Fina y, o
^ ^ere told We might take a walk. at this period were not regular, my diet at least was
Perhaps some young musician, struggling as I did,
* * scrape together only enough money for my steady. I could afford nothing but macaroni, and
may find in
• the
■ recital some
- sustaining
--ft h°pe.
hnnP
railroad fare to Leghorn, and, packing my few be- I tasted nothing else for weeks. I was able thus to
Music was always the consuming passion of my
loncines returned home from my first adventure avoid the discomfort of hunger, and kept my spirits
life The clearest recollection of my infancy is the
like a
a whipped
whinoed dog.
dog
fresh by lonS rambles along the coast to Posilipo
like
keen delight I felt when 1 cotild steal to the piano
and Portici. I would walk for miles dreaming with
._j touch it ...ftlv
so that
that none could overhear. 1
eyes wide open, weaving fantastic vi-fins of future
JOYFUL NEWS FROM NAPLES.
and
softly, so
fame and glory.
longed for the day to come when I should be old
. . i f„.
De iree
Summer and fall passed in idleness and dejection,
take le„ons
lessons and
and be
free 1
to RRa*.
practice Once more an impresario tempted fate at the
f"®”1T^ieased When that day did come, healthy and then came the joyful news that Forli had re
Teatro del Fondo and I was engaged 1>\ Maresca as ;
n/tuistcrou voungstcr as I was and fond of all organised his company for a season at the Teatro
director of the company. We played .
bort season
hMish snorts 1 ound my greatest delight at the
del Fondo in Naples and wanted me for director
with some success, and then began ur wanderings,
w l
h. those days my ambition was to
I rushed to Naples, accepted h.s beggarly terms with
which brought us finally to Cerignola where we re¬
?
tha„ to bea virtuoso. When I was
gratitude, and was in the seventh heaven of delight
mained throughout the carnival of 18k
My salary
ten3I struggled for weeks over my first serious effort at finding myself addressed as “Maestro” on every
lire (two dollars) a day, and it proved
at composition,, a'setting for ^ Vofecou!sc it S1<The life of an opera conductor in Naples is never sufficient for the needs of my wife an myself. But
Kyne Eleison^ of_the m ^
an entire mass; without excitement. I recall one Sunday afternoon , the weariness of the wandering life, tlu- nonsensical
my childish ambition t
but my teacher advised me to wait. After 1 had when we were giving the little opera “Satanella.” gossip and multitudinous jealousies in an aggregastruggled awhile with the “Gloria,” I decided to take The theatre was full as an egg and noisy as a tion of artistic temperaments, and the ever-present
Neapolitan theatre always is. The “No Encore” rule specter of adverse fortune had dulled the edge of my
h'In* rny1 eighteenth year I left my h°me in Leghorn is a sure incentive to riot there; but I was trying to ambition to be known as a great operatic conductor,
save the company, as we were due for another per¬
to enter the Conservatory of Milan and begin the
WOULDN'T LEAVE HIS FRIENDS
serious study of composition. What would I not formance at night. For some time I staved off any
, T
,
'
' ,
give to be able to feel once more the furious en- interruption; but after one number the cries of
■'Bis!” shook the house. I remained firm, despite
.
.”g, V made
warm fru!nds, begrnMilan. and I composed the howling and hissing, until there was a sound of nmg "with the Mayor, and when I opened my mind
5'tFnS of'the * “Paternoster” and’“Ave Maria” for ripping furniture in the gallery and a large object to them they encouraged me to leave the company
theorize competition and was rewarded with honor- sailed out into space and was describing a nice sharp and remain among them as a piano teacher. I played
ahle mention Among my other compositions that curve that would have ended exactly on the back of the instrument discreetly, and knew that Nature had
musical setting to Schiller’s “Ode to my head. I dodged just in time to bow to the audi- endowed me with the capacity for teaching. So my
... .FlUjcU.- *“
-^
... pleasure.
resolution was formed.
and yield to its
7o“Lrriiul«'~o-N.'opS. ;L,
Forli’s season ended disastrously; but Sconamiglio
I had the honor of dedicating to Ponchielh, the com¬
My heart glows when I recall the years I spent in
immediately reorganized the company and engaged
poser of “Gioconda.”
Cerignola. I had youth and strength, and burning
An inspiration that obsessed me for years came me as director at an advance of salary. I received ambition for work. Even if the piano lessons were
during my second year at the conservatory. Mattel s seven lire (one dollar and forty cents) a day. The
scarce
during the first months and we had to achieve
translation of Heine’s “William Ratcliff fell into little company was excellent, and we enjoyed both
marvels
financial and
ana artistic
arusuc success.
success, Ii was very proud
proua and
ana i:
.of
, economy
. __
■> to keep
- - - iJ the
me pot
yui boiling, we
my hands. The drama took such a hold on me that nnanciai
iIva/I.
happy, especially when the proprietor of the PolitV-f? amid kindness and encouragement,
Maffei’s verses were indelibly fixed in my memory
eama of Genoa came to Naples and engaged us for
7 S^od friend the Mayor and other gentlemen
I recited them day by day and at night I dreamed
ninety
performances,
including
the
carnival
season
°[
,e
cltk
saw
after
a
few
months
that the hopes
of Ratcliffs fantastic passion. During the winter I
of 1885.
bad held out in persuading me to remain amoug
composed three scenes of the opera; but in the foli^nr.'ncr summer, while at home in Leghorn, I cast
lowing"
After Genoa, the company took to the road, going
were «°t being fulfilled. Finally they came to
aside most of the music of the “Love Duet” and first to Alexandria, thence to Modena, from there to a heroic resolution and
— prevailed upon the council
did not complete it to my own satisfaction until my Ancona, and finally wound up at Ascoli, where a to establish for my benefit the unheard-of position
return to the conservatory the following season.
fSte incidental to the inauguration of a street railway of director of a school.of orchestra, at a salary of
During my third year I began to yield to the was in progress. We had one good audience there, twenty dollars a month.
promptings of youthful conceit. We were an enthu- and no more. Much as I regretted the dissolution
The issue remained to be faced, and I approached
siastic lot of youngsters, frankly in love with our of the company, I was not altogether sorry our
s*rat.egy- When the pupils came. I explained
art and our own abilities, and much given to pro- wanderings were done. The excitement and hardthat the basis of all orchestral knowledge was theory,
claiming how we were going to startle the world.
ships of travel were bad enough; but wprse was the
and began to instruct them accordingly in a fie'd

with which I was thoroughly familiar. We' had
nothing but theory for six months. Meanwhile the
various instruments were kept at the school, where
they were at my disposal. Hour after hour I- spent
there in practice, with the doors locked. It was not
so pleasant, I recall, when the weather was hot, and
I had to keep the windows securely closed while I
struggled with the loud-sounding brass instruments.
Finally, after untiring practice, l mastered them all,
strings, wood, winds and brass. When I was able
to perform on everything, from the contra bass to
the harp, the practical instruction began. As I look
back now on the work of those first six months I
cannot but feel that I earned every penny of the
twenty dollars a month allowed by the city.
Meanwhile my pupils advanced famously. I had
some piano pupils outside the conservatory, and
twice a week went to the neighboring city of Canossa
to drill the Philharmonic Society of that place.
What spare time I could find I devoted to the score
of “Ratcliff." After two years and a half I had it
fairly complete; but not as I wanted it. However,
I laid it aside, and have never touched it since.
The notion had come to me that it might be easier
to impress the public with a work of more popular
appeal and of less ambitious construction. For sev¬
eral years the main idea of “Cavalleria Rusticana”
had been in my head, and now I decided to take
some steps toward working it out- When Novi
Lena, Deputy for Leghorn, died in 1888, I availed
myself of the reduced railroad rates granted to elec¬
tors and returned to my birthplace to request my
great friend Tergione to compose a libretto for me.
He was not enthusiastic, and I returned to Cerignola
very heavy hearted. Professor Michele Sinischalchi
then tried to persuade his friend Master Rocco
Pagliara to furnish my libretto; but Pagliara felt he
could not give up the time to the work without some
positive assurance of compensation. He offered to
do so if I could find a publisher to buy “Ratcliff.”
Just at this time the publisher, Edward Sonzogno,
offered his great prize for an operatic competition.
To win it meant not only relief from poverty, but
the performance of my work by the best artists, and
therefore the fullest opportunity to show what talent
I possessed. I was frantic for a libretto, and railed
at my lack of money to procure one. Finally, after
I had bombarded my friends in Leghorn with letters
begging them to induce Tergione to help me, I was
overjoyed by receiving solemn assurance that I
should have the libretto for “Cavalleria.”
A FAMOUS ALARM CLOCK.
Then, indeed, I began to dream in r-eal earnest.
My head was full of the music of the various scenes
as I had conceived them. And all the time buzzing
in my ears were the words, “They have murdered
Neighbor Turridu!” I wanted a big effect for that
scene to close the work with a strong dramatic
impression.
One morning as I walked the main street of
Canossa on my way to a lesson, the finale burst
upon me, swift and vivid as a lightning stroke. I
could hear those words, not sung, but shouted with
surprise and horror, which was echoed by a crashing
theme in the orchestra as. Santuzza reeled on the
stage and brought the work to a close with her
despairing cry for her dead lover. The whole scene
was clear before me, and it went into the opera
without alteration. I can say, therefore, that the
end of the opera was its beginning.
When I received by mail a few days later the first
verses of the libretto (it was the “Siciliana;” for the
prelude was an afterthought), I was very happy, and
in a joking mood said to my wife;
“We have a great expense to meet.”
“What is it?” she asked with anxiety.
“We must buy an alarm clock.”
“And for what?”
“To-morrow I must rise before daybreak and begin
to write ‘Cavalleria Rusticana.’ ”
That ended all possibility of protest, and, with
reckless disregard of our scanty financial hoard, we
went out joyfully together to make the big purchase.
I remember to this day that our shopping expedition
resulted in the extravagant outlay of nine lire.
I set the alarm, and we retired early. But our
purchase proved an unnecessary luxury, after all; for
during the night, February 3, 1889, our little angel
Mimi was born. In spite of that I kept my promise
to myself, and day was just breaking when with a
heart full of joy and gratitude I began to write the
opening chorus of the opera that soon after brought
me fortune and fame.
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TEN “SELF HELP” MUSICIANS WHO HAVE
“MADE GOOD.”
____ of
__ t
facts of te
s bald statements
cases which uave we under the personal observation c
the editor of The Etude. Almost any active musician c
to-day could relate an equal number of Instances.
“self-help” Instances
‘ “self-taught”
—|hA| examples.]
—|
A young musician was compelled to give up his
educational work under a second-rate teacher owing
to lack of funds. He played in a cafe orchestra for
two years, continually striving to work ahead by
himself. One night a local multi-millionaire with a
love for music heard the young man play a solo.
He played it so well that an investigation was made.
The boy was sent .abroad for further study. He is
now the concert master of a great symphony or¬
chestra.
A music-loving amateur determined to gain more
technical skill. This was his daily program: Rise,
six A. M.; five-mile walk to railroad station; twomile walk from Grand Central Terminal to his place
of business downtown in New York City; work hard
all day. Six P. M., spend one hour in gymnasium;
walk back to Grand Central Depot; walk (some¬
times run) five miles to home in country; practice
two or three hours; meals, sleep and rest squeezed
in somehow. This man is now one of the finest
musical amateurs in the country. The excellent
position he now holds he attributes to the fact that
the playing gained him a certain social entree which
enabled him to meet his present employer.
An aceident killed the father of a young lady
amateur. Sickness made her mother an invalid. She
had no means of earning a living except “music.”
She started teaching children and realized that her
income would be in proportion to her ability. Con¬
sequently she bought books and determined to make
the best of it. Thousands have don-e this Under
somewhat similar circumstances. This young woman,
however, kept house, taught and frequently nursed
her mother all night. After nine years she bought
her own home and has a few thousand dollars in
bank.
A young Russian Jew with exceptional talent
wanted to study with a representative teacher. He
was still in High School. He arose at five o’clock
every morning and delivered papers, and this just
paid for his lessons. His father gave him clothes
and board. He has now gone abroad partly on
money earned before and after school,
A girl in business determined to become a singer.
All day she stood up behind the counter in a big
department store. When night came she went home
to a hall bedroom, and, witfi the assistance of a
tuning fork and her own good common sense, she
devised exercises of her own to practice as she had
heard a girl who had studied in a big conservatory.
Once a week she managed to get money enough
together to take a top seat in the top row at the
opera or at a big concert. Finally she ventured to
sing at a private musicale attended by a noted
teacher. He immediately accepted her as a pupil
without pay.
A newsboy in a large city developed a great liking
for the organ. As he grew older a friend taught
him something of the piano, and by patronizing the
books in a public library he picked up considerable
knowledge of the organ. Then he made the ac¬
quaintance of a kindly sexton of a church where
there was a three-manual organ. The sexton finally
permitted him to practice on th-e soundless keyboard
early in the morning when there was no chance of
the regular organist being around. Finally the
church organist came early one morning and found
the youngster on the keyboard and permitted him
to hear his own playing. The organist took him as
a free pupil and the former newsboy became an
excellent organist,
A young woman piano teacher in a small town
realized that it is was impossible to go on with her
studies and support a young brother and two young
sisters with her limited income. She was an expert
stenographer. She went to New York, and her first
position was in a theatrical office of a somewhat
vulgar type. However, the salary was very high
and she determined to hold herself above her sur¬
roundings. This she did, and by great economy she
saved enough to support her folks and give herself
a very fine musical training.
A young blind organist desired to become’ an
accompanist.
He had a wonderful memory.
For
years he went to concerts and took note of the
songs most frequently sung. He memorized the
accompaniments of these and of several well-known
choral works. He discovered that by training his

memory he could learn a new song in an hour and
play it without error. He has, added to his income
considerably by engagements as accompanist
A noted musical educator was once called to a
Southern town when he was a young man. When
he got there he found that he had not the funds to
return North to his home and had no means of
earning enough to support himself and laying asid'e
sufficient to take him back. He had brought no
music with him except Beethoven’s Sonatas.
He
secured a position with a small salary, and m h:s
spare time he studied Beethoven every second. He
found that he mastered a sonata in a very short
time. Then he tried another until he was able to
play them all with a skill that surprised him.
An editor of a large city newspaper, who as a
youth had been compelled to abandon music in order
to support a rapidly increasing family determined
to carry on his musical work as an amateur. For

HOW RIGHT THINKING BRINGS SUCCESS.
BY JAMES ALLEN.
A man’s mind may be likened to a garden which may
be intelligently cultivated or allowed to run wild;
but whether cultivated or neglected, it must and
will bring forth. If no useful seeds are put into it,
then ap abundance of useless weed seeds will fall
therein, and will continue to produce their kind.
Just as a gardener cultivates his plot, keeping it
free from weeds, and growing the flowers and fruits
which he requires, so may a man tend the garden of
his mimj, weeding out all the wrong, useless and
impure thoughts, and cultivating toward perfection
the flowers and fruits of right, useful, pure thoughts.
By pursuing this process a man discovers sooner or
later that he is the master gardener of his soul, the
director of his life. He also reveals within himself
the laws of thought, and understands with everincreasing accuracy how the thought forces and
mind operate in shaping the character, circum¬
stances and destiny.
Every man is where he is by the law of his be¬
ing: the thoughts which he has built into his char¬
acter have brought him there, and in the arrange¬
ment of his life there is no element of chance, but all
is the result of a law which cannot err. This is just
as true of those who feel out of harmony with
their surroundings as of those who are contented
with them.
Man is buffeted by circumstances so long as he
believes himself to be the creature of outside condi¬
tions, but when he realizes that- he is a creative
power, that he may command the hidden soil and
seeds of his being, out of which circumstances grow,
he then becomes the rightful master of himself.
That circumstances grow out of thought every
man knows who has for any length of time prac¬
ticed self-control and self-purification, for he will
have noticed that the alteration in his circumstances
has been in exact ratio with his altered condition.
So true is this that when a man earnestly applies
himself to remedy the defects in his character, and
makes swift and marked progress, he passes rapidly
through a succession of vicissitudes.
*.
Every thought seed thrown or allowed to fall into
the mind, and to take root there produces its own,
blossoming sooner or later into act and bearing its
own fruitage of opportunity and circumstances.
Good thoughts bear good fruit—bad thoughts, bad
fruit.
A man does not co'me to the almshouse or to jail
by the tyranny of fate or circumstances, but by the
pathway of groveling thoughts and base desires.
Nor does a pure-minded man fall suddenly into
crime by stress of any mere external force; the
criminal thought had long been secretly fostered in
the heart, and the hour of opportunity revealed its
gathered power. Circumstance does not make the
man, it reveals him to himself.
Men do not attract what they want, but what
they are. The “divinity that shapes our ends” is in
ourselves; it is our very self. Man is manacled only
by himself; thought and action are the jailers of
Fate—they imprison, being base; they are also the
angels of Freedom—they liberate, being noble. Not
what he wishes and prays for does a man get, but
what he justly earns.
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By PRESTON WARE OREM
MINUET—E. GRIEG.
This interesting movement is taken from the only
sonata written for piano solo by the great Norwegian
composer. It is an early work, Opus 7, but it is full
«of character and originality and striking harmonic
effects. It should be worked up with strong dynamic
contrasts and with variety in color, almost in the
orchestral manner. At the entry of the Trio in nineeighth time there is no change of pace, a dotted quarternote of this portion being equal to a quarter-note of the
preceding three-fourth time. The groups of four
eighth notes occurring in certain measures of this por¬
tion of the piece are played just as would be four
sixteenths if three-quarter time were indicated. The
entire sonata has now become a standard teaching piece
for advanced students. The "Minuet” is rather less
difficult than the remaining movements and goes very
well as a separate piece.
VALSE LENTE—DELI BES.
Leo Delibes (1836-1891) was one of the most popular
composers of ballet music, a form of composition in
which the French writers have been peculiarly success¬
ful. Perhaps the best known work of Delibes is the
grand mythological ballet entitled “Sylvia,” first pro¬
duced in 1876. Two movements from this ballet are
played continually, the “Pizzicati” and the' “Valse
Lente.” Although originally written for orchestra, both
these numbers make acceptable piano pieces, _ particu¬
larly the “Valse Lente.” In playing this piece one
should have in mind the various orchestral effects and
endeavpr to imitate them. Note -the harp-like accom¬
paniment, the flowing melodies assigned to the stringed
instruments and the occasional passages for wood
wind and horns. All these characteristic passages may
be readily recognized. A valse lente is a, slow waltz;
note the metronome time but play with grace and frecHUMORESKE—A. DVORAK.
Antonin Dvorak (pronounced Dvor-shahk') (18411904), the great Bohemian master, has proven one of
the most successful of modern masters. He wrote
in all the larger forms, as well as a variety of cham¬
ber music, piano pieces, songs, duets, etc. Many of
bis piano pieces are well known, but the most popu¬
lar of all is the “Humoreske,” Op. 101, No. 7. A
“Humoreske” is a short lyric composition of whim¬
sical or humorous character. This type was first
popularized by Schumann. Humoreske is the Ger¬
man form of the word: Humoresque is the French.
The specimen of Dvorak is naive and appealing in its
delicate humor. This piece must be played with fhe
utmost finish and attention to detail. The rhythm of
the first theme will require particular attention. The
common tendency in rhythms of this character is to
play them as though written in triple time; the first
member of the group of two or the rest following is
. given too little value and the final note is given too
much value. The effect should be crisp and incisive.
Do not play the piece more rapidly than the given
metronome time; if anything, a little slower. The
second theme should have a rather languorous effect,
contrasting with the more sprightly quality of tig:
first theme. The original key of the piece is G flat,
but many find it, more convenient to play it in G, as
we present it here.
SCENES OF SPLENDOR-M. GREENWALD.
This is a showy concert polka, of moderate difficulty,
but full and brilliant. Pieces of this type are always
pleasing to the general listener and serve to display
one’s technical attainments to good advantage. From
the teacher’s standpoint they serve as studies in style
and delivery and as useful recital numbers. Any good
fourth or fifth grade pupil should do well with this
piece.
MARCH OF THE MARIONETTES—H. REIN¬
HOLD.
This is an interesting teaching piece in semi-classic
style by an accomplished modern writer. It is a valu¬
able study in rhythm and in the staccato touch. The
detached chords should be taken with the up-arm touch,
reserving the down-arm touch for the accented tones
and sustained chords.

This is a dainty and
huTnot been previously
ballet style, by a composer wh h
^ interpreted
sdaL7dHiS;c
mediate grade recital piece.

^

POLKA DE CONCERT

inter-

VALSE MINIATURE—C, ^ HU^RTER.
This is the work of a young and pronns ng^.
poser who is also newtoo
^ modern in structure
ture waltz only as to lengtn
ather advanced
and cleverly harmonized. rme t°r
THY HEART’S DESIRE-CW. JEENKern’s
A tuneful “song wlth°ut w°r
thg style of 0ne of
It must be played quietly
but with full, round tone.
TARANTELLE—B. B. GILLETTE.
This is a well-written, brilliant teaching piece which
might serve as a study in velocity. It is a ,u .
grade pupils.
accuracy.

It must be played steadily and witn

BOY SCOUTS—PIERRE RENARD
This is a rousing march and two-step which will te
enjoyed by second grade pupils. It has
-Ofrarswing which is positively infectious. The Tno is par
ticularly melodious and well constructed.
THE GRAND PROMENADE-W. LEWIS.
This is an easy teaching piece, reminding one in
structure and harmonies of some of the old-fashioned
marches by Handel and others. It should be played in
a slow and stately manner. It will serve to familiarize
students with double notes, especially the intervals of
the third and the sixth.
ON A VISIT—GEO. L. SPAULDING.
This is a sprightly little teaching piece which cannot
fail to please young players. It introduces grace notes
and rapid two-finger work. It should be played with
dash and go.
MELODY IN F (FOUR HANDS)—RUBINSTEIN.
This is one of the standard piano pieces, a piece
which would have established the fame of the composer
had he written nothing else. The original form of this
piece is a piano solo, of course, but it has been arranged
in all possible ways.0 Pure music, or a good melody,
always sounds well no matter for what written or how
arranged. As a piano duet the "Melody in F” is very
rich and effective, affording an excellent opportunity
for bringing out the theme.
ON THE BOULEVARD (VIOLIN AND PIANO)F. A. FRANKLIN.
This is a lively first1 position piece for violin and
piano which has met with much favor. Good march
movements, written for this instrumental combination,
which are easy to play are not easily obtainable, but
“On the Boulevard” is satisfactory in every particular.
CANZONETTA (PIPE ORGAN)—J. F. FRYSINGER.
A-portrait and sketch of this rising composer will be
found in another column. His “Canzonetta” is his most
recent composition. It is more particularly adapted for
recitals, but it will make a good soft voluntary. It
affords good opportunity for tasteful registration.
THE VOCAL NUMBERS.
We present three songs this month—two entirely new
and original ones and an old favorite.
The name of Nevin is a familiar one in American
musical compositions. No less than three successful
American writers have borne .this name.. A fourth rep¬
resentative now appears. Go'rdon B. Nevin, the com¬
poser of “Love Waiteth to Greet Thee,” is the son of
George B. Nevin, whose songs have frequently appeared
in The Etude. This young composer is talented and
promising. His song is melodious and expressive.
Thurlow Leurance has been represented frequently
in our music pages. His new song, “At Parting,” is
quiet but effective, touching in sentiment and a good
teaching number.
Harrison Millard (1830-1895) was one of the most
popular American writers of the older school. He
wrote much church music and over 350 songs. His
“Faith and Hope” is a real “home song,” a type which
bids fair to be revived.
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' Mr. Frysinger was born at Hanover, Pennsylvania,
in 1878. His musical studies commenced at the age of
eight when he was placed under the instruction of
Frederick W. Wolf, of Baltimore, with whom he stud¬
ied piano and harmony. Later he went to New York
and studied for three years at the New York College
of Music under Engel (piano) and Kelly (harmony).
Three years with the virtuoso, Bunneister, in New
York, followed this. Later he studied voice and choir
training- with Ralph Kinder, of Philadelphia, next he
went to London and studied with the famous blind
organist, Wolstenholme. Returning to America he
was organist of the Emmanuel Reformed Church at
Hanover, and later organist of the First Presbyterian
Church of York, Pa. He also held the position of
head of the school of music of the Woman’s College
at Frederick, Maryland. Mr. Frysinger ha* recently
been given the direction of the department of organ
instruction at the University of Nebraska at Lincoln,
Nebraska. His organ compositions have been played
by many distinguished organists and his compositions
for piano are much liked.
Of all the arts, music seems to be the one which
breeds the harshest critics. There are thousands of
people in the world who base their confidence in
their own musical knowledge on the quickness with
which they are able-to detect a wrong note—not
apparently realising that this merely signifies a very
rudimentary species of ear-training. Yet they will
often condemn an excellent musician on the strength
of this tiny capacity. “I thank God.” said Webster,
“that if I am gifted with little of the spirit which
is able to raise mortals to the skies. I have none,
as J trust, of that other spirit which would drag
angels down.”

A NEW PIECE BY POLDINI.
The Etude takes great pleasure in announci
that a new composition by Ed. Poldhri, the dist
guished European composer of enormously succe
ful pianoforte compositions, “The Dancing Do
Marche Mignonne," and “Valse Serenade,” *
be presented for the first time in The Etude ,
November. Poldini compositions are rare. .
has written only a few, but all are gems. 1
coming composition will be an extremely fascin
mg valse of about the fourth grade. This, as
e case of the Moszkowski and Schiitt novel
rea y published, is in keeping with The Etui
Pokey of presenting the latest music of the l
composers whenever attainable.

M. GREENWALD
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LOVE WAITETH YET TO GREET THEE
GEORGE KLINGLE
Andante con espressione

GORDON BALCH NEVIN
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Tis rain - y weath-er, my
We’ve had our May, _ my
Aye! God
of
night, ray

geth-er, my dear,There is nt more
come,’ my dear, For the long dark
out, good wife, Is the gate
that
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long
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death, so grim,
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rTTCOME intimate with your instruMENT.
BY EDITH L. WINN.
Players of keyboard instruments often make the
fatal error of failing to listen attentively enough.
The mere act of pressing down a piano key makes
some sort of a tone, but unless the pianist listens
with great attentiveness the tone is likely to become
too suggestive of the mechanism of the piano. On
the violin or the French horn, for instance, an en¬
tirely different condition exists. In this case the
performer has an intimate control of the making
of the tone. Of course, the quality itself must re¬
main peculiar to the instrument, but there is, never¬
theless, in all instruments much latitude for color.
The orchestra leader has a palette filled with a
great variety rf colors. Most of the leaders who
play piano are noted for the skill with which they
invest their playing with color. Nearly all cele¬
brated conductors of -our time have played the piano
in their youth. This does not entitle them, how¬
ever to rank as pianists. While by no means medi¬
ocre’ pianists, we could not look upon Emil Paur,
Felix Weingartner or the late Gustav Mahler as
piano virtuosos because of their broader relation to
the orchestra. That the conductor cannot accom¬
plish effects of light and shade in his piano playing,
with and without orchestral accompaniment, which
he so quickly and skilfully obtains from his or¬
chestra, is easily explainable. He has not lived in
constant communion vtith his piano, nor has he
discovered, as have de Pachmann and Paderewski,
all the resources of the instrument.
• The piano boasts of a literature of its own, dis¬
tinguished by the intimate and personal contribu¬
tions of the composers of all time, who, in spite of
their prolific piano works, believed that the or¬
chestra furnished a broader scope for their genius.
No other instrument possesses as wide and varied a
field of literature as the piano. The nobility and
grandeur of orchestral composition can never com¬
pete with the intimate, tender and subtle character
of the piano. Yet the latter does not claim to be
the exponent of grand passions and noble themes.
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In dynamic contrasts and variety of tone color its
rival, the orchestra, eclipses it at every point. Ihe
piano is like a chameleon in its sensitiveness. No
one can truly say he has seen a rainbow in musical
art until he has sat under the spell of de Pachjnann.
The piano at the time of Liszt lost its distinct
charm in one direction and gained in dynamic and
tonal edntrasts. Technic pure and simple dominated
the artists who followed the brilliant and meteoric
Paganini. So it is with the piano to-day. Boasting
of a classical literature unparalleled in the world s
history, it has lent itself to the reflection of the
most intimate and human experiences of life, just
as truly, just as sincerely, and often as nobly as the
opera of Debussy symbolized truth in the portrayal
of elemental instincts, and even more adequately
than Richard Strauss, in whom beautiful fnusic is
wedded to the most ignoble characters in the history
of the world while working out a new school of
music which shall link life so forcibly with art that
the humanising element may atone for the vulgar
display of elemental passions.
NEW AVENUES OF EXPRESSION.
Every gifted artist and composer seeks first to
exhaust the possibilities of composition, choosing
one instrument; nor is he satisfied until he has ex¬
hausted the whole gamut of instrumental forms.
The gifted are forever reaching out, seeking some
new avenues of expression, for, in spite of many
intimations to the contrary, the great will be great,
whatever field they choose to enter. Bach, Bee¬
thoven, Mozart, Mendelssohn, Brahms', Saint-Saens,
Tschaikowsky, Grieg and others wrote for the violin
and other instruments as well as for the piano.
Most of the greater orchestral works of all time
were produced by men who first wrote for the piano
and who played the instrument. Berlioz and Wfagner offer exceptions.
No student can afford to neglect piano study, at
least before a definite choice of a musical life-work
has been made. A refined nature can find life-long
joy in the piano, if indeed one keeps to its limita¬
tions and reverences its mission. I may sit by my
piano in the early evening hour, before the lamps
are lighted, and I may tell what my day’s life has
been like.

SELF-HELP BOOKS THAT POINT TO
SUCCESS.
Dr. Samuel Smiles, a Scottish writer (born
died in London in 1904), has undoubtedly throufjh
excellent books on self-help assisted many of the g
men of our country in their youthful days;. He
surgeon for some years, and later bec*“f1,*d _aged in
Leeds Times. Later he be'eame successfully eng g
railroad work. During a very busy life hefoundtim
to indulge in writing industrial books and «“P£t,on q
books. All of the young readers of The Et
may be fortunate enough to secure copies of his booK ,
Self-Help, Thrift, and Self-Effort, will certainly
benefited.
.
»he
Dr. O. S. Marden, editor of Success, seems to oe
logical successor of Samuel Smiles. His oo *
immense circulation and have been warmly Pra Se£ y
men like John Boroughs, President McKinley and Pres
ident Roosevelt.
His best known worksare- *
Secret of Achievement, The Optimistic L'fe'
Power and Plenty, Getting On, The Miracle pf ^iffM
Thought, Rising in the World, and Pushing to the
Front. We most earnestly advise our readers
aspire to do great things to avail themselves °
splendid optimism and rich suggestion which these books
contain. These books are not expensive and they may
be the key to success.
Ralph Waldo Trine’s This Mystical Life of Ours
contains much that may serve to straighten out the
thought lines of ambitious people who are working
without directing their efforts properly. Other books
which deserve the serious attention of those who have
big life purposes are: The Battle of Life, by Henry
Vandyke; The Blessing of Cheerfulness, by J. R. Miller;
Self-Cultivation in English, by G. H. Palmer; SelfCulture, by William E. Channing; As a Man Thirtieth,
by James Allen; Success in Music, by H. T. Finck.

In 1822, when Rossini was celebrating his first Ger¬
man triumphs, he said; “The German tone-poets de¬
mand that' I shall write as did Haydn and Mozart. If I
should give myself all possible pains I could only be¬
come an inferior Haydn or Mozart. Consequently 1
have resolved to remain myself, Rossini.”

SUCCESS OR FAILURE—WHICH?
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Conducted by N. J. COREY

PIANO VS. ORGAN TOUCH.
I have never seen anything written on n subject
that is troubling me very much at present. Is
pipe organ practice Injurious to one's piano play¬
ing? I have an opportunity to study organ but do
not wish to interfere with my piano work. I have
had various opinions from mv friends, one saying
that a piano teacher told her that organ practice
would ruin her piano playing.
>
M. A.
I never hear this subject brought up that I do
not think of the famous saying of Josh Billings: “It
ain’t what people know that causes trouble in this
world, but it is what they know that ain’t so,” or
words to that effect. It is peculiarly applicable to
the question at issue. It has been my own experi¬
ence that playing upon the two instruments reacts
upon the touch to the greatest advantage; that to
play the piano well is a necessity for a really firstclass organist, and that it is of great benefit to the
pianist to know something about playing the organ.
Now the manner of attacking the keys in playing
the organ should be precisely the same as when
playing the piano, and as a general rule the release
of the key should be the same. Correct finger
action for one is correct for the other. There is
a prevalent opinion that a greater legato is charac¬
teristic of the organ. It is only true to the extent
that legato playing may be more constant on the
organ. But closer listening is really necessary to
acquire a perfect legato on the piano, for the rea¬
son that there are more disturbing influences. If a
pianist cannot produce a good legato at the organ,
it is patent that he has not learned it at the piano.
It is true that a pianist can more easily deceive an
audience as to his deficiency ill legato playing, but
this by no means alters the fact that the legato
does not exist except in an elementary way. There
is a greater lack of singing legato among piano
players than is generally realized. If they would
practice for a few weeks upon an organ, they might
learn to overcome this defect, for they would thus
be unable to deceive even themselves as they seem
to do at the piano. All advanced pianists would be
the better for a few months’ practice on the organ
in developing a smooth and beautiful legato.
If organ practice is beneficial to a pianist, the
reverse is an absolute sine qua non to an organist.
The greatest deterrent to high advancement in
organ playing I find to be the lack of a facile piano
technic. Great ability at the organ is impossible
without it. How can a person without a free and
facile finger action play the A minor or G minor
organ fugues of Bach, or the B minor prelude?
They are equally as difficult technically as the
fugues of the Well Tempered Clavichord. It is aston¬
ishing how^b'j.*] - '_u;8 is realized by the public, to
nothing of many musicians. Frequently organ
students start out with the idea of securing gradua¬
tion diplomas* only to find themselves blocked at
the easiest of the Bach fugues for lack of technic
to go farther. When it comes to the Widor organ
symphonies, only a few of the easier movements
are included in the average organ course, because
their multifarious difficulties require a knowledge of
many varieties of touch, as well as virtuoso skill
in their application. Let the doubter make a try at
the fifth, sixth, seventh and eighth symphonies.
The day of the old-fashioned stiff bungling organ
action that engendered similar conditions in the
hands of those who tried to play on them, is fast
passing away. The modern organ action is as light
and easy as that of a piano, indeed, in many cases
much easier. The art of organ playing has not
stood still, although it is not so much appreciated
by the public as it should be. The cause of this is
largely due to the sort of ideas that are perpetrated
by the friends you mention in your letter. People
expect that an organ recital is going to sound eccle¬
siastical, and therefore dull. Ecclesiastical and dull
are terms that invariably applied to the organ re¬
citals of a few years ago. Those who attempt to
perpetuate the traditions of those years produce
exactly the same effect now. Their playing does
not sound concert-like and brilliant, but is con¬
stantly dominated by a single coloring and mood.
The organist needs every variety of touch that is
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acquired by exhaustive piano study if he is going to
play a Widor symphony in a manner to command
attention and admiration. There is only one rea¬
son why any first-class pianist cannot be also an
equally good organist, and vice versa, there are only
twenty-four hours in a day, and one needs eight of
them for sleep, three for eating, pid several for
diversion, leaving only enough time for a man suc¬
cessfully to master the literature of one instrument,
especially if he has to earn his living by teaching,
as is the case with the majority. There is only one
answer to your question, therefore, take up the study
of the organ without hesitation; it will improve
the quality of your piano playing instead of in¬
juring it.
DIMINISHED SEVENTHS.
In your article In the February Etude y
of the diminished seventh : “It may be for
---e leading tone of any key."
key.” Now
.
the .
VII of the C scale is B, D, F, A. I call that a
diminished chord with a minor seventh, and it
... found
„
■ on
— VII c-f any major scale, etc.
may be
B. M. writes at considerable length, and a per¬
sonal answer would have been as well for this let¬
ter, except that others may have read my article
in the same confused state of mind. B. M. quotes
a sentence from my article correctly, but does not
interpret it correctly. I used the word “formed,”
which is of quite different meaning from “found.”
The diminished seventh is not fpund on the leading
tone of the major scale, although it may be formed
on it. My article did not read B, D, F, A, but B, D,
F, A flat. If you will read the article again you will
observe that it made no attempt to show where
minor sevenths were “found,” but was written for
players who know nothing about harmony, and
showed them how they might “form” a diminished
seventh on the seventh degree of the scale with
which I assumed they would surely be familiar. I
stated that the minor third contained a step and
a half, and that three of them superimposed formed
the diminished seventh. As a matter of fact the
diminished seventh may be “formed” on any degree
of the major, minor or chromatic scales by super¬
imposing the three minor thirds. B. M. simply un¬
wittingly fell into the common error of reading
carelessly without noting exact meanings.
STAMMERING.
1. Can you tell me how to start a little girl In
music who Is not yet five years old, but loves music
intensely and Is anxious to leant?
2. Can you tell me of a cure for what I call
stammering?
”
—Slow practice seems to he of no
"ase I have in mind. She strikes the
a group several times before she is
3. Will you tell
in piano playing?
1. First treat her as a child, and do not expect too
much of such tiny hands in the way of correct ac¬
tion. Not much pure finger action can be used by
diminutive fingers on modern pianos, with their
comparatively hard actions. You will find the Kinder¬
garten Method of Batchellor and Landon most suitable
for your needs with a child of this age.
2. Stammering is a mental trouble which can only
be cured by mental determination. It often grows
out of the pupil’s attempt to correct every mistake
while playing. This in itself is a mistake, and is
often allowed to grow until it becomes exasperat¬
ing in its persistency. How many realize that to
correct a false note after it has been struck is no
correction? To correct a stammer of a single note
does not help matters in its relation to what pre¬
cedes and follows. The real correctness of the note
is in its context. Once falsely struck it cannot be
corrected, except by going over the passage until
it can be played without break. Take the letters
A, B, C, for example. The pupil makes a slip on
B, and stops to correct it. With a beginner just
learning the names of the letters this might be
excusable. But with one who can play along with
a fair degree of facility there is no excuse for it. B,
corrected by itself, has no relation to the smooth
playing of the passage A, B, C. The same mistake

is just as likely to occur the next time over. Pupils
should not be permitted to stop and strike a note
again, but should go on regardless of the error.
Then they should go back and give special study to
the passage in error until it can be played without
a slip. It is, in the majority of instances, out of
this habit of constantly stopping to correct a wrong
note that stammering grows. To cure it, do not
permit students to stop for any error, but make them
take the small phrases in which they occur, and go
over them slowly by themselves until they can be
correctly played,, gradually increasing the tempo to
the same speed that the main portion of the pass¬
age can be played without mistake. In the case of
the pupil you mention, insist that she go on in spite
of the hesitancy at the first note of a group, no
matter how badly she stumbles at it, and do not de¬
spair of the efficacy of doing it slowly until learned.
Gradually the habit may be overcome in this
manner.
3. For the answer to your third question I refer
you to a good treatise on piano playing. Learning
to play the piano is in fact a completely appointed
hand gymnasium. Your question as you have stated
it is of the most comprehensive nature possible. Pr6Procure a set of Mason’s Touch and Technic, and you
will find the matter exhaustively treated. Hand Gym¬
nastics, by W. F. Gates, will also be an excellent manual
for you to procure.
AN ADULT BEGINNER.
“I am in a quandary in regard to a young lady
of twenty yearg who proposes to become a pupil.
How should so old a beginner be handled? Wbat
should he used In the way of exercises and pieces?"
M. N.
The difference in the “handling” of an adult be¬
ginner and a child is more one of manner than of
matter. In the case of the former you can make
your appeal to reason, and at the very start ad¬
vancement will be much more rapid on account of
the intelligence of the learner and the larger hands.
On account of the maturity of the muscles and liga¬
ments, however, you will find, in many cases, that
this apparent advantage will not continue indefi¬
nitely. With mature beginners progress often comes
to a standstill before any very great degree of
advancement has been made, although they may
even at this acquire a great deal of ability. It is
exceptional, however, for them to obtain sufficient
facility to play pieces of an advanced grade of dif¬
ficulty, such as the Liszt Rhapsodies, Chopin Bal¬
lades, etc. With such pupils you should begin in
the usual way with preliminary hand and finger
training, until some control over the muscles has
been acquired. Then you can choose nothing bet¬
ter than Presser’s First Steps, which may be fol¬
lowed by Mathews’ Standard Graded Course. You
will find practically all the etude material you will
need in these for the first two grades. For pieces
you will be able to select those of a higher grade
of musicianship. Schumann’s Album for the Young,
for example, is too advanced in musical conception
to appeal to children in this country, except those
reared in a constant atmosphere of the best music.
Adult minds, if musical, will enjoy their study.
Most of them belong to the second and third grades.
After your pupil gets fairly well started you will
find the same class of music may be used that you
would use with a musical child,

a pupn s nana will r
lag only those two n ^
1
C, E flat, F sharp, A,
even C, B flat',’ C, wlthoul
turning the hand and -ra
raising the second finger
a,5d flattening the'flftTi flngerrwhat

You do not specify the pupil’s age. In the cas
of young pupil, it is often necessary to wait fc
the natural growth of the hand. Many hands, hou
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they did their best to practice whenever it was possible, and to
memorize their new pieces mentally.
Early September brought Miss Edgecombe back from Europe, and lessons
began in good time. The girls were
eager to play their Liszt compositions and
get their teacher’s help in the matter of
interpretation. She was indeed pleased
with their industry and with the careful way in wffich they had prepared the
pieces. With many new suggestions in
regard to effects and performances, the
girls set to work with great vigor on
tbeir pjeces> t0 make them as perfect
ag
ible in the limited time left be.
fore ^ Liszt musicale,
Several
ocvcidl special meetings
Hivuuugo of
VX the
uiv Club
were called by tbe president, at which
X_:__
U.. their teacher were
morn
the_ topics
given by
djscussed) and all material and illustrations arranged
orderly fashion. The
girls also piayed their pieces for each
otber> tbus gaining sureness and confidence>

helped erect the Beethoven monument in
T y
^ tbe end 0f the Goop MuBonn; he gave many concerts to
. .
sufferers in Pesth from ■t e
_
The decorations of the room suggest
floods, the poor people m h s
P
themselves. The large manufacturers
and elsewhere
How constant y
•
appropriate crepe
helped Wagner is. learned from their cor- of ^ ?ap” which may be procured
respondence preserved for us
y
reasonable. The black cat and
large volumes.
.
-kin iack o’ lanterns, which may
At the dose of her httle acc°mi >
nowPbe obtained for prices varying
called on different girls, and e
f
t
cents to twenty-five cents, are
in her place and gave some new instance ^omtencents tot
y
^ ^ ^
of Liszt’s generosity to struggling artists.
Unt,ms made from small

BY HARRIETTE brower.
_
LISZT THE GREAT PIANIST.
,
...
It was the last meeting of the Music
Club before the summer vacation. After
the topic for the afternoon had been disachievements of the master from the brated composer t0 be attached to the
cussed, and
time when,
he in oinp Qf
open;ng. In
this way
- the. girls
w.
mi_1
lime
WUCU, as
o-o a little boy
-J of 7.nine...
nt tfae
the ODClling.
in mis
wav the
lustrations and pieces, Miss Edgecombe
brst played in public. She described his
,
have illuminated pictures
r_«
Vmtitvi mm'Prt
which LCdLUCl
J
_j^lsaid:
performance
at a Vienna
concert, which
of Beethoven, Bach, Wagner, Mendels¬
“Although we may be scattered tor a
occurred a year or two later, and which sohn, Gounod, etc., peering out around
few weeks, I know we shall be occuwas s0 remarkable that at the close Bee- the room.
room The
iuc lighting should
=___
be sub¬
pied more or less with our musical
thoven came upon the platform, em_candles with pumpkin-colored
studies. I have suggested to each one what
braced the boy and kissed him.
She ■
always effective. The respecial things to P^ctice. Aside from
briefly reviewed his triumphs in Pans, freshm’ents shouid be simple and of the
these I will now tell you of a bit of
where he was ranked as the greatest plan,.
type—nuts, popcorn, cider,
musical work I wish you would all under. THe LISZT MEETING.
ist in the world, as indeed he was all haUoween type
’ v v
take.
‘
The evening of October 22d came at over Europe. There was so much to tell et^,
decorations were black cats and
“You have all heard many times the last> and Miss Edgecombe’s studio was that it was a little difficult to condense it,
J.neL
s To •
the
oper
name of that great pianist and composer, the scene of a happy gathering of stu- but Ethel kept within bounds. Some of J,,
'darkened the rooms,
Franz Liszt. Some of you have played dents and f'riends. The large rooms were tbe other students added points when the
candles with
mp.
a few of his shorter piano pieces, and art}stically decorated with masses of paper was finished.
, .hades
last year, you remember, we had a little bright colored Autumn leaves grouped
kin-coioreciwaaes.
bfi_
sketch of his life read in one of our here and there> interspersed with great
LISZT THE COMPOSER.
fo^hl SSSSS program^
Club meetings.
...
bowls of rich hued dahlias and ferns.
Maude’s paper gave a good idea of the
“The Centennial of Liszt s birth occurs pictures and mementos of the master variety of Liszt’s work in composition,
TT.
. .
THE POTATO MARCH,
the 22d of next October, and no doubt were to be
.
TT
• nearly
■ all styles. His
TT:- ongiseen on all sides.
Here a He wrote in
,
;s piaced upon
will be celebrated in the musical centres view of the little house in Raiding, Hun- nai compositions for the piano are very
.
, P tre of the room to
of the world. It would, I am sure, inter- gary,
^ where
u ,
..
_„p__^_
„__
Liszt
was, born, together
with beautiful, ___.
and are played
by all the best
Coon is eiven a spoon upon which
r share, and thus learn the
b house and study in Weimar where pianists, while his transcriptions of
,- P -H ’ -• tn r..rrv
est us all
p- r® .,
•
most valuable addi- a potato is balanced. He is to carry
more of the life■ —a
and ..—-d
work «*■
of <**« the
master ..
lived and taught for twelve
famous
themes
:
1 his left hand, > the music of
great artist. Liszt was a noble mat
group of photographs tions to piano literature. His oratorios
r
\
,T
E
years. There
did a great deal of good to others. He of L;szt.
a child, as a you£g and then and other religious works are not known finding s March
^
wrote much beautiful music, and was per¬
; also likenesses of some yet as well as they will be in the future, January,
).
y
old
3
- ■ songs :
prized by all good the rooms three times, keeping step
haps the greatest pianist who ever lived. of his most famous pupils; Hans von- but
his
with the music The player increases
“I suggest that you take up these three gdi0Wi Tausig, Klindworth, Sophie Men- singers,
and decreases the speed at will, thus
points, namely, Liszt the Benefactor.; ter> Raff and our own Dr. Wm. Mason.
After the short papers and brief 1
Liszt the Pianist; and Liszt the Com- Near the piano stood a fine bust of Liszt, marks were concluded, this programme of causing confusion and merriment. The
poser, and find out atl you can about over which was flung a wreath of violets. Liszt’s music was most creditably ren- Goops who succeed in returning the po¬
them during the summer holidays. We
Miss Edgecombe introduced the subject dered by the pupils, with the aid of s tato to the basket receive favors of toy
drums and whistles.
will make our first musicale in the fall of the evening by giving a brief summary singer;
a Liszt celebration, and each of you can of tbe i;ne 0f work which the girls had
programme
THE MUSICAL ALTAR.
contribute whatever you have learned fon0wed in preparing for the evening.
To every Goop is given a composer's
about the good deeds and the career of sbe herself had been in Weimar during
1. La Regatta Venezianna, for two pi
picture. At the farthest end of the room
this unique musician. Anne, as president tj,e summer, and gave an interesting ac- anos.
stands
a
table with a silver tray upon
of the Club, may confer with you about count cf her visit to the Liszt house,
2. Consolations, Nos. 1, 3 and 6, played
Each Goop is then blindfolded and
the choice of topics, and I hope that and 0f her talk with old Pauline, the by three different pupils,
some of you, especially those who as housekeeper, who takes care of the rooms
3. Songs, “Thou’rt Like a Lovely turned around three times. They are
yet play nothing by this master, will be now just as she did when the master Flower,” “Ueber alien Gipfeln ist Rub.” requested to deposit the picture upon
the silver tray.
willing to study sufficiently during the jjved there.
4. Mazourka.
Some one plays Mystic Procession
vacation to add some piece of his to
«j i00ked at his piano with the deepS, Valse Impromptu,
by Horvath (The Etude, May, 1910).
your repertoire. If you learn them for est reverence,”continued Miss Edgecombe;
6. Song, “Die Lorelei.”
yourselves as carefully as you do for «it bad been the master’s companion in
7. Transcription of Schumann’s “Wid- When the player has finished the piece
the game is ended, and those who s
me, there need not be much to correct soHtude—in his most exalted hours. What mung.”
on the mechanical side. When I see you harmonies had not those marvelous hands
8. Transcription of Spinning Song from ceed in reaching the altar are rewarded
again early in September, there will be evoked \ And not those only, but other “Flying Dutchman,” Wagner.
a prize. .
nearly six weeks in which to polish up famous ones as well. Mr. Mathews tell
9. Rhapsodie No. 2, two pianos, four
Other Halloween games may be
the pieces and make them ready for the us> jn <jj0w to Understand Music,’ that players.
played, and as all join in the fun the
musicale. Those who are willing to do ‘Since 1853 it is safe to say that every
following program, from all grades,
some extra studying on a Liszt selection concert pianist in the world has been for
T
may be S‘ven by the class:
may let me know, and I will decide about a longer or shorter time with Liszt.’ The A GOOD MUSICAL FOR HALLOW- By Lantern Light.Rockwell
the pieces.”
master did not pass away until 1886; he
EEN.
(Etude, May, 1911.)
had many pupils.
Witches’ Dance.MacDowell
BOOKS ABOUT LISZT.
jejt an irresistible impulse to put
by jo-shipley watson.
With Song and Jest.Flagler
The girls took up the idea with enthusi- my fingers on the keys that had been
... -„
(Etude, June, 1911.)
asm and soon found the subject very pressed by so many illustrious players.
The invitations were written upon Zingara. Chaminade
interesting. They searched through the I asked Pauline’s permission to open the tiny pumpkins cut from yellow paper. Tlie Brownies. Rheinhold
library to see what books there were, piano, which she gave with some reluct- These were delivered m sealed envel- jmpS) at pIay.Paulson
but could discover only a few in Eng- ance. Then I sat down and played the opes, upon which gilt stars and cres(Etude, July. 1911.)
lish However Anne had “My Musical Love Dream, No. 3. The time, the place cents had been pasted. The guests Rlp yan Winkle and the Dwarfs,
Memories," byHaweis, and another girl and surroundings, moved me to play my were requested to come dressed as
Atherton.(Etude, June, 1911)
owned Miss Fay’s “Music Study in Ger- best. When I had finished, I unfastened Goops.
.
Ghosts .Schutte
many” both of which give intimate pic- a lovely red rose from my girdle and laid
These costumes resembled dominoes. VaiSe Excentrique.Eggeling
tures’of Liszt and his music. The girls it tenderly on the keys. I think Pauline made out of yellow or orange-colored
(Etude, December, 1910.)
who could read German and French was a bit touched by this proof of my cambric. The hoods, which completely Will-o’-the-Wisp.Behr
found several books on Liszt in those devotion.”
covered the head and face, were made The Arabian Nights. Seeboeck
languages, and so were able to gather
°ut of darb’ bo“’e-green, so that th« Thousand and One Nights.. .Reinecke.
a little different material.
LISZT THE BENEFACTOR.
Goops looked like pumpkins. Much Witches. Rogers
During vacation good progress was
Anne had charge of this topic, and un was added by having a chief Goop
made in both study and practice. The read a brief paper telling of Liszt s many to superintend the affair. The head
.
•
girls who remained at home had the ad- acts of kindness and generosity. It was Goop was attired in an. all-red costume.
A small, old-fashioned group in Chelsea
vantage of being with their piano and in 1827, when the boy was but sixteen, Cambric is very cheap, and by enlisting chinaware known as “The Music Lesbooks
Those who went away found that his father passed away; from that the interest of the parents, the costumes sons” was recently sold in London for
some unexpected opportunities to get time on he took on himself the entire may be run together in a few minutes $7,250—probably the most expensive music
Points to illustrate their subjects; at the charge and support of his mother. He' on a sewing machine.
lessons ever recorded.

SPEAKING IN SINGING.
BY GUIDO FERRARI.
To sing a song correctly does not
merely mean to produce beautiful sing¬
ing tones, but it means to recite or
speak the words and mould them cor¬
rectly and distinctly to a certain given
melody. It is necessary to master two
methods of attacking or commencing a
word. A word starts with either a
vowel or a consonant. The consonant
at the beginning or the ending of a
word must be clearly and distinctly
sounded. The consonants define or
frame the vowel sound and must be
just distinct enough to travel with the
vowel sound so that the hearer may not
have the least uncertainty as to what
consonant was employed. As soon as
one word ending with a consonant is
finished and another word commencing
with a consonant follows, both con¬
sonants must be sounded “clean” or
‘ clear-cut.” At the same time there
must not be any break between the
words to mar the beautiful legato. The
words must flow out with the greatest
imaginable evenness like exquisite little
pearls.
Through all this it is necessary to
keep the even tension of the tone-flow.
When, for instance, a word starts with
a vowel, as in the sentence, “I am,” the
pupil should open the mouth to the
proper position of the vowel “I” and
then attack it without affectation or
uncertainty. This is really the only
way in which to start a word com¬
mencing with a vowel “cleanly.” I
call it the natural attack because it is
done with absolutely no strain upon
the throat.
A little experiment will easily illus¬
trate what I mean. Let the pupil take
a hand mirror, open the mouth to the
position for speaking or singing “aw.”
Speak or sing “aw” three times, at the
same time taking great care by observ¬
ing in the mirror that the position of the
mouth is not changed in the least. It
must also not be affected by any un¬
natural rigidity. If this is done right
you will not have much difficulty in
securing a natural attack. Of course,
you must avoid “scooping up” to the
pitch as some pupils do by starting
half a tone below and slurring up to
the pitch.
In singing, great care must be taken
to avoid the least suggestion of dialect
or provincialism. We all unfortunately
speak with more or less of a dialect.
We do this unconsciously and are often
unwilling to admit that we who pride
ourselves upon our vocal work can be
guilty of linguistic faults. We swallow
our consonants and use other bad
habits without knowing it.
The words give life to the song. If
words are not produced properly one
might as well sing on “la,” “la,” “la.”
A violinist can produce beautiful tones,
but the singer can do far more. His
musical tones may be moulded to ex¬
press joy or sorrow, according to the
meaning of the word. For that reason

it is a mistake for anyone to sing in a
foreign language unless he knows the
exact meaning of the word and pos¬
sesses the ability to give it without any
suggestion of a foreign accent. The
young singer will do far better to
master his own language before at¬
tempting any foreign language. Dr.
Wiillner, the great German artist, has
no equal in the correct use of the Ger¬
man language. David Bispham is a
representative example of the fact that
the English language can be employed
with quite as much artistic and dra¬
matic effect as any foreign language
if the language is properly employed.
Both artists indicate splendid elocu¬
tion, Bispham having the advantage of
possessing a more beautiful voice.
Many pupils have the mistaken idea
when they are shown to talk and speak
correctly that it is overdone and ex¬
aggerated. It seems strange, awkward
and foreign to them. They have not
enough patience, endurance and will
power to conquer it, and for that
reason will never use their language
correctly.
DON’T MISTAKE “VIBRATO” FOR
TREMOLO.
BY S. C. ENGEL.
It seems to me that some confusion
exists in the minds of many as to the
meaning of the term “vibrato,” which
is often used to designate the “trem¬
olo.” Even such an eminent authority
on the voice as Mr. Henderson, of the
New York Sun, says on page 214 of his
book, “The Art of the Singer:” “It is
probably quite hopeless to make a plea
for the abolition of the cheap and vul¬
gar vibrato in the delivery of these old
airs.” There is no doubt in my mind
that he meant the “tremolo” when he
wrote these lines. “Tremolo” means
tremulous, trembling, id est, to shake
involuntarily. It denotes want, lack of
mastery of the vocal organs. If certain
muscles that ought to remain passive
during tone emission are contracted,
inducing a stiff neck and inflexible
larynx; and if, in addition to this con¬
dition, the singer has no control over
the all-important breathing, then the
result is a tremolo. But “vibrato”
comes from “vibrare,” which differs
essentially from “tremolo,” “tremolare.”
“Vibrato” means resonant, sonorous.
A voice may be said to vibrate with
emotion. Therefore it means a certain
coloring of the voice induced by the
artist’s feeling, and is very far removed
from a shaky, trembling voice. It is said
of Rubini (1795-1854) that no one seems
ever to have equaled him in emotional
vocal expression, and the adjective “vi¬
brato” was first applied to his singing.
So please remember that vibrato is .the
“thrill” in the voice, and tremolo its
unsteadiness.
There is hardly a musical masterpiece
in existence which I have not studied
through and through many times._W.

RIDICULOUS VOCAL METHODS.
A writer in the New York Sun gives
the following list of ridiculous methods
often pursued by teachers to attain vocal
results. Our experience and observation
have shown us that this is unfortunately
only too true.
A well-known New York teacher of
singing, an Italian, was having his first
talk with a new woman pupil.
“You are a great friend of Caruso?”
she asked.
He admitted that he was.
“Then you must tell me something,”
she went on enthusiastically. “How many
bricks can he stand?”
“Bricks?” repeated the professor.
“Yes, bricks,” she repeated.
“How
many bricks can he stand on his chest?”
It took some minutes to clear up the
mystery. Then the young woman told of
a former teacher who to make her mis¬
tress of the secrets of bel canto had
trained her to do her exercises with a
brick on her chest. That was supposed
to compel her to breathe from the stom¬
ach. She had been told by the teacher
that excellence of singing came from the
ability to keep the muscles of the chest
absolutely still and there must be the
impression that a weight rested on them.
The teacher confided that Mme. Sembrich
could support three bricks without
trouble.
THE "MOLASSES” METHOD.
Singing teachers who endeavor to im¬
press on their pupils the fact that they
alone possess the real secret of imparting
the art have many such tricks. One
woman in Carnegie Hall vowed that she
alone could teach a perfect legato to her
pupils. The young women who came to
study with her were put under a pledge
not to reveal the means by which they
acquired this secret of the most difficult
kind of singing. None of them was ever
able to show that she had learned the
art, but the strange method of imparting
it finally became public.
The pupil, as she tried to give the sus¬
tained, drawn-out notes that constitute
good legato singing, had to stand in front
of a plate into which there fell a steady
flow of molasses, never broken into sep¬
arate drops. The sight of this stream
was supposed to suggest to the pupil visu¬
ally the necessary kind of sustained tone.
Of course it did nothing of the kind, as
a pupil who did not have sense enough to
learn what legato singing was without the
necessity of seeing it visually suggested
as well could never achieve it.
Another deep secret was that possessed
by a woman who asserted that she was
able to overcome with a few lessons the
difficulty that pupils often have with their
tongues. That deep secret was also not
to be revealed; but it turned out after a
while that all she did was to stand for
several lessons in front of her pupil and
hold a spoon over the pupil’s tongue to
keep it in the place it should stay. After
a few lessons the pupil was falsely told
that the spoon had been inserted in her
mouth.
THE “SIPHON” METHOD.
“I had to give up my teacher,” said a
young man who came to a well-known
instructor the other day, “because I
couldn’t keep on practicing the way he
told me I must if I ever wanted to learn
anything. I was to put a siphon in my
mouth in order to have the lower jaw
open lower than I had been able to make
it. I was to hang the siphon on my lower
jaw and let it stay while I practiced I
tried it several times, and then as my
term was coming to an end I decided to
try somebody else.
If a man had not sense enough to open
his jaw as it should be without the neces¬
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sity of hanging a siphon on it there was
of course nothing for him to learn. There
are many similar mechanical devices to
take the place of what the singer should
be able to accomplish through his intel¬
ligence. One of these which a teacher
used to sell for a few dollars was a small
bit of wood which was to be placed
between the teeth and cost about five
cents to make. It was a simple cube of
wood, and held beween the back teeth it
opened the mouth in what the teacher
described as the only possible way to
sing correctly.
THE "ARMOR” METHOD.
“The most elaborate mechanical appa¬
ratus I ever saw,” said a teacher who
uses none of these things, “was a kind of
suit of armor into which a singer was
supposed to slip. It held the body rigidly
in place just as the teacher thought it
ought to be. Those parts of the body
which needed to be supported were held
up by the apparatus, while other.parts,
that were to be at ease were not so held.
Of course such an affair did not give the
pupil the least real assistance, although it
was contrived on the principle of the
spoon which is meant to have its effect
after the actual mechanism has been re¬
moved.
The pupil was supposed to
remain unconsciously in these poses after
the sheath had been removed.
“It was in order to accomplish some¬
thing marvelous in training a singer’s
breathing that a very laborious practice
was followed by a teacher. She used to
put a contrivance not unlike a pair of •
stays about a pupil’s waist and in these
was a chain. This was drawn so tight
that it was all but impossible for the pupil
to breathe from the waist, although this
is a practice which most teachers en¬
courage. This particular pedagogue, how¬
ever, did not believe in it, and when she
felt the least inclination on the part of
her pupils to breathe in that way she
pulled the chain so taut that they could
not draw a breath except from the upper
body. Only the women with strength
enough to resist such heroic treatment
survived her method. The pupils able to
come through it with success decreased
so in numbers that at the last hearing the
teacher was on the point of discontinuing
this way of imparting bel canto to her
pupils.”
THE "CONTORTIONIST” METHOD.
.1 am so tired after I take my lessons,”
said a young girl who had just come from
her teacher the other day and had stopped
to take tea with a woman who had expe¬
rience as a singer. “Every bone in my
body aches and after the last lesson I was
black and blue. T don’t think I’ll ever
learn to sing if I have to do it this way.
I had no idea what I had to do to culti¬
vate my voice.”
She was too tired to explain just then,
but after the tea had refreshed her she
ga»o-an account of the lesson of the day.
Fmst I went through some scales,” she
said, and then I had to go to the dress¬
ing room, take off most of my clothes,
and put on a flannel wrapper. Then I had
° get down on the floor of the studio
and roll from one end to the other. Then
without getting up I had to roll back
again to the other end of the room. What
this has to do with learning to sing I have
no idea. In fact, I asked my teacher what
t did all that for and she told me it was
to make my body elastic so that I would
not hold my muscles too rigid. I don’t
know whether or not I shall be equal to
a tull course of rolling around the floor.
. fee,„as if I were in training for a
circus.”
This violent gymnastic course of singmg is a variation of the method of another
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professor who used to make his pupils
lie flat on their backs and try to sing
scales and then turn on their stomachs
and do the same thing. Singing on their
backs was supposed to teach them to
spread out their lungs to the furthest
capacity, while lying on their stomachs
forced them to expand the stomach
against the floor, and this by slightly lift¬
ing the body strengthened the muscles of
the stomach.
“They’re a great lot,” said one of the
teachers in good standing here, “and it is
curious to see how some of their tricks
have a real foundation in utility that they
know nothing about. They get an idea of
what the old teacher used to do and apply
it in any way that suits them.
THE MIRROR METHOD.
“One example of that was under my eye
the other day when a pupil came to me
with tears in her eyes. She told me that
try as she could it was impossible for her
to sing before a looking glass and not
allow her breath to make a blur on the
hand mirror.
“‘But I never told you to do that,’ I
said.
“ ‘But my former teacher did,’ she said,
‘and I thought it was the only way to
practice. She told me that all singers
ought to be able to sing with a looking
glass near their mouths. If they make a
blur on the glass it is a sign that they
have never mastered the true principle of
singing. I must give up, then, for as
much as I have studied I cannot keep
from breathing on the mirror.’
“I told her not to worry about the look¬
ing glass, but to keep right on practicing
without it. Now the woman who told
that to the girl had somewhere heard one
of the principles of the old Italian teach¬
ers. This was that in practicing certain
exercises in breathing it was necessary to
test the efficiency of the pupil’s skill by
holding a looking glass at a certain dis¬
tance from the mouth. If the breath
reached that far and blurred the glass
the exercise was not properly done. In
case it did not show on the glass the
pupil had mastered the trick. But to
teach a pupil to sing and not to breathe
was about the same as to tell them to live
and not to breathe. Yet like many other
absurdities that the incompetents and
charlatans use, there was some founda¬
tion in good sense for this rule. But
they did not know how to apply it or
what it really meant.
“Most of the teachers who carry on
these ridiculous proceedings think they
will find some absolutely new method that
will attract pupils. Many are misled by
this term ‘new method’ who do not stop
to think that the rules of good singing
were understood and practiced much more
generally two centuries ago than they are
to-day. If it were possible to give any
advice as to the selection of a good sing¬
ing teacher it might be safest to say that
professors of ‘new methods’ should first
be shunned.”—New York Sun.
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THE ORGAN, YESTERDAY AND
TO-DAY.
By the Distinguished French Master,
CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS.
[Editoh’s Note.—This article, which ap¬
pears here for the first time In the English
language, will give organists another oppor¬
tunity to wonder at the versatility of the
distinguished French composer who seems
to be equally gifted In organ playing, piano
playing, composition, criticism, conducting,
and some say In astronomy. Salnt-Snbns Is
now seventy-six years old and the following
article Is one of his most recent literary ef¬
forts.]
When the god Pan, half man, half
horse, tied together a few reeds of un¬
even length to form the instrument which
bears his name, he originated the organ.
Only the .addition of a keyboard and bel¬
lows was needed to form an instrument
which the early painters placed in the
hands of the creatures of their dreams,
together with viols, theorboes, trumpets
and cymbals, for the portable organ of
those days was not by any means asso¬
ciated only with sacred matters. Through
slow development and evolution, little by
j, little, the organ has grown into the most
noble of instruments, and with its rich¬
ness of tone, increased tenfold by the
resonant qualities of vaulted cathedrals,
has taken upon itself a religious character.
The organ is more than an instrument;
dt is an orchestra in which the Pipes of
Pan range from a set of pipes such as
a child might use for a toy to pipes as
large as the columns of a temple. Yet
each set of pipes constitutes what is known
as an organ “stop,” and the number of
these stops is unlimited.
THE ORGANS OF ANTIQUITY.
The Romans manufactured organs
which were certainly very crude from a
musical point of view, but sufficiently com¬
plicated in structure to employ hydraulic
pressure. This employment of water in
a wind instrument has greatly puzzled
various commentators, but Cavaille-Coll,
having studied the matter, has solved the
problem, and shown that hydraulic means
were employed to compress the air. The
system was ingenious but impracticable,
as the instruments were of a very primi¬
tive kind. The keys, he tfclls us, must
have been very stiff, and would respond
only to a blow of the fist.
But let us leave history for art—the
crude instrument for the perfected one.
At the time of Bach and Rameau the
organ had attained a more noble form;
the number of stops were increased, and
could be pushed in or pulled out at
will, enabling the organist to use them
for registration. In order to place fur¬
ther resources at his disposal, the or¬
gan builders increased the number of
manuals, and added the pedal key¬
board. Germany alone at that time pos¬
sessed pedal keyboards worthy of the
name, which were adaptable for the
performance of an interesting bass
part. In France and elsewhere the ped¬
als were so rudimentary that they could
only be used for fundamental tones and
prolonged notes. Nobody outside of
Germany could have performed the
works of Sebastian Bach.

On the old instruments, performance
was tiresome and uncomfortable. The
touch was hard, and when the manuals
were coupled considerable demands
were made upon the physical strength
of the player. It was also very diffi¬
cult to pull the stops out or push them
in, and sometimes they were quite out
of the player’s reach. In fact, an as¬
sistant was necessary when playing on
organs as large as the ones at Har¬
lem or Arnheim, in Holland. Often it
was impossible to change the combi¬
nation of stops when playing, and all
nuances were impossible, except for al¬
ternating a brusque, staccato touch with
a smooth one.

etude
duced by two pipes playing the same
note, but not tuned exactly in accord,
the famous vox Humana, a favorite with
the general public on account of its
nasal, tremulous, seductive quality; and
the innumerable combinations of these
stops, and all the gradations of tones
by which one obtains an infinite blend¬
ing of colors from this marvelous pa¬
lette.
Add to these qualities the inexhaust¬
ible wind-supply of the huge lungs of
the monster, giving to its tones the in¬
comparable and inimitable suavity so
familiar to all. The power needed to
work the bellows has only recently been
supplied by other than human agency—
the organ-blower working by hand.
Nowadays we have improved on this
system. The bellows of the gigantic
organ at the Royal Albert Hall, Lon¬
don, are worked by steam, thus assur¬
ing the organist of an inexhaustible
wind supply, but eliminating all possi-

THE WORK OF A GREAT FRENCH
ORGAN-BUILDER.
It was reserved for Cavaille-Coll to
change these conditions, and to open up
huge vistas of possibilities for the or¬
gan. He introduced into France pedal
keyboards worthy of the name, in¬
creased the compass of the instrument
by the addition of harmonic stops, thus
adding a brightness to the tone qual¬
ity hitherto lacking. He invented mar¬
velous combinations, which enabled the
organist to alter the registration and to
vary the tone quality without the aid of
an assistant. Since his time the idea
has been conceived of enclosing cer¬
tain stops in a case supplied with shut¬
ters, which can be opened and shut at
will, permitting the most delicate shad¬
ings of tone; and by various means the
touch of the organ keys has been ren¬
dered as easy as that of the piano.
Since those days the Swiss organ
builders have invented new facilities
which make the organist a kind of ma¬
gician; the manifold resources of the
instrument are at his command, obedi¬
ent to his lightest wish.
THE IMMENSE RESOURCES OF THE
ORGAN.
The resources available are prodig¬
ious. The compass of the organ, both
in the higher register and the lower, is
far beyond that of all the orchestral in¬
struments. Only the harmonics of the
violin attain the same height; but how
limited their volume and how restricted
their usage! In the lower register what
instrument can rival the thirty-two foot
stop, going two octaves below the bot¬
tom C of the violoncello? From a
pianissimo approaching the border lands
of silence to a tremendous, awe-inspir¬
ing volume of sound, all degrees of
intensity are within the scope of this
bewitching instrument.
The variety of its tone qualities is
immense; reed stops of all kinds, gamba
stops approaching string tone, mutation
stops, in which several pipes are con¬
nected so that with each note sounded
is heard its fundamental and har¬
monics—a special property peculiar to
the organ; imitations of orchestral in¬
struments, trumpet, clarinet, cromorne
(an instrument now obsolete, whose
tone quality is not found elsewhere),
bassoon, vox celeste stops of different
kinds, in which special effects are pro¬

LATEST PORTRAIT OF CAMILLE SAINT-SAENS.
bility of an impromptu performance.
Other instruments are served by gas en¬
gines, and are therefore much more
readily available, and there is also the
hydraulic method, giving enormous
power and affording easy access, as it
is merely necessary to turn a spigot to
put the bellows in action. But me¬
chanical systems of this kind are not
always free from accident. I remember
an occasion when I had just finished
the opening phrase of the Adagio in the
grand Fantasy of Liszt on the chorale
from he Prophete.
(It happened at
Geneva, in the beautiful Victoria con¬
cert hall.) The pipe conducting the
water burst, and the organ was silenced.
I have often thought, perhaps wrongly,
that ill-will was not irresponsible for
the accident.
THE ORGAN DEMANDS LONG STUDY.
This fantasy of Liszt is the most ex¬
traordinary piece for the organ in exist¬
ence. It lasts only forty minutes, and
the interest never fails for an instant.
Just as Mozart, in his Fantasy and So¬
nata- in C minor anticipated the modern
pianoforte, so Liszt, writing this fan¬
tasy half a century ago, seems to have
foreseen the instrument with its thou¬
sand resources, which we now possess.
Are these resources as frequently used
as they can and should be? Let us
admit that too often they remain un¬
used or in but little favor. Before the
resources of the organ can be drawn
upon to their utmost, it is necessary to

know the instrument thoroughly, an()
this knowledge cannot be acquired in a
day. The organ is a combination of
instruments, the number of which is op¬
tional, so that a great variety of alter¬
natives is at the command of the organ¬
ist, and consequently there are not two
instruments alike. The organ is a
theme with innumerable variations, de¬
termined by the space the builder has
to fill, by the financial means at his dis¬
posal, by his inventiveness, and by his
personal caprice. Only after a long
time can the organist know his instru¬
ment “as well as he knows his own
pocket,” so that he can manipulate the
mechanical part of it as unconsciously
as a fish glides through the water, and
be free to concern himself solely with
the music. Then only is he free to mix
at will the varied colors of his. vast
palette, and to plunge freely into ex¬
temporization.
A PLEA FOR EXTEMPORIZATION.
Alas! Improvisation, the glory of the
French School, has been largely dis¬
counted through German influence. On
the plea that an improvisation is not
equal to the masterpieces of Sebastian
Bach and Mendelssohn, the young or¬
ganist has been denied its privileges.
This way of looking at the matter i3
■unfortunate, for it is the wrong point
of view. It is simply a negation of
speech. Suppose that on the platform,
in the pulpit, or at the bar only speeches
learned by heart were to be heard?
Surely .everybody is aware that the ora¬
tor or the lawyer may dazzle us with
their eloquence, and yet lose their
power as soon as they put pen to paper?
The same phenomenon is noticeable in
music. * Lefebure-Wely, who was a re-,
markable extempore performer (I am
speaking of what I know, for I heard
him) has left only insignificant pieces
for the organ, and I could mention,
among our own contemporaries, some
who only fully reveal themselves when im¬
provising. The organ is an inspiration
in itself; it appeals to unexpected depths
in one’s inner consciousness; a new
and undreamed-of world springs up, as
if one sailed across the sea and discov¬
ered some enchanted isle never to be
found again.
Instead of these fairy imaginings
what does one .too often have to listen
to? A few compositions of Sebastian
Bach or Mendelssohn repeated to sa¬
tiety; pieces which are undoubtedly
beautiful, but concert pieces which have
no place in the Catholic service, with
which they are not in sympathy; pieces
composed for old-fashioned instruments
which are not at all suitable or are illadapted for the resources of the mod¬
ern organ; and one is asked to regard
this as progress.
I am well aware that objection can
be raised to improvisation. There are
poor extempore players whose perform¬
ance is of little interest. But then there
are preachers and lawyers who are poor
speakers. This has nothing to do with
the case. An indifferent extemporiza¬
tion will always be tolerable if the or¬
ganist is inspired by the idea that music
in church should always be appropriate
to the service and an aid to contempla¬
tion and prayer. And if the organ
played in this way produces harmonies
which are not music in the strictest
sense, it does not matter if these mu¬
sical sounds are not worth the dignity
of being written out, we are merely reminded of the old stained glass win¬
dows m which one has difficulty in rec¬
ognizing the figures, yet which charm
us, nevertheless, more than the most
beautiful of modern stained-glass win¬
dows. Music of this kind might, at
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she was relying upon the organ to bring if the programs are selected With distears to her eyes! But this was the crimination and sound judgment. _
only instance of its kind. As a rule,
An important factor m any musical
it was my severity which occasioned education is the opportunity 1
alarm This severity, however, was only ing to masterpieces interpreted by all ot
practised in moderation.
the greatest artists, whether they are
One day a member of the parish organists, pianists, violinists, or singclergy undertook to lecture me on this ers, and here let me urge all °rgan>sts
point. The congregation of the Made- to hear good orchestral concerts freleine, he said, was composed for the quently, for by so doing they will learn
most part of well-to-do people, who fre- better than in any other way how to
quently went to the Opera Comique. phrase property, how to play clearly
Instruction In Plano, Organ, Theory
They had formed musical tastes which and rhythmically, and how to combine
1003 South 47th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
it would be well to gratify.
the stops in a manner whichi will pro“Reverend sir,” I replied, “when I duce the most artistic and satisfactory
hear the dialog of the Opera Comique effects.
. .
.,
J. WARREN ANDREWS
spoken in the pulpit, I will provide apI do not mean that it is at all necSpecial Short Courses In ORGAN 8TUDY.
propriate music, but not before.”
essary to imitate, the orchestra m every
in Form of Ledums and IIlum»bon. specUnypmpamd
particular, for in many instances it
and adapted to the ne«i. ol three who can spend bul a
short time in the city. Send for Catalog.
would be merely an attempt and, after
Address THE CHURCH OF THE DIVINE PATERNITY
WHY NOT PAID ORGAN
all, why should we seek to belittle the
Central Park West and 76th Street. New York
RECITALS?
grandest music of all instruments?
There is, however, much, very much,
BY CLARENCE EDDY.
which can be learned by listening to the
SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS
blending of the different instruments, to
[The following is part of a paper read by
wonderful varieties of touch, accenTHE EXUDE
NiftiwifiV,iCon8v(aftlcmmof^COrgiin^ts1/Sat &Ocean tuation and phrasing of a well-trained
SEND FOR SPECIAL RATES
Grove, N. J.—Editor of The etude.]
orchestra.
I NEVER could understand why organists ,
should devote their money, their time,
their strength, to perfecting themselves
in their art, and then be expected to
give the public the benefit of their ex¬
perience and talent, with no form of re¬
*,
muneration. If their work is of no
DR. WILLIAM C. CARL, Director
value whatsoever, then why inflict it
upon the public? It would be far bet¬
FALL TERM OCTOBER 10th
ter merely for the sake of acquiring ex¬
perience for them to invite their friends
Exceptional Advantages.
to attend a private performance, and
Send for New Catalogue.
profit by their criticisms. I am aware
that the American Guild of Organists
Address, 34 West 12th St., New York City
advocates the giving of free recitals by
its members, and that such a habit has
become a conspicuous feature, but al¬
ORGAN AND SONG RECITALS
though a founder and member of this
organization, I have never been in fa¬
MR. and MRS. CLARENCE EDDY
vor of this sort of thing. In my opin¬
Management,
SEND FOR NEW CIRCULAR.
Wn.
ion, it cheapens the profession, and de¬
,
Season 1011-12
“°
moralizes the public. If the profession
places such an estimate upon its serv¬
■ __■ ■ . ____ __ yamea a air. NOW IN USE
ices, why should the public be expected .
to manifest a higher appreciation! A
In New York; 45 In
man is said to be worthy of his hire.
20 In Hagerstown.
How much more should an artist be

times, be easily more appropriate, one
■
"
‘
might suppose, than
a fugue
by
al great
master. Only that is good in art which
is appropriate to its surroundings.
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SELF-HELP IN VIOLIN PLAYING.
. Scattered all over our broad land are
thousands of lovers of the violin, who
are unable to obtain the advantages of
regular study with a good teacher,
either on account of the expense, or
because there is no good teacher in the
vicinity. Thousands are trying to learn
to play the violin without regular in¬
struction—lonely young men, living in
hall bedrooms in the large cities, dwell¬
ers on far-away ranches in the great
West, and in Canada, bright, talented
boys, whose parents cannot afford to
give them a musical education, singers
and players on other instruments, who
wish to know something of the violin,
but who cannot see their way clear to
study the art thoroughly—to these the
present Violin Department of The
Etude offers words of encouragement
and advice.
REGULAR INSTRUCTION.
Where means and circumstances per¬
mit, the best available violin teacher
should be sought for instruction, since
the violin is an exceedingly difficult in¬
strument to master. For over 200 years
some of the world’s brightest musical
minds have been patiently toiling to
perfect the art of violin playing, and
the violin teacher of to-day is the heir
to all their discoveries. Violin teach¬
ing, as well as violin playing, has been
reduced to an exact science, and the
advantage of a correct start under a
good teacher cannot be overestimated.
The question is often asked: “Is it
possible to learn to play the violin
without a teacher, or with only a few
lessons?” The answer must be “No”
and “Yes.” If by “playing the violin”
is meant the thorough mastery of the
violin, the acquirement of a perfect,
flexible, bowing, correct development of
the bow wrist, absolutely correct posi¬
tion and movements of the arms and
fingers, the formation of a sound tech¬
nic, and the ultimate mastery of the
great concertos and other great works
for the violin, with correct phrasing
and artistic interpretation, I should say
“No.” Thousands fail to become fin¬
ished violinists, even with years of in¬
struction from good teachers, and with
every advantage in the way of hearing
good violin playing at concerts.
If, however, by “learning to play the
violin” is meant the ability to play
simple melodies and compositions of
moderate difficulty more or less per¬
fectly, and with a more or less imper¬
fect technic, but in a manner to give
great pleasure to the player and his
friends, it certainly is possible, if the
student has talent and sufficient ingenu¬
ity and perseverance, since thousands of
amateurs succeed in doing it.
If the student is able to take even a
few lessons in the beginning and occa¬
sional lessons thereafter the problem
is, of course, much simplified, since the
teacher will give him the correct funda¬
mental principles of bowing, the correct
positions and movements of the arms
and fingers, etc., and will correct mis¬
takes which might have clung to him
for years, had they not been corrected
in the beginning.

described in words. Many pictures are
introduced, showing the correct posi¬
tions, etc. In The Etude for Decem¬
ber, 1909, the Violin Department con¬
tained a series of illustrations, showing
the correct manner of holding the vio¬
lin, the bow, etc., together with a num¬
ber of suggestions for buying a violin.
These would prove of great practical
use to the student. This back number,
can be obtained from the publisher.
Lists of more extended and more ex¬
pensive works can be obtained from the
music stores and publishers.
Works of this character should be
thoroughly studied by the pupil,
whether he takes lessons or not, for he
can often obtain for himself informa¬
tion from one of these books which it
would take a teacher fifty dollars’
worth of time to teach him.
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Musin and DeBeriot contain much ex¬
cellent descriptive matter and pictures.
Any number of collections of melo¬
dies and separate pieces for the violin
and piano can be obtained from the
dealers to be studied in connection with
the exercises. Collections of familiar
melodies, which the pupil knows, will
help him greatly, since he knows how
they ought to sound. Only those should
be used which have been bowed and fin¬
gered by good violinists. The first few
of the 12 books of the Harvest of Flow¬
ers, compiled for violin and piano by
Weiss, and consisting of noted worldmelodies, are of about the proper type
for the beginning.

A SELF-HELP COURSE IN VIOLIN
PLAYING.
Given a good ear and musical talent,
TEACHERS OF OTHER INSTRUMENTS AS
a real lover of the violin who is obliged
VIOLIN TEACHERS.
to be his own teacher should boldly
purchase an instrument, and commence
Questions frequently come to The
his studies, notwithstanding the fact
Etude as to whether piano and organ
TUNING THE INSTRUMENT.
that he may not see his way clear to
teachers, singing teachers, and teachers
obtaining regular instruction at the
Tuning the Violin will be the first dif¬ of other instruments can teach the vio¬
start. Never was there a truer prov¬ ficulty, as nothing can be done until the
lin. While, of course, such teachers
erb than “Love will find a way.” In student can keep his violin in tune. For¬
cannot give a pupil the proper violin
the same manner the real lover of an tunately this can soon be learned by
technic, violin bowing, the proper posi¬
art is bound, under the most discour¬ any one with a good ear. The violin
tions, etc., they certainly can teach him
aging circumstances, to make some is tuned in fifths, and the ear soon gets
a great deal, such as time, expression,
progress in it, enough at least to re¬ to recognize this interval. For the first
phrasing, intonation, interpretation, etc.,
ceive great enjoyment from it.
few weeks the G, D, A, and E strings of if they are good musicians. Many a
the violin can be tuned to the corres¬ violin student gets his start from a mu¬
CHOICE OF A VIOLIN.
ponding notes on a piano or organ, if
The pupil of limited means should available, or to the notes of a violin sician or teacher playing an entirely dif¬
purchase a moderate-priced instrument. tuner, consisting of four pitch-pipes ferent instrument. If a student wish¬
A fairly good second-hand violin can joined .together, and sounding the notes ing to learn the violin lives where there
often be picked up for a few dollars, G, D, A and E, which can be obtained is no violin teacher, and has the means
but before purchasing the student at any music store, The violin can also to take lessons, he will be wise to study
should, if possible, have some friend be tuned by the beginner by singing up ■with any teacher or musician, even al¬
though they play different instruments,
who understands violins pass upon
and down the scale. The A must be as they can certainly teach him many of
its quality, otherwise he may find him¬
tuned first to the sound of a tuning the general principles of music.
self saddled with an absolutely worth¬
fork or pitch-pipe, then let the pupil
less instrument. In the absence of an
commence on A, and sing up the scale
THE COUNTRY STUDENT.
opportunity of this kind he had better
until the fifth note, E, is reached, to
purchase a new violin from a reputable
The would-be violin student living
which the E of the violin is tuned. The
music house. An earnest student can
D will be tuned to the fifth note down either in the country or in a small town
often obtain the loan of a violin from
the scale from A, and the G the fifth where there is no violin teacher often
a friend, with which he can make his
note down from D. In time the learn¬ finds it very difficult to make much
start. If the instrument is second¬
er’s ear will be accustomed to the sound progress. He has to depend almost en¬
hand or a new violin of a very cheap
of a perfect fifth, and he will learn to tirely on books, since all the violin
grade it will probably be in bad order,
tune the violin in the only really accu¬ playing he can hear is, as a rule, likely
the keys badly fitted, the bridge too
to be of the “Money Musk” description,
high or too low, the finger-board rate and speedy manner with the bow.
rasped out by a country fiddler who
warped, the sound-post set in the by chords. An intelligent student will
holds his bow like a hoe, and plays
wrong place, or there may be open make it a point to watch violinists tune
as if he were beating a carpet. Still,
cracks in the back or belly. It will, whenever he has an opportunity.
even among the most unpromising sur¬
therefore, be good economy to take it,
WATCH THE BRIDGE.
roundings,
an earnest student can learn
or send it by express, to a good violin
As the strings are drawn up to their a great deal. He can make himself
maker, or to the repair department of
a good music house, to be put in per¬ proper pitch they gradually draw the master of the theory of the art from
fect condition. Students often give up top of the bridge towards the finger¬ books, and can occasionally visit the
trying to learn the violin in despair, board. The bridge must consequently nearest city where there is a teacher,
simply because their violins are not in be straightened, when necessary, so for a few lessons, and where he will
proper order for playing. The bow that it is perpendicular with the belly see and hear good violinists playing,
also should receive attention.
It of the violin, otherwise, after repeated thus getting the practical side. There
should be re-haired if the hair is old tunings of the. violin it will be drawn is hardly a neighborhood in the coun¬
or in bad condition, and the screw over so far that it will eventually fall try which does not contain someone
down with a crash, possibly breaking who can sing or play the piano, and
should be in good working order.
it, and often causing the sound-post to who would not be glad to assist an
ACQUIRING GENERAL KNOWLEDGE.
come down as well. There is no acci¬ earnest young violin student by going
It is quite evident that the pupil who dent which happens to the violin as over his lessons with him, teaching him
time, intonation, etc.
has no teacher, or only irregular les¬ often as this.
sons, will have to depend on violin in¬
INSTRUCTION BOOKS.
OCCASIONAL LESSONS.
struction books, pictures and works
containing general information on the
There is an immense number of in¬
Many violin students, seeking to
violin and violin playing, to a large ex¬ struction books and books of exercises. master the art unaided, who could af¬
tent. Having purchased a violin it will, The majority of the number are in¬ ford occasional violin lessons, say, one
therefore, be well for him to obtain a tended to be used only under the guid¬ in three or four weeks, neglect to take
number of such words and study them ance of a teacher, and the directions and
them, because they hesitate to ask
thoroughly, for in this way he will ob¬ explanations are consequently of the
teachers to give lessons so infrequently,
tain a birdseye view of what is ahead most fragmentary and meagre descrip¬
of him. For general information two tion. Where the pupil has to depend or because they are of the opinion that
inexpensive little works, The Violin and largely on himself for instruction he violin lessons to be of any use must be
How to Master It, by a Professional should choose as a first book one with frequent. Regular instruction is, of
Player, and Technics of Violin Playing, copious explanations. My advice would course, the best, but if a student is in¬
by Courvoisier, which latter work was be for him' to get not one, but several tensely eager for information, and pays
endorsed by Joachim, will suffice at the books, since what is not clear in one the strictest attention to his teacher,
start. These works contain no music, may be better explained in another. and asks for explanations on points
but cover every detail of the care of the Dancla’s Method would be as good as which he does not understand, he will
violin, the proper positions and move¬ any for a start, as it proceeds by simple get as much out of one lesson as a list¬
ments used in violin playing, how to ac¬ degrees, and contains much explanatory less, uninterested pupil gets in three.
quire correct bowing, how to execute matter. The student would also get
Some teachers will not give these
the pizzicato, vibrato, the proper way to many ideas from the Hohman, the Schu¬
once-in-a-while lessons, but if the pupil
shift—in short, all the information re¬ bert and the Friedrich Hermann meth¬
is eager and enthusiastic and explains
quired by the pupil, as far as it can be ods. The methods of Spohr, Ovide
his circumstances plainly, he can usually
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find a teacher who will. Teachers
worthy of the name admire grit and en¬
thusiasm, and musical history is full of
instances where great musicians and
teachers have given such students long
terms of free lessons, simply because
they were so eager to learn.
SOME GOOD POINTS TO BE OBSERVED.
It is an excellent plan for a pupil to
keep a notebook, in which to jot down
everything which puzzles him or which
he does not understand. When he has a
chance to take a lesson or to ask infor¬
mation from a violinist he can refer to
all these points and ask for an explana¬
tion.
It is astonishing what a large num¬
ber of violin students there are who
rely on the teacher for everything.
They seem afraid of playing the small¬
est thing unless under the teacher’s
eye. Instead of going boldly forward
and learning what they can in addition
to what they learn from the teacher,
they rely on him for everything.
The student who is determined to
conquer the violin, despite every ob¬
stacle, usually ends in doing it. An
immense amount of information can be
obtained from books and pictures, les¬
sons can be taken as often as the stu¬
dent can afford them; practicing; in
front of a mirror will be found a valu¬
able aid in developing a good position
and correct bowing; playing duets with
the piano or other instruments, or with
Sunday-school or other orchestra, as¬
sists in developing steady time and cor¬
rect intonation; attending concerts and
recitals gives the pupil many valuable
ideas and develops his taste, in short,
there is a vast deal that the student of
limited opportunities can do for himself
if he is determined to learn. In every
field of human endeavor success inva¬
riably comes to him who is determined
to succeed.
REAL TALENT.
In speaking of the playing of a great
violinist at a concert in England an Eng¬
lish paper says: “He has not only a
tone of unsurpassable quality, and un¬
erring technic, but also that intuitive
sense of musicianship which seems to
enable some lucky ones to do instinctively
and without the smallest trace of effort
what, in the case of others, is arrived
at only by the severest toil and study.”
As a characterization of true musical
genius this could hardly have been bet¬
ter stated. In our school days we used
to write in our copy books that, “Per¬
severance conquers all things.” While
this is true to a great extent in learning
the violin, yet there is much more than
perseverance necessary for the student
to develop into a supreme violin artist.
Musical instinct plays a large part in such
development. One student will grasp the
proper interpretation of a passage and
master it, while another has to have it
hammered into him parrot-fashion by his
teacher, and even then plays it only by
imitation and not because he feels it in
his innermost soul. The ordinary pupil,
even while possessing a considerable
amount of talent, may be developed into
a successful teacher, or even a capable
orchestra musicianship, but would fail
completely in raising himself to the
status of a good solo violinist.
The Etude in common with every
violin journal, or magazine conducting
a violin department, receives frequent
letters of inquiry as to how certain bits
of technic, such as springing bow, left
hand pizzicato, artificial harmonics, spiccato bowing, etc., are accomplished
While every effort is made to answer
these letters as helpfully as possible, yet
it is impossible in many cases to make
Please mention THE ETUDE

the inquirer understand by a written
description how the thing is done. In
matters of this kind, ten minutes of
practical demonstration is worth a dozen
books. Where violin students find it
impossible to take regular lessons, they
would find that they would have little
difficulty in arranging with almost any
violin teacher for a lesson or two, for
the express purpose of having the diffi¬
culty which is troubling them cleared up.
Of course such occasional lessons would
not take the place of regular instruction,
but at the same time it would be bet¬
ter than nothing. It often happens, again,
that would-be violin players are strug¬
gling with self-instructors in small places,
where no violin teacher is available.
Such pupils could as a rule make occa¬
sional trips to the nearest large city for
a few lessons.
We often find lovers of the violin who
seem to have a deep aversion to taking
lessons, and make a boast that they are
self-taught. They will struggle along for
years doing everything in the wrong
way, holding the violin and bow wrong,
and making technical mistakes which a
teacher could correct in a few lessons.
Even a few lessons is better than none.
ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.
A. V. H. M.—In the examples you
send all the notes under the slurs are to
be executed with one stroke of the
bow. In the well-known “cadenza” ex¬
ercises in Kreutzer, there are as high
as forty notes to be executed with one
stroke.
W. S. M.—If by the “serious study”
of the violin you mean preparing to
enter the ranks of the profession and
to master the instrument thoroughly, I
should not advise you to make the at¬
tempt, starting as late as nineteen
years of age; still, it has been done,
as witness the case of Robert Poliak,
a solo violinist of European reputa¬
tion, who commenced at twenty years
of age. Such instances are rare, how¬
ever. 2. It is impossible to answer
your second question as to what should
be expected of a student after six
months’ study. One student might ac¬
complish four times as much as an¬
other in the same time owing to greater
talent, longer hours of practice, more
frequent instruction, etc.
A. F.—The hair of the bow should
not be screwed up too tight, neither
should it be so loose that the stick of the
bow grates on the string. The only ex¬
cuse for screwing the hair very tight
is in the case of a very poor bow, with
a weak, limber stick which has lost its
concave curve, and will not hold the
hair tight enough to produce a full
tone unless it is screwed up very tight.
Such a bow should be thrown away,
as no good violin playing can be done
with it. The best rule is to play with
the hair as loose as it can be made with¬
out the stick grating on the string when
a powerful tone or Sforzando is pro¬
duced. 2. The pressure of the fore¬
finger on the bow varies as the tone to
be produced is to be loud or soft. This
pressure is practically nothing when a
very soft tone is required, and quite
strong when a loud tone is to be pro¬
duced. Courvoisier in his Technics of
Violin Playing, says:
“The particular
function of the forefinger is to exert
the needed pressure on the bow for
the purpose of accentuation and to
swell the power of the tone. This
pressure must be elastic.” Our corre¬
spondent would probably grasp the
idea by playing swells, commencing
very soft on a note and gradually in¬
creasing the strength of the tone by
gradually pressing the bow with the fore¬
finger.
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etude

Mary.
Let’s ask teacher, then let’s put them all
down in our scrap-book and get pictures
to match.
For Reading at Children’s Musical Clubs.
Ben.
(Looking at the clock.)
(Scene:—!/. S'. A. about 1911. Music
It’s ’most lesson time now; we’ll have to
room. Mary is trying to play a Mosart run or we’ll be late. (They snatch up the
Sonata. Ben, in the window seat, is Mosart Sanatas, grab their hats and hurry
sorting fish hooks.)
down stairs.)
TO THE LAND OF THE HARPSI¬
CHORD CHILDREN.

Mary.
(Whirling around on the piano stool.)
That’s the hardest old thing teacher ever
gave me! I wish I was a prodigy, then
I wouldn’t have to practice. I’d just play
all the time.

ALL ABOARD FOR SALZBURG.
(Scene:—Street in Salzburg, Austria,
about 1766.)
Mary.
(Crying.)
Oh, Ben, we’re lost. This isn’t home!
It’s some awful foreign looking placet
Ben.
(.Looking up at the castle hill.)
Of course it is. Who said it wasn’t?
Didn’t the conductor call Salzburg when
we got off? I call this real luck, stopping
at the very town where two such famous
prodigies live! Let’s find their house at
once.
Mary.
(Still crying.)
Oh what will teacher say!
Ben.
(In disgust.)
Oh bother teacher! And don’t be a
cry-baby and spoil the whole thing. The
conductor took the wrong transfer and
punched Harpsichord town instead of
Fifth Street, and that’s the way we got
here.

FATHER MOZART TRAINING HIS WONDERFUL
CHILDREN.
Ben.
(Inquiringly.)
Prodigy? Well—what’s that?

Mary.
(Listening intently.)
Oh, Ben, I do believe that’s the very
Mozart Sonata I was trying to play this
morning. Could it be Wolfgang Mozart
do you suppose?

Mary.
Father Mozart.
(Reading aloud.)
Not another word my dears. I know all
about you and all the other good children
“For the benefit of Miss Mozart, aged
who love Wolferl and his music. Come, thirteen, and Master Mozart, of eight
you are welcome and we are delighted and years of age, prodigies of nature, a concert
honored. You will find us not yet settled of music, with all the overtures of this
after our long concert tournee. It has
little boy’s own composition.”
been many months since we have been in
Salzburg.
Ben.
IN THE MOZART HOME.
I never heard of an overture on the
(Scene:—A large sunny room. A beauti¬
fully inlaid harpsichord stands near the piano!
window. To the right a tiny spinet. To
Father Mozart.
the left a desk covered with manuscript
Overture really means a prelude to some
copies of music. On the table in front
of the sofa are two rare looking violins. longer work, but it can mean pieces of
The walls are hung with family por¬ concert music which illustrate some special
traits. A boy of ten and a girl of four¬ idea in music. That’s what these pieces
teen are seated at the harpsichord.)
were, all special musical ideas of Wolf¬
gang.
Father Mozart.
Komm Kinder (Come children). Here
Mary.
are two of your cousins from across the
What’s a “prodigy of nature?” We
sea.
don’t have them in America.
Wolfgang.
(A fair-hatred child, with delicate face
Father Mozart.
and expressive eyes, jumps down and
That’s my own name, and a very good
runs forward with charming frank¬
one, too. Prodigies usually are out of
ness.)
We’re so glad to see you, aren’t we, the course of nature, but Wolferl here is
direct from nature. He is pure music.
Nannerl?
Father Mozart.
Nannerl is our pet name for Maria
Anne, Wolferl’s sister.
Wolfgang.
(Eagerly.)
Yes, and we love each other and play
together always, don’t we, Nannerl?
Maria Anne.
Why of course we do, Wolferl; what a
silly question! Perhaps you know that
we are just home from one of our long¬
est tours. We have been to Vienna,
Munich, Frankfurt, Brussels', Paris, Lon¬
don and The Hague and a great many
smaller places besides.

Wolfgang.
(Interrupting.)
I wore my nice new knee breeches that
night and silk hose and real shoe buckles,
and I had on a satin coat with lace ruffies
and a sword at my side like a gentleman
from court.
Maria Anne.
Never mind that, Wolferl. The pieces
we played will outlast our clothes I hope.

Maria Anne,
Every bench and chair was filled when
pa ie(j us upon the stage holding each
of us by the hand. As we bowed there
was wild applause. Wolferl played first,
then I played, and then we played to¬
gether, and after the concert we were
almost smothered in caresses.
Father Mozart.
(Proudly.)
They were feted and petted by all, but
not spoiled; thank God for that.
Mary.
Were you scared ? I’m always so fear¬
fully nervous when I play.
Maria Anne.
Oh, we are never nervous. I was per¬
haps a little frightened when King George
summoned Wolferl to his palace. That
was after our first concert, and do you
know he put pieces by Bach, Abel, Wagenseil and Handel before him to be played
at sight. After that he asked Wolferl if
he would play upon the great organ. Was
that not a great undertaking for a little
boy of eight, and was not Papa quite
right to call him a "prodigy of nature?”
Wolfgang.
I loved the good Queen Charlotte. She
sang songs while I played the accompani¬
ments, and the old court flute player was
there, too, and I accompanied him; and
that pleased the Queen so much that she
lifted me high and gave me a kiss.
Ben.
Playing at sight is the worst for me!
Maria Anne.
Anyone can learn to play at sight just
as they can learn to read a book. It takes
practice, of course, but one must be very
dumb indeed who cannot learn to read at
sight.

Wolfgang. «
And the Emperor called me a Kleiner
Hexenmeister (Little magician), and as
a joke had me play with one finger and
then he covered the keys and I played
through a cloth. Wasn’t that a funny
hing to do? In the Frankfurt concert I
wore a frizzled wig and carried a little
sword. In the audience there was a boy
named Johann Wolfang Goethe, who
wrote great hooks afterward.

Mary.
Ben.
Father Mozart.
(Scornfully.)
(Looking at the guide book.)
(Seating himself upon the sofa.)
Don’t know what a prodigy is! The
It could. That’s the house, No. 7
Come, children, let us sit here, then we
very idea Why—well—a prodigy is a Getreidegasses. Let’s ring before we lose
may talk as long as we like.
person who doesn’t have to prod over our nerve.
(They all cluster around the elder
every single measure and he doesn’t have
( They approach the entrance and ring
Mozart.) ■
to dig out every piece, note at a time!
violently.)
That’s what a prodigy is! They can’t be
Wolfgang.
made, they’re born that way! Mozart was
Ben and Mary.
(Jumping up on his father’s knee.)
one. Music was as clear as glass to him.
(Timidly backing away from the
Can’t I show them first the pretty jew¬
door.)
els that the court ladies gave us?
Some one is coming now!
Ben.
(Doubtfully.)
Father Mozart.
Father Mozart.
I bet prodigies do prod, too. Can’t
Not now, my son; you looked at them
(Rushes down the stairs and opens
tell me there isn’t work in everything.
only yesterday, and once a week is often
the
door
with
a
bang.)
Look at these fish hooks, now 1 All mixed
Wer ist’s? (Who is it?) Interrupting enough.
up worse than a Bach fugue!
the nice morning practice of my little
Wolferl when we are right in the middle
Mary.
(Excitedly.)
of that delicious bit of Fux, “Gradus ad
( Thoughtfully.)
Pamassum!” What a pity! What a tre¬
Let’s begin with the concerts, and do
Well, maybe prodigies prod when they
mendous pity! (He looks up and down tell us what city you liked the best.
have fathers to make them. Josef Hoff¬ the street.)
mann did, so did Mischa Elman, and Mo¬
Maria Anne.
zart’s father gave his whole time to train¬
Ben.
That would be difficult, but I think Lon-'
ing his children to play.
(Pulling Mary forward by the hand don was the most interesting. We ar¬
and speaking rapidly.)
rived there in May and our first concert
Ben.
We’re from America; we called to see was given in Hickford’s Room, Brewer
(Becoming interested.)
the prodigies; we are making a collection Street, Golden Square. See, this is the
Wonder how many prodigies there are of them for our scrap book. We play the
program we played. (Handing the pro¬
in Musicland ?
piano some; we take lessons fromgram to Ben and Mary.)

Father Mozart.
Indeed, it was a great event; a veritable
sensation.

Wolfgang.
When we were in England I learned to
sing. The Queen’s music master taught
me of his own accord, and one day he had
me play, or rather improvise, a melody
to the bass part of a Handel air.
Mary.
Don’t you get very tired practicing? I
just hate to practice.
Wolfgang.
When I get tired I pray to the good
Saint Nepomucene to give me courage.
MOZART ASTONISHING THE MONK? AT AN
ITALIAN MONASTERY.
Wolfgang.
Oh, well, I know what we played! A
piece for four hands they call a duet now;
it was quite uncommon then. We just
love to play four-handed, don’t we, Nan¬
nerl? And the harpsichord we played on
was one of the most beautiful we have
ever used at our concerts. It had been
made for the King of Prussia. We were
the first to play it. There were two key¬
boards, one above the other, like manuals
on an organ, then there were pedals, un¬
usual things then.
Maria Anne.
What a fine night it was 1 The concert
began at twilight. Outside the Sedan
chairs and the footmen of the court
ladies and gentlemen jostled each other,
and our chair was almost tipped over in
the crush, wasn’t it, Papachen?

Maria Anne.
Wolferl is so serious over his lessons.
Papa has feared sometimes that he might
not live to grow up.
Wolfgang.
Oh, let’s talk about England and the
Queen. T made for her six sonatas for
harpsichord and violin and Papachen had
them engraved himself and presented to
her. She was 60 kind and grateful, and
sent us fifty guineas, over two hundred
and fifty dollars.
Father Mozart.
AH went well until I became ill. Then
we had to go to Chelsea to rest and get
well again.
Maria Anne.
It was in Chelsea, near London, that
Wolferl composed his first symphony, Op.
15. Our harpsichord was locked and we
“®d to keep as quiet as mice. Wolferl
tad to do something, so it was the sym¬
phony.
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Wolfgang.
But I composed a concerto long before
that, Nannerl!
Father Mozart.
To be sure you did, when i
about five. It was so difficult tv
play it.
Wolfgang.
That’s just why it is called a concerto,
Papachen; people must practice until they
can play it perfectly.
(Father Mozart
laughs heartily.)
Ben.
(Looking at Wolfgang’s ei *')
Ig it true that your ears ari

,
By the time this
2. Always give the composer’s name
Mail Order
issue reaches accurately, when possible, giving ursi
Music Supplies.
OUJ. subscribers, names as well. For instance, there are
the busiest month for the supplying of three well-known composers by the
teachers and schools with their initial name^of Nevin. Which one do you
stock orders, will have passed and our raeal" faen possible. give the opus num.
organization will have been taxed to ^
Thig .g a great help -jnd otten

Father Mozart,
They are extraordinarily sensitive and
accurate. Wolferl can distinguish an interval as small as an eighth of a tone,
He can’t bear the sound of a trumpet
either. I have tried to break him of this,
but
"
,it ..is no , use and. far , too
. dangerous.
,,
He falls to the floor m a faint every time
I blow a blast on that instrument.
Wolfgang.
(Shuddering and putting his hands
over his ears.)
I can hear it yet; a terrible sound.
Music ought not to wound the ears.
Mary.
(Turning to Maria Anne.)
And he, copied all of your music lessons, didnt he?
Maria Anne.
Oh, yes; before he could reach the keys
he stood listening to my lessons, then he
would play them over after me.
He
knew far more than I, with all my study.
Father Mozart.
It is a wonderful thing to think of, my
dears. Wolfgang never began music as
most children do. It was there before
anything else, before speech even. To
think of him picking out the thirds on the
harpsichord when he was three! (Loud
knocking is heard below stairs.)

the utmost.
Hundreds of our patrons have ordered early, and we desire to thank
them for this consideration. Every
egort has been made in the way of
preparati0n. Over 180 clerks, carefully
tra;ned
uaiucu t0
vo tb;s
viua business,
ouo*ucm, are doing their
n.v.
b
at all times t0 fill every order, t
matter
,^ge nr
how small,
.m.
matter how
how large
or how
nrntnntlv ir»t#
promptly,
intelligently and at the low¬
est price possible.
This house has the best selected and
one of the largest stocks of miscellane¬
ous publications of all publishers, both
foreign and American, that is to be
had anywhere in the world. Even the
present building, especially equipped
f°r this business, has been found inadequate in only eight years, and we
have now, in the course of building, a
new ten-story addition 54x65 connected by bridges and a tunnel. It will
be ready for occupancy January 1st,
1912, and these two buildings will be
our permanent home.
Let us send our first catalogues to
all who are interested in mail order
music buying. We originated the system. We want our dealings satisfactory in every way. Our prices are the
best, when good editions are considered; our terms are the best obtainable,
We are always ready at any time
during the year to send an additional
On Sale order to supplement the first
stock order of the year. Selections for
special needs have our prompt and
careful attention.
.
Expl.cit directions in ordering save an
endless amount of time and trouble.
The following mentions some suggestions of value on this subject:
Some terms, such as “classical," “romantle,” “popular,” have a very wide
interpretation.
Likewise the grading
of pieces. Grade IV may mean a comparatively simple piece to one, while it
might mean a difficult piece to another.
The best wav to give us an idea of the

saves much time.
4 Always give the name of the pubi;sber of a rare or new piece when possjble. ’ Some novelties are not included
in recent European catalogues.
If it
should happen that we did not have the
piece in stock, we might be obliged to
a search through our European
agents. These few suggestions will
tend to avoid any misunderstanding and
assist us in giving you the best possible

New Music on Sale.

Our
novelties
which are sent
1 patrons during the teaching season
attva
. monthly packages of about ten or
p^es^g^e'teachers' an oppor¬
ttunity tto examine
examine our
our new
new things ;
th
come ouL These packages have
been found ^questionably valuable by
the average teacher, and there are a
_reat many of our patr0ns who take
advantage of them. There may still be
sotne who do not know that they can
receive our new music monthly, which
;s returnable at the end of the season.
This holds good not only with our
piano music, but with vocal and octavo
as well. Our patrons have the privilege
of having the packages discontinued at
any time. This music is billed at our
usual low rates. Why not give this
plan a trial for the coming season?

This
work,
which will soon
be added to the
Herein!
Come
Presser Collection, is one of the most
jnj\
popular educational works for the
piano of our day. It is u5ed to a
Herr Schachtner.
large extent by the upper grade of
teachers. It is, in fact, a school for
(A genial old gentleman enters, with
contrapuntal playing. It may be taken
a trumpet under one arm and a
up by pupils of the third grade. The
violin under the other.)
coming all the way from
study of this work comes along in line
Here I :
■ •
with the study of Bach, and it is exVienna to give you a8 surprise!
tremely educational and interesting,
^e.
advise those who are not acWolfgang.
^tainted with the work to take ad(Running toward him and trying to
vantage of our special offer, which is
reach the violin.)
klnd of. music you. w°uld. hke t0 ha£e in force at the present time. We will
us send you on select,on ,s to give the sen(] the work Pt0 anyone when
b_
Oh, Herr Schachtner, you have brought
names of some standard prototypes of 15shed) ostpaid> for 20c.
your butter fiddle!
pieces you need. For instance, Send
some pieces of the type of the
Herr Schachtner.
Music Teachers’
™s
rea1’
Warum taw. MdlSP (Why.
’*y; a cataloSVe'
Heller; ‘Nocturne in E flat,’ by Chopin, Hand Book.
but a very valu¬
then, “Butter fiddle?”)
etc.” In order to facilitate explicit or¬ able and useful one. We will send it
dering we have in preparation a new free to every
_ one who asks for it.
...
Maria* Anne,
blank which our customers will receive contains a list of almost everything
(Laughing.)
(Laughing.)
;n jbe future and which will enable t*lat ’s °* interest to the teacher and
Th Wolferl
°h
W°!ferl alw:
a»ways calls that vour but- them tQ teU us more definitejy just the school
Tt includes Rudimentary
r fiddle” because the° tone 's 60 nch a d what they really need.
^or^' Writing Books and Materials.
mellow.
' •
In ordering
a1 special piece it is well blackboards and Stationery. Bookkeep¬
ing and Business Helps, Forms of all
Father Mozart.
to remember four things.
Ninas,
.'Novelties, Pictures,
Pictures
Kinds, musical
Musical Novelties,
Come, let us have some music for our
Always give the complete name of Metronomes> Rolls, Satchels, Folios’
visitors. Wolferl, you play the first three
wh« you know it. Chopm Music Cabinets and Stand
Kj
;
little pieces you ever composed.
(See
Nocturne, Strauss Waltz” or Mozart synlphonv instruments, etc., etc.
Music Supplement, Etude, 1901, Debonata mean nothing in themselves.
The ret prices are listed. We becember.)
as each composer wrote several of each lieve that this is one of the most, if
{Continued on page 7‘»)
tyP« of composition.
not the most, useful catalogue to the
Father Mozart.
Herein! (Come in!

Kunz’s Canons for
the pianofore.

THE
the
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music teacher that we have ever pub¬
lished.
We draw particular attention to our
Metronomes and their prices quoted in
this catalogue, and which we herewith
print:
American make, no bell..$2.25
American make, with bell. 3.25
Foreign make, no bell-2.50
Foreign make, with bell.. 3.50
J. T. L„ no bell. 3.00
J. T. L„ with bell. 4.25
Transportation 32c each,
extra.
Pocket Metronomes, post¬
paid ..SO
$600 Prize Offer for
Vocal Compositions,

We desire to call
attention to the

ment of our “Etude Vocal Prize Con¬
test” to' be found on another page.
Full particulars and conditions of the
contest are given. It is of a nature
similar to our “Etude Prize Contest for
Piano Compositions.” This latter con¬
test was a great success, and it is now
our purpose to stimulate an interest in
vocal compositions and we trust with
equal or even greater success. It will
be noted that we are offering prizes
for practically all styles of songs; first
and second prizes in each class. It wUl
be further noted that the contest is
open to composers of all nationalities.
All are welcome.
Publications
Reprinting
During
September.

This is the season when
large quantities of our
printing is being attended
to. We will make the list,
therefore, smaller than it
actually is, but it shows the popularity of
the works listed.
First Steps for the Pianoforte, by
Theodore Presser, and Foundation Mate¬
rials for the Pianoforte, by Chas. W. Landon, are printing, the two most success¬
ful piano instruction books in use by the
American teacher to-day.
Several of the 50c collections of Stand¬
ard Compositions, a grade to each vol¬
ume, to be used in connection with all
the Graded Courses,' are reprinting. As
is usual at this time of the year, a num¬
ber of the grades of the Mathews’ Stand¬
ard Graded Course are also reprinting;
almost every edition of this meritorious,
celebrated course of studies shows some
slight addition, some slight correction
and improvement. These works are never
perfect, ate never complete, but we ex¬
pect to keep them abreast of the times.
They are more used to-day than ever be¬
fore and every imitation of them has in¬
creased their sale. Examine the or ginal
Graded Course and it will be used.
First Dance Album, Students’ Popular
Album for Violin and Piano, the Kuhlan
Sonatina Album, Schuls’s Scales, Moszkowski’s Spanish Dances for Four Hands,
are on press, as well as the new collec¬
tion of recital pieces just published a few
months ago—The Young Virtuoso.
We like to chronicle these reprint¬
ings because they show what other
teachers are using, what a great many
other teachers are using. All of our
works are obtainable on the most lib¬
eral inspection plan that it is possible
to have the advantage of.
.
_
. We desire to
A Christmas Oratorio.
,,
,
By W. W. Gilchrist. tion of choral
directors, choir masters and others to
this splendid new work which we have
just published, copies of which are
ready for delivery. It is now about the
time to select suitable works and to
begin rehearsals for the various Christ¬
mas performances either in church or
concert. W. W. Gilchrist is one of the
foremost choral composers and direc-

HIS Letter Speaks Volumes.
It indicates both the Aim of THE
ETUDE and how it has been ful¬
filled. It is one of thousands
received. It tells why every new
subscriber you secure for THE
ETUDE is bound to get abundant
satisfaction.
A Typical Etude “Self-Help” Success
“If I were asked the question: ‘Where did you get your 'T'USical

,,„m of

ELIZABETH McCALL,
Pittsburgh, Pa

-

We want live music-lovers in every com¬
munity who are willing to devote a little of their
time to fostering the advance of music among their
neighbors by making new ETUDE subscribers
like the above,—music workers who will permit
us to reward them liberally for their successful
efforts. Please request us to inform you how you
may share in our profits.
THEO.

PRESSER CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

tors, and “A Christmas Oratorio” will
be found to be one of his best works.
It is brilliant and dramatic, conceived
in modern style, but worked out in a
scholarly manner with many fine ex¬
amples of contrapuntal treatment. The
chorus work is particularly effective,
throughout and there are beautiful
solos for all four voices. It is a work
of over 100 pages in length. In case
any director wishes to perform it with
orchestral accompaniment, the parts
may be had of the publisher. The text
is selected mainly from the Scriptures
and from several familiar hymns and
chorales.
The special introductory price during
the current month will be 25 cents, post¬
paid, for a ‘single copy to one person, if
cash accompanies the order. If charged,
postage will be additional.
New Gradus ad Parnnssum for the Pianoforte. Arpeggios.
By I. Philipp.

This fine series
of
piano¬
forte studies in
eight separate
books, classified
according to the various departments
of technic, is now rapidly nearing com¬
pletion. The useful book which we last
offered, “The Trill,” is now ready.
Other books previously issued are
“Left Hand Technic.” “Hands To¬
gether.” “Octaves and Chords.” This
month we are announcing another book
“Arpeggios.” This is a very important
feature of modern pianoforte technic,
and we feel sure that teachers and stu¬
dents will be pleased with the material
to be found in this volume. The litera¬
ture of educational pianoforte music is
especially rich in arpeggio work and M.
Philipp in compiling this volume has
selected from the best.
The special introductory price for
“Arpeggios” will be 20c postpaid, or we
will offer “Arpeggios” and “The Trill”

together for 40c postpaid. “The Trill”
by itself is no longer to be had at the
special price.
Bach Album for
the Pianoforte.

This work is now
nearing
completion,
; will <
but
the special offer for a short time. Our
aim is to make this the best popular
Bach Collection yet published. It will
contain all the favorite numbers which
appear in the usual collections, to¬
gether with a number of others of
great importance.
Every number is a
gem. The work will be edited with
the utmost care after comparison with
all standard editions, and will be hand¬
somely and substantially gotten up.
The special introductory price will
be 20 cents, postpaid, if cash accom¬
panies the order. If charged, postage
will be additional.

popular writer. He has recently added
two other numbers to form a set with
this piece, these numbers being entitled
Arriette and En Souvenir. The Arriette will be found in the music of this
issue. Both of these last-named pieces
will shortly appear in sheet form. We
shall be pleased, also, to send these for
examination.
...
-V • a This important'
The Virtuoso Pianist. technical work
By C. L. Hanon.
is now on gpe
cial offer, and it will be published in a
very short time. The work is one of
the standard Works for piano technic.
In fact it is the one woik that is used
more than any other for piano techrfic
at the present time, by the best
teachers.
The work is modern in
character and can be taken up by any¬
one who is in about the grade iof
Czerny’s Velocity. The work is largely
composed of technical exercises. There
are exercises carried through in se¬
quence form and scales, and arpeggios
are also used, in the same manner.
There is no attempt made at melody
or rhythm. All divisions of technic are
covered, such as the trill, repeated
notes, octaves, double notes, etc. The
work is one which is thoroughly prac¬
tical from cover to cover.
The introductory price will be 40c,
postpaid, if cash accompanies the or¬
der. The work is usually three or four
times this price. Now is the oppor¬
tunity, to purchase the work at about
the cost of paper .and printing.
_
,
Those
patrons
Returns and
of this pubHsh.
Settlement.
ing house whose
present selection of On Sale music was
sent during the past teaching season,
from September, 1910, to June, 1911,
and which selection is satisfactory for
future use, can retain the same for an¬
other season by corresponding with
regard to making a suitable payment
on account. In this way transporta¬
tion charges can be saved two ways.
Otherwise it is necessary to return all
unused and unsold selections and make
settlement of the entire account.
We cannot emphasize too emphati¬
cally the fact that in making returns of
On Sale music, or anv other music,
THAT THE NAME AND ADDRESS
OF THE SENDER BE WRITTEN
PLAINLY ON THE OUTSIDE OF
EVERY PACKAGE. Much delay, an¬
noyance and criticism may be avoided'
if this detail is carefully observed by
every patron.
In making returns for
special reasons, it is necessary to write
a letter explaining that reason.
Platinotype
Postcards
Manufactured,

It is possible to obtain
these cards manufactured abroad in this
very
attractive finish at
New Piano Pieces
We wish to
By Schutt & Moszkowski. call the at¬ a comparatively small price in lots, of
Well-known
tention
of one thousand or more.
our readers to the fact that we have teachers and virtuosos have a great
recently published or have now in hand deal of use for a good portrait of them¬
selves,
and
such
a
picture
can be used
original works by two of the foremost
contemporary writers for the piano¬ most advantageously in publicity work.
forte. We refer to Eduard Schutt and New Beginners’
This very first
Maurice Moszkowski. Some months Method for
instruction book
ago we had in The Etude a Moment the Pianoforte.
is now in course
Musicale, Op. 84, No. 1, by Moszkowski.
of -manufacture.
This piece has. proved a decided suc¬ Tt is under the supervision, of Mr.
cess and has elicited much favorable Presser personally. Material for this
comment from teachers and students. work has been gathered for the last
The three remaining numbers of this four or five years. The greatest pains
same set are now ready and we shall have been taken with each particular
be pleased to send copies for examina¬ number. The work will also be suit¬
tion to all who may be interested. able for pupils of a very early age.
They are all very beautifully con¬ This will be a special feature of the
structed and should be in the hands of work; it will be adapted for almost
all good players.
kindergarten work. It is expected that
Recently we had in The Etude a de¬ this work will be one of the most pop¬
lightful Petite Scene de Ballet by ular ever issued by this house. The
Schutt. This is a dainty waltz move¬ first part is offered at the special price
ment and in the very best vein of this of only 20c. There may be succeeding

narts published at a later date, but the
Lst part is the only one that we are
n0W offering at our special offer rate.
■yye advise all teachers to procure at
least one copy of this work.
New Photogravure
It is our aim to
Musical Pictures.
publish a new
musical picture at
regular intervals. Our list now includes:
“Mozart at Salzburg,” “Schubert: The
Maid of the Mill,” “The Approaching
Storm: Beethoven,” and “Visions of Wag¬
ner.” They are all about 10 x 15 and the
price 25 cents in one color, or 75 cents
hand tinted.
No more striking musical picture
could be obtained than the title of this
issue of The Etude, “Abbe Liszt.” We
will have this picture, without printing,
in photogravure ready *for delivery when
this issue reaches our subscribers. Price
and size the same as the rest of the series
mentioned above.
We have in preparation portrait heads
in the same style and at the same price.
Thanksgiving Music.
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etu de
ble playing. The pieces are original
four-hand pieces, not arrangements, and
they lie chiefly in the second and third
grades. We feel sure that all duet
lovers will be pleased with them.
During the current month the special
introductory price will be 25c postpaid
if cash accompanies the order.
If
charged, postage will be additional.
Letters from a Musi- If
the
wellpiano
cian to His Nephew.
teacher
and cnnt. ii her anu
'■m
By E. M. Bowman.
trere ot Ur. Wiltians Mason had made a collection of
the questions commonly asked by students and teachers in search of more
accurate information upon pianistic sub¬
jects and then had answered them in
the most interesting manner possible,
he .could
produced
,
, not .have
,
- .
,.a ,more
..
useful pedagogical work than his forthrnmimr “I otters from a Musician to
TT.
AT b
»
c
imnnrtant
His Nephew.
So many important
phases of pianoforte study
cussed
sible to even refer to them in detail
this
However, H
it i-iuxy
may be
nils notice.
I1U11LC. liuwcvci,
DV. safely
said that no student or teacher can read
through this work without receiving
splendid new ideas presented with the
wholesome common sense which has
arked most of the works of American
pedagogs. Advance of publication price,
20 cents.
The Musicians’
Not ,one ™usi~
Business Manual.
cian in a thou'
By G. C. Bender.
spec ifi.
business training to speak of.
Yet
most all are content to believe that
they have all the business acumen
necessary for their needs. Mr. Bender’s book will open their eyes to their
shortcomings. This is the very best
c .,
.
, • .
of the year to put into practice
the fine ideas this book presents. The
book costs one dollar, and contains
plans, suggestions and advice which
have enabled some energetic and enterprismg teachers to earn hundreds ot
dollars. The matter of musical advertising is discussed in full. Many en¬
thusiastic purchasers declare it indis¬
pensable.
Standard History of The great awak-

Our stock of
T h anksgiving
anthems is exceptionally large and well
selected and we invite all choir directors
to take advantage of our plan of sending
music for examination. We guarantee
prompt service and liberal discounts.
Instructive Album
We shall issue in
for the Pianoforte.
a short time an
By Carl Koelling.
important edu¬
cational work by
this popular composer. This collection
of elementary pieces are educational in
the extreme. At the same time they
have musical worth and are full of
rhythm and melody of a pleasing or¬
der. This little volume will prove ac¬
ceptable to any piano pupil for collat¬
eral study. All along the pathway of
a pupil’s career encouragement is
needed, and this work is intended to
supply such need. The pieces are ex¬
tremely pleasing, and at the same time
educational. The work can be used
with an instruction book, and may be
taken up by a pupil who has had only
a few months of practice. Our advance
order price for the work, postpaid, is
only 25c.
Four-hand Piano
This interesting
By James
subject of MusdPieces by
and instructive Music.
Francis Cooke.
subject ot Musi^
F. Neumann.
work is nearly
ready, but the which is „.v occurring in this country
like this series of
special offer will be continued for a demands „i work
..HMl-- 40
short time. This set of duets is espe¬ “story-lessons” shorn of all unnecescially recommended to those desiring sary verbiage, but including all essential
facts.
It
is
self-pronouncing,
selfpractice in sight reading and in ensem¬
explanatory, abundantly illustrated and
comorises 260 pages. The child of
eight and the amateur of 50 find it
equally interesting. Let us help you
form a profitable history class. Cir¬
culars and full particulars on request.

Special Notices
RATES—Professional Want Noti

Theodore Presser Co.
PUBUCATIOHS JUST ISSUED

OCTOBER, 1911

PROGRESSIVE TEACHERS invited to
Correspond with LOUIS ARTHUR RUSSELL,
Cabnegie Hall, Manhattan, or the PublishAny of our works sen
ers, regarding the introduction and use of teachers, upon request, £
the Russell Systems of Music Study for Plan- professional discounts.
U'se the number, not the title, in ordering.
ists, Vocalists, and Theory Class Work. The
among
.Russell
1|U t books are ,, coming
,
utinto
jhn use_jut._
PIANO SOLOS.
cORHESPOVOE\(T5 Lessons in Hai¬ 9039 In Lilac Time, March, II.
Engelmann . 2%
mony and Counterpoint. Stanley^ T. JReiff,
9040 Under the Orange Blossoms,
Mus.
Bac.,
Lansdowi
”" I>"“ T
| 91 D
Waltz, H. Engelmann..:.. 2%
t St---—
9041 Wreath of Honeysuckle, Polka,
i COURSE. OF MUSIC STUDY.
H. Engelmann. 2t4
Ypsllanti, Mich.
9042 Climbing Roses, Three-step,
Kindergarten and Primary.
H. Engelmann . 2%
All music teachers and mothers are urged 9043 In Rythmic Step, March,
investigate this method, the object
- = IS
=~ --difficulties
which
to reduce the difficulties experien
experienced 9044 Dainty^ Footfalls, Valse, 1. ^
mencing the study of
by children when commencing
Geibel . 2%
music.
9045 Tbe Wanderers, Gypsy Dance,
Correspondence Course.
4 Geibel . 214
Send for descriptive booklet and list of 9946 Spanish Carnival, Bolero,
games and material.
HVHL__
! pianists’
Geibel .’. 2%
hands. One dollar,“postpaid. Essex Publish- 9055 Under the Linden (Unter der
ing Co., 854 Carnegie Hall, Manhattan, New
Linde), Waltz, P. /.ticker.. 2%
N. Y.
”
.~ork,
_!-_----—---n ' yUnhfr
f
0^o™ «LffiT’.'SS *>57 M^e£gy, Tim^erMihl
Francis J. O'Brien, Organist of the Gesu,
There SrherVo857 Corinthian Ave.. Philadelphia^jfa.__ . '
Rondo. C. II citin'. ..’... •'
9054 Child's Desire. E. R. I
Coached by Carrie Jacobs-Bond and Jessie po26 Butterflies,
Gaynor. Send for circular. 810 S. 48th St. <k>27 Return
Philadelphia. Pa._
NEW DOLLS MATINEE for Drawing <min> Tr.-.-i ured Memories
Rooms and Church Entertainments. Send
■!. '. II rat/.
for circular. The Misses Mixter, 819 S. 48th- 9052 Valse Militalre, E.
St., Phila.h Ipliia. _ _
_ Jam
WANTED. Ii.v a young lady with throe
'!,Im'
years’ experience, a position as primary
„ lnn
teacher of piano. Address M. F., care of Tub 90.t_ Betci
Caprice. Op. 98,
9073 En
FOR sale—v,
No. 2. /.. J. O. Fontaine.
aition, $25. Addn
9072 Mazurka Romantlque. Op. 83,
Kti'db-__
impressive 6-8 March 9030 Poppy Blossoms, //. IV. Petrie. 4
J. J.

Peterson, Bagley, Minn.
PIANO DUETS.
_ _ ,'OCALISTS’ COM- 9067 Historical Pageant (Cortege
_ “PIANISTS’
PANION” Modernized methods. Self-helps
Historlque). Festal March,
jn no 0tber book. Chords simplified by sysA. Gilin .
tematic fingering. Send 2c. stamp for sixteen 9066 Spring Breezes (Les Caresses
poft^onn?6’ 5°C' A’fred T' Goodse11, H
. Cabirni ..
music lovers. Beautiful sacred"
TWO PIANOS.
EIGHT HANDS.
J*-™My wmm Thffie^Hig^__
__,
’hila- 9038 Crown of Triumph. Military
d<.lphia, Pa,_
March, Op. 221, F
F. P.
" AthMhJ
erton ’...3%
MUSICIANS WANTED. “ Knurl; Reading
Music at Sight” booklet mailed for ten cents.
Celebrated Knack System of Playing Vaude¬
ville-Dramatic Music, Transposing. Faking.
Arranging, taught by mail. Particulars free:
Knack Studio, Dept. E.. Danville. Ills._ 8695 Octaves and Chords. /. Phillip 5
Picturesque Studies (To
LECTURE ON GENIUS and Four Les¬ 9023 TenSupplement
Heller Op. 45.
sons on ‘’Tile Development of Genius, or the
46. 47), Op. 271, F. SabaPower of Limitless Self-Unfoldment.”
thil .4
<,<j„cation by jiadai
. Papin. These Les
8647 Melodious Second Grade
studies, Op. 901, .1. Farren in five day
‘suits. Madame
le and Dexterity Op. 903,
Papin will
go where
they —- desired. For
----,— —
--^
<<THE primary importance of
Temperamental Education to Both Player and
jeaflej.
August Gemunder, the well-known
maker of Gemunder art violins. Readers of
The Etude.can obtain.a copy .by..addressing
d St., New York, N.
24 Triumphal March from
“Alda.” G. Verdi. 3
75 Woodland Reverie, It. Diggle. 3

AMATEURS’S

Retail price, $1.25.
Withdrawals.

works of which
we have made advance announcement
Special designs for musical clubs and classes
and which have been on special offer
Write for illustrations to the manufacturers
for various periods are now ready and
BENT & BUSH CO.,
the special offer is hereby withdrawn.
15 School St.,
Boston, Mass.
This refers to the following works:
Piano Instruction During the First
Months, by R. Palme.
Musical Picture Book for the Piano¬
forte, by Octavia Hudson.
REGULATING AND REPAIRING
Melodic Second Grade Studies for Thorough, practical individual instruction in repair
the Pianoforte, Op. 909, by A. Sartorio.
Low te™?e”5ffiVfear.
Piano Players Repertoire of Popular Diplomas granted. Prospectus.
Pieces
ALEX. SCHEINERT
Mexican Dances for the Pianoforte, 2849 N‘ luh street_Philadelphia. Pa.
by Louis Jorda.
Playing Triplets Against Couplets,
is a 100-PAGE Music Maeazine for Violinists. 82 pages of New
by
Chas. W. Landon.
I-,
Music (Two Numbers for Full Orchestra and Piano) In each issue.
Although the above works are no JJJF CADEN7A 1 a 40-pagf. m„™ Magazine for
longer to be had at the special price.
K”.
Gulto ptayera'
we should be very glad to send copies
of any or all of them for examination
at any time.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

CLASS PINS

SCHOOL OF PIANO TUNING

JACOBS’ ORCHESTRA MONTHLY

Any of these publications sent on inspectio
TIIEO. PRESSF.R CO.. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

SONGS.
47 Come, Gracious Spirit. Heav¬
enly Dove. •/. I,. Bratton.. 3
65 Good Bye, II. Corbett. 4
9034 Be My Love. My -Lady, ,/. P.
RockWi..
0018 Cupid's Web. Concert Waltz
Song, II. II'. Petrie.4

.60

OCTAVO ITEMS, CHORUSES AND PART
SONGS-MIXED VOICES.
10130 O For a Thousand Tongues,
if. IV. Lcrman.3
.15
10127 Jesus is Mine, G. X. Kocit10126
280

ch On, Rally Song, G.
. Rockwell. .'
[. Will We Trust in God.
. V. Rockwell. S
il Chorus from “11 Tro-

WOMEN’S VOICES.
6170 Southern Songs. Medley. Ar¬
ranged by II. H. Pike_3
160 The Bluebird. IV. R. Spence. 3
10132 Consecrated, Lord, to Thee.
J. C. Warhurst. 3
MEN’S VOICES.
161 Tlie Good Follows' Song.
H. Tonrjee. 2
6185 Honey Town, A Plantation
Lullaby. S. F. Widener... 3
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PROFESSIONAL DIRECTORY

for this genuine

THEORY AND NORMAL COURSES

ARTISTS AND TEACHERS

mBENTT^lS^. BISBEE
ATLANTIC
CITY
BURROWES
Pr*Otl— P.flod. «rr«uK.«l_ltll P»cll« AtM
1i liEssU EDMOND'')-|Pianist
K. OLIVE. Teacher of Kinglnic PHI I CY ......
IK F.LDKH LABPFKTI METHOD
|,IJLLlI Dranrios 10tmSh. Correspondencelnvlted|
BARRY *S.A*lmmdAv.
CHICAGO Rlaii ufiT. 1^
PAHarmon?*
I it| || | || A System of Music Study
BEAUMONT ^*l2io£ifS?fsM^nd
UUNIimu at#
Poriland, Oi
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sftif Victor Victrola
West Point Chapel. The architect in the
first place built the chapel along ltn<

At Home.

,A*!V--

..

-

FLETCHER^m'SST--- “air”“"“”“s,f‘ss‘'''£S! sfe’SSSsSlei

BECKER
KERNK3SKSSSS2S ^g^'SssSasHasnS
BOGERT la&i--KINDERGARTEN

5SS5g
«f?3i
Sfe
denison
HARMONY^MMSSSSk
tsf&'-ffa;*- SS\
»iS= lipssui gggmm
LULLINd ..

&53B8££***e*
'sssSESSiESSPfe

sssigi
how go°odT iT 1 f* ^th e^m o t h e r 'll a d "bee n

The fact that this instrument bears the famous Victor trade¬
mark and is a genuine Victor-Victrola guarantees to you the
same high quality and standard of excellence so well established
and recognized in all products of the Victor Company.
There is no reason on earth why you
should hesitate another moment in placing
this greatest of all musical instruments in your
home.
All we ask is that you go to any rr
store and hear this new Victor-Victrola.

lEjffPSriS
“We had never used Postum till last
package one evening just to try it. We
had heard from our neighbors, and in

RHYME ROAD TO MUSIC LAND

“fi: n;i;;r
srh^bee^lrthrh^b^r^oi^rwi^

:r raised his cup with an air of exmcy. It certainly did give him a
t surprise, but I’m afraid it wasn’t
ry pleasant one, for he put down his
■■ a look of disgust.
d h
h

[iiaisimaHaiHWi

letting it stand* on the^tove* tfll^boiling
began and then lett’ng it boil for fifteen
or twenty minutes, and this time we
were all so pleased with it that we have

SPOKANE

and a^cupTf^ofifert^to^to'Hke

YOUNG 2S3bar-«- VIRGIL*

It

but8 drinks0 Pos^um'reSTlarly. “hcTsS
h dyspepsia now and is
wng fat, and I’m sure
e cause of it. All the chil-

UK'

3=

"ptrc'

E£EH

zabel brothers

MUSIC PRINTERS
>n THE ETUDE

CUT* ^ * “ “

.■;.r,.Rr-w*'

AND ENGRAVERS
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(Going to the spinet.)
And after that may be play the violin
and harpsichord sonatas?
Father Mozart.
Yes, and as many more as you like.

WouldYouLiketo Teach Better?

Ben.
(Looking at his transfer.)
It says we may stay until the slumber
children call for us.

THEN YOU NEED MY

Normal Correspondence Course
IN MODERN IDEAS OF

Mary.

Touch, Technic, Pedal, Metronome, Hand

Oh, let’s stay always.

Culture, etc., and How to Teach Them
Forty years’ experience in a compact and thoroughly practical form.
=e

lhemnS]u!tUCthe Thfugs

JOHN ORTH, :: Steinert Hall, :: BOSTON

Shenandoah School of Music
The Boston Correspondence School of Music
100 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.
Thorough and systematic courses by mail,
in Harmony, Counterpoint, Composition
and Orchestration. Special Courses for
Teachers and Supervisors of Husic in
Public Schools. For terms and general

"e

^

CBuS«MAtStOto fSaVperyear. NO EXTRAS.

The Shepard School of Music
SPECIAL ADVANTAGES TO
Teachers and Advanced Students

MASON METHOD
\ BESSIE MORCLN

Studio i 50 Jefferson Ave
lersey City Heights. N, 1,

r

}

° areor'Europe,m Study, through our
Summer Course at Middlebury (Yt.) College,
July fth to Aug. 11th, the
Corre*pondence Piano Courses (Normal work
only), and the
Correspondence Harmony^Courses for teach-

Wolfgang.
Stay, and we will play and sing until the
lullaby children pull our eyelids down,
and then we’ll go swaying and swinging
up and down to see the King of Musicland.
Ben and Mary.
(Taking Wolfgang’s hand.)
What need to travel further. Are you
not the King of Musicland, little Wolferl?

ras Mozart buried?
:e musicians treated in Mozart’s
time?
Who w: is the last great authority on
Mozart’s n
A Mozart Program.
Sonata No. 1 in C.
Alla Turca, from Sonata No. 9.
Rondo in A minor.
Theme and variations from
No. 9.
Minuet in E flat.
Rondo in A minor.

Sonata

Among savage people in almost all
uncivilized countries music is a part of
the incantations employed for healing
the sick. The Blacks in Africa, the
Indians in America, the natives of
Polynesia, all use music for this pur¬
pose. In northern China we are told
that the priests range themselves in a
semi-circle about the patient and play
upon cymbals, bells, drums, etc., to the
Questions* to Answer.
accompaniment of the ear-splitting
What kind of a touch is needed in play¬
songs of the relatives until the evil
ing Mozart?
spirits causing the disease are driven
What is the difference between a spinet
out or the patient dies with fright
and a harpsichord?
Question. Why not start a Strauss'
Tell the story of Mozart’s Requiem.
sanatorium and give the Elektra cure
Name one of Mozart’s operas.
for
fits or the Domestica cure for pink
•How old was Mozart when he wrote
his first Symphony?

COURTRIGHT SYSTEM OF MUSIC A L K IN DERG IIR TEN
from the start, sight readii
Y
COURSE
NORMAL

CORRESPONDENCE

Our Free Booklet contains matter of much Yalup.

Our catalogue contains many of the most populi
teaching pieces, studies, etc., published in the
United States. Our discount to Colleges, Con¬
vents, Seminaries and music teachers is r
liberal than any other music publishing h
logue. Mailed fret

Piano Teachers!!
GRADED STUDIES
MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
d and which are

PIANO TUNING

THE FLETCHER MUSIC METHOD SUMMER SCHOOL
Closed on August 28th, and twenty-two teachers have gone forth into a larger sphere of usefulness and success
than they deemed possible when they arrived in Boston on July 3rd. If these teachers have the average sized
classes, we may confidently hope that 700 more children will be saved from the miseries and failures of the oldfashioned methods of teaching. Here are a few statements from this graduating class for “ Mrs. Copp’s Etude ad.”
WHAT

WE

‘ ‘It is great to be an F. M. teacher, but, Oh 1 what would it not be to
be an F. M. child? ”
•‘I have studied abroad and at home, but I know nowhere of any other
method with such gigantic aims and possibilities. ’ ’
“ The summer’s work convinces me that your idealist aims are the
sanest possibilities your way.”
‘‘The improvising course in your Method appeals to me most strongly,
because it makes it possible for any and everybody, to know how to
express himself through Music.”
‘‘It is my firm conviction that the successful teacher must have the
Fletcher Method course, and the unsuccessful one cannot afford to be
without it.”

the boundaries for all.’’
* ‘ The Fletcher Method is Music without ears. ’ ’
“For one who has studied Music by the Fletcher Method, there will be
no more possibility of giving up Music than giving up spoken language or
current literature.”
“I love my city and am ambitious for it, and shall never rest till you
have every teacher who ever accepts a beginner. ”

EVELYN

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
University Musical Encyclopedia. Ten
‘
' volumes, thirty-five hundred pages, mr but serves to give it the wider
merous illustrations, bound in cloth. tion which it deserves, and at t
Published by the University Society
and sold on subscription. Edited by
'Louis C. Elson.
To catalogue the ni
features of this extensive work would
require far more space than it is possi¬
ble to give to reviews in The Etude.
Although called an
work is in no sense
the type of the Grove
similar works in which
taken up in alphabetical order. It is
rather a compilation of volumes upon
related musical subjects
be used to advantage as
library.
Books I and II. These
flesh and blood, like
form a • cpmprehensi’
us. To Judith ^,BF,ne
musical terms, short
information upon otln
Book III. A very readable history friendship, and was one of his warmest
of music—not of the text book type— supporters at the time when he was just
coming into his own, and needed all the
but of value to students desiring to ex¬
support he could get. The style in
tend their knowledge of the branch by
which, the book is written has the true
self-reading. A second part is given
ecstaticism of the Wagner worshipper,
over to an interesting exposition of the but its picturesque descriptions of “The
characteristics of the different instru¬ Master” and of many noteworthy con¬
ments employed in the orchestra.
temporaries of his make it a book of
Books IV and V. In these volumes great interest; especially for those who are
the biographies of the great masters going through their first “Wagner
are discussed to much greater length fever.”
than is possible in either the dictionary
or the history section. The articles
LEOPOLD WOLFSOHN
range from Bach and Palestrina down
to Grieg.
Pianoforte Instruction
Book VI. This volume is devoted to
Gallery, 345 Clinton Ave., Brooklyn
sacred music and contains much that is
111 W. 117th St., New York
of particular interest to organists and
Classes for Professionals and Students
Book VII. The history of the opera
is given in this volume,* together with
a description of many of the plots of
NORTHWESTERN
the different operas. This is brought
?aor’de«^*m^:
right down to date, and includes such
recent operas as “Poia,” “Natoma,”
“Girl of the Golden West.”
"‘rSBSiHKr
Book VIII. A history of music in
America and special articles by distin¬
guished writers make up this volume.
The articles are upon numerous inter¬
esting subjects and are written by
authorities.
Book IX. Vocal music and musi¬
EYBOARD HARMONY
cians are discussed in this section. The
and 105 Eartraining
first part contains articles by great
Exercises
enable students of
Exeri
singers on voice study, etc., and the
all gr
grades to easily and rapidly
ail
second part gives the biographies of
spell, write, hear and play all
kinds of chord combinations,
many of the world’s most noted singers.
resolutions
and modulations.
resoli
Book X. Devoted to the theory of
Writ<
Write
music and contains chapters upon har¬

PIANO TUNING PAYS

Wolfgang.

EASTERN SCHOOLS
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FLETCHER

THINK

_ily
“The
only important thing in memorizing Music has been the result.
In the Fletcher Method the child gets such an intelligent grasp of the
Music, that he is to memorize, that no anxiety is felt over results.
They are certain. ’ ’
“I came to you in an optimistic frame of mind—I am leaving you an
enthusiast.”
5, of how simple
lod appeale
ation it gives the child for all the difficulties and possibilities of life.”
“ The Fletcher Method is a really royal road for children in the study
of this most beautiful and universal language, teaching and encouraging
the expression of their own individual musical thoughts and thereby pav¬
ing the way for greater sympathetic appreciation of those of others.”
“The Fletcher Music Method is scientific management applied to

“The loving, grateful and enthusiastic attitude of the members of your
ss after eight weeks of such strenuous study, is the finest possible

CORF*

'p.«„« mention THE ETUDE when adOr^n"

JSSKSMSSHIT5KL,,

k

rf)EFFA ELLIS

mony, counterpoint, form, etc., de¬
signed to give the musical reader as
good an idea of these branches as can
be obtained without direct study.
We are personally assured by Mr. L.
C. Elson, the able editor, that all of the
material has been carefully gone over
with regard to authenticity. The mate¬
rial from which these volumes have
been compiled has been selected from
the writings and statements of many
of the world’s most distinguished musi¬
cians and writers. This list includes
such names as H. T. Finck, H. E.
Krehbiel, B. J. Lang, Lilli Lehmann,
M. Marchesi, William Mason, Victor
Maurel, Nellie Melba, S. B. Mills,
Hubert C. Parry, Xaver Scharwenka,
William Shakespeare, Horatio W.
Parker, Lillian Ncsrdica, and John
Philip Sousa. Much of the material
has been in print previously, several of
the articles having appeared originally
in The Etude, and secured by this
Journal as special features. (Through
some unfortunate omission The Etude
has not been given the credit in the
published volume for these articles.)

is

EffaEEllis Illustrated Music School
Effa

*
HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
LESSONS BY MAIL
a Harmony. Counterpoint and Composit

Grj

Piano Shields

4632 Chester Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

sEgsasrt

‘ ‘The Daisy and The Rose. ” Benntirni wait. «,
“The Maiden and The Mouse.” Elegant two-i
“Hearts of Gold.” Fine mile wait/..
“Rosebud Schottische-Caprice.” 8
At all stores, or direct of us at 15c each,
or the 4 for 50c.
THE ARTHUR BELLINGER KtSIC CO., Battle Creek, M

ISSp

k you the best and
-- -omplete
catalog of amateur entertainmet-put out. Sent free to your address upon request.
OOEIIETTAS, CANTATAS, ACTION SONGS, PLAYS, ETC.
Arrange with us now to present “The Captain
of Plymouth,” the best amateur comic opera.
ELDRIBGE ENTERTAIN RENT HOCSE • Franklin, Ohio

Your Music isTorn!
VTowiLELpI15E,rTvMS§

MULTUWI-m-PIlRVO BINDING TAPE

624 Areh St"rert'ParV°PhHadelphia, Pa.
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NEW YORK SCHOOLS

ANSWERS TO
QUESTIONS

STANDARD AND MODERN
INSTRUCTION BOOKS
FOR THE PIANOFORTE

Edited by LOUIS C. ELSON

Dunning System

of Improved Music
Study for Beginners

There is a reason <why the Dunning System is the only one endorsed by the worldrenowned masters of music. There is a reason why a teacher in the suburbs of St. Lorn
should have a Dunning class of seventy-two in three months. Teachers are proving
every day that it pays, Musically, Artistically and Financially, to take the Dunning
System, for it is recognized as the best in use in its line of teaching. That is the
opinion of Leschetizky, Scharwenka, Busoni, Carreno, De Pachmann, Gabrilowitscn,
Dr. Mason, Johanna Gadski and many others. For further information and booklets
Address MRS. CARRIE LOUISE DUNNING, II W. 36fh St., New York City

C1CA Dom
including room and board.
5 | O V t* © I
LI a IlC ■ Two private lessons per week.
Piano, Orf.nn, Voice, Violin, Other Instruments, Elocution,
Harmony, Counterpoint, Theory. Leschetizky Technic.
Teacher* e4u«*te4 In Europe. Te*cherB*^C srUBcat , l>lpl n„» ^^iJI.fed'TaS
MARKV CONSERVATORY Of' MUSIC, 24 West 121st St., NEW YORK

r

IiENRY T FINCK, OF THE EVENING POST, WRITES:
“MAUD POWELL IS THE GREATEST, THE MOST TEM¬
PERAMENTAL AND SUCCESSFUL VIOLINIST OF HER
SEX ANYWHERE.”
NOW 1911-1912 BOOKING
H. Gopfbey Turnf.k,
1402 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

: Wanted

Musicians

t

Always send your full ^memidaddress.No
been
questions trill be answered when this "has
bus been
ne<jniy<yow initials or a chosen non de plume lOill
be printed.
Make your questions stiort
Questions regarding particular pieces metranc
markings, etc., not likely lo be of in'crest lathe are
number (/Etude readers trill not be considered.

FIRST STEPS IN PIANOFORTE
STUDY
Carefully Edited and Revised by THEO. PRESSER
anTmeWiousIntroJuclionUc^thc'sUidy of pianoforte pfaying.

menltebyAose0who make a specialty of teaching' beginners is
Q. I have been singing in a choir for some
years and have been earning Quite a little by "“it may be the very book you have often hoped to find; let ns
so doing, h'ow I have a chance to learn the
cornet and join a good band. Kindly tell me
whether playing the cornet will injure the
singing voicet
A. Teachers will tell you that comet play¬
ing is considered bad for singers because it
By CHARLES W. LANDON
stiffens their Ups, which should he left flex¬
ible lor vocal work. At the same time, many
This method leads to solid musicianship through an easily
singers are taught to obtain clear effects of
enunciation by holding the lips firm. The
-4 of
lung exercise should be beneficial in both effective technical value, the entire work being based upon the
eases, in spite of the different rates of breath author's wide personal experience in this held ot musical
emission. By all means accept the chance
that is offered to you. It can be given up “sS-dai attention is given to rhythm, tune values and sight
later, in case of need, but we do not antici¬
pate any such need with the amount of work
you mention. Should you, however, ever be¬
come ambitious to attain a very high posi¬
tion in either field of execution, one or the
other must be given up.
Q. Have there been many instances of mar¬
riages between famous singers' such as was
EASILY GRADED FOR BEGINNERS
the case with Mario and Grisi? Have the
book is by a practical teacher who has proven the value
children of such couples ever developed of This
the method in hi* own work with primary pupils. The plan
marvelous voices f—Student of Heredity.
of the book i* thoroughly modern, including the use of the
A. There have been many instances of Mason system of technics in its simpler forms. The teacher s
marriages between singers, though in no cases needs are also fully considered, a special feature of the work
were both parties so famous as iu the union being the valuable suggestions intended to guide the teacher.
of Mario and Grisi. It was their children
These suggestions and directions are well worth the pnee of
that the Czar of Russia called “the pretty the book and are applicable in connection with the use of any
Grlse ttes,” whereupon Grisi replied, “No,
they are my Marionettes
but none of the
children becamee great singers. The Garcia
■, did have vocal ability in at
family, 1
reuse inree generations. Manuel Garcia, the
tenor, wus the father of Mme. Malibran and
Mine. Pauline Vlardot. Garcia's wife was a
singer too, and we read of the whole family
WITH ENGLISH AND GERMAN TEXT
going on that ill-fated Mexican tour where
An excellent edition of this widely used work, the popularity
bandits relieved the tenor of bis money and
then added insult to injury by making of which may be judged by the fact that the original German
has issued no less than two hundred editions of it.
him sing. Mme. Viardot's daughter, Mme. publisher
edition is somewhat larger than most others, so the notes
Heritte, now carries on the musical tradi¬ andOur
text are correspondingly larger and clearer, making this the
tions of the family. Patti's father Salvatore
edition for both teacher and pupil.
Patti, was a famous singer, and her mother ideal
Price,
substantially bound in boards, large
scarcely less renowned; so that Adelina and
her sister Carlotta certainly inherited vocal _quarto (329 pages), $2.00
excellence. There is no reason why singers’
children should not follow their parents’
career, with all the advantages of environ¬
By LOUIS KOEHLER
ment in their favor. But very often the
musical activity will take the form of com¬
Opus 300
position or instrumental performance. In
Not the well-known “ Practical Method ** of this author, of
this more general view there are many ex¬ which there are 10 volumes, but a later, more direct, condensed
amples of musical heredity, such as the and practical course of pianoforte instruction. We consider it
families of Bach, Purcell, Couperin, etc.
better for beginners than any other work of this wnter.
It is extremelv interesting and full of useful ideas suggested by
Q. I am told that a great many German
words of expression are now being used in a long practicalInexperience.
two books—each, 75o_
the new editions. Are these German terms
ever likely to supersede the Italian termsT
An Enlarged and Revised Edition of
Are there any German terms which have a
wide use and any which are indispensable f
A. It is not likely that the German words
will supersede the Italian, though Germany's
great, influence in music may give them some
vogue. • It was Hanslick who wittily remarked
that Italy “was the cradle of music—and re¬
mained the cradle.” Italy gave the world
Opus 249; Volumes I and II
opera, oratorio aand harmony, and the Italian Revised by the Author’s daughter,
Its came into use at the start of
CLARA KOEHLER-HEBERLEIN
development. An adagio (misis a work needing no introduction to teachers. There
]>'■! I I’-l ' iazio”) in one of Prescobaldi’s areThis
many
editions,
but, owing to the distinctive character of the
"»»»,
the probable beginning of real
by the Author’s daughter, who assisted him in Pre¬
tempo-marking. Schumann and Wagner In¬ revision
paring many of his educational works, our edition of the
troduced German words, and Berlioz used PRACTICAL METHOD is recognized as definitiye-it is
French 'terms; but it will be seen that the the edition par excellence for the AMERICAN PUPIL:
Italian tempo marks had the field to them¬ nevertheless, our price is lower than that quoted on some, and
selves for over two centuries. It is also evi¬ no higher than that of the ordinary unrevised editions. Teachers
dent that if Wagner may use German words, buying this book from other dealers should ask for the
or Berlioz French, or Macdowell English, PRESSER edition.
then composers of other nations may use Rus¬ Volumes I and II, each, 50c. Combined, $ 1.00
sian, Norwegian, Polish, Hungarian, and so
on. Musical notation is in itself a universal
language, and the tempo marks should be no
less universal. The Italian terms are un¬
derstood everywhere, the others not. (See
Elson's “Mistakes and Disputed Points in
Music,” pages 45 and 95.)
A complete course of systematic instruction in all branches of
pianoforte playing from the first elements to the highest
perfection.
...... ..
p,,,,
This world-famous, joint-production of two great European
the piano fairly well. 1 nave frcauenllif Masters of pianoforte instruction still enjoys the confidence of
heard the word “passing-imie.
vrm you
n+r.
TXTjn
. teachers wishing to impart thoroughness to their work and who
kindly explain this term so that T may un- do not believe in the ultimate value of a so-called “ easy
derstand it clearly.
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CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS IN

Sight Reading for Pianists
CAN YOU PLAY AT SIGHT?
Probably you have now to practice a new piece a dozen or more times before you
can give a satisfactory reading. Why is this ? Simply because you have to translate
lentally the musical symbols into the muscular actions which will produce the
esirable sounds from the piano.
This conscious mental translation should be
nnecessary. If you were a good sight player your fingers would fall instinctively
and automatically on the right notes.
Our System Shows You How This is Done
Years of daily practice may enable you to become a good right player, but our
sy-tem cannot fail to do so. «I This system is not an evasion^of. or substitute for,
quickly and easily, the ability to read all hisnew music at first sight. By
its aid a pianist obtains much greater proficiency in right-playing by four mouths of
t-ilf-an-hour's daily practicing than is possible by the drudgery of years of practicing for
ticulars of the Five Correspondence Lessons sent free on application to

New York Colleoe of Applied Music
5 METROPOLITAN TOWER
NEW YORK CITY
: - Miss Jeanne Marie Mattoon, for rix year* teacher in the Van Bree School, Vienna, under the
__,te supervision of Theodor Leschetizlcy; L. Ehremayer; Felix Lamond, Special Lecturer on the Science
of Reading Music at Sight, Columbia University.

FRACTIGAL PIANO SCHOOL

LOUIS KOEHLER S PRACTICAL
METHOD FOR THE
PIANOFORTE

LEBERT AND STARK S PIANO
SCHOOL

A. A passing not_
" *"
that is not really
belonging to the chord but is merely a con¬
necting note to the next chord. It forms an
unprepared discord which is not repugnant
to the ear because it gives the effect of a
hit of scale-progression. The passing note
therefore has a degree of the scale, above and
below, on each side of it. There are diatonic
and chromatic passing notes, according as the
chromatic or diatonic scale is (fragmentarily) presented. The passing notes are gen¬
erally on unaccented parts of the measure.
When occuring on accented portions of the
measure they are called auxiliary notes,
! when addressing our advertisers.

Endorsed by Liszt, Heller, Marmontel, Lachner, Moscheles
and other noted authorities.
Our edition of this reliable school leaves nothing to be desired,
the paper, printing and accuracy bong unrivalled.
Part 1. Elementary School-First Degree, $2
Part 2. Exercises & Etudes—Second Degree, $2
Part 3. Exercises & Etudes—Third Degree, $2
LIBERAL DISCOUNTS TO THE PROFESSION

Published by THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

NEW YORK SCHOOLS

Utica, N. Y., Conservatory of Music
ROBERT J. HUGHES. A.M., and EDWARD B. FLECK, Director.
with the largest faculty since its founding in 18S9 oilers an unexcelled opportunity for the study of
Music in all its branches. Elocution, Physical Culture and Languages, etc. Teachers’ Certificates
and Diplomas issued. Conditions upon entrance: Satisfaction guaranteed 01 money refunded.
FALL TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER 11th.
Send for Free Illustrated Catalogue.

Addre.., ALFRED H. JAY, Secretary.

The American Institute of Applied Music
if A§\
12 //t\ m\
< //'TTY °|

(THE METROPOLITAN COLLEGE OF MUSIC)
John B. Calvert, D.D , President
212 W. 5»tli St„ New York City
H Rawlins Baser Fannie 0. G™ n?"U“5r
Henry SohradiecX
KUty S cfl11 Burt L°hS J°HedU8 GriggS Dan^GregoryMason VmF^heriua^
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Crane Normal Institute of Music
'culture, sight-reading, ear-training, har¬
mony. iorm, music history, choius-conducting.
methods, practice teaching. Graduates holcj
important positions in colleges, city and normal
schools.
POTSDAM, N. Y.

KINDERGARTEN
MUSIC MATERIAL
Practically every device is the invention of Mr. Danie
iateheH^for more than 30^years a teacber^of Kinderganei

K VIRGIL
Practice

>. ItATCHELLOK k SONS, 464 W. Bringhurst St., Phila., Pa

THE MASTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Opens its Eighth Season Oct. 23d for Distinctive Development in Music
Vocal Department founded in 1904 by leading citizens of Brooklyn
Madame Aurelia Jager, the friend of Richard Wagner, of Liszt, Von Blilow and Hugo Wolf, has been vocal
ress of the Master School of Music since its beginning. <JJ Marie Dietrich of the Royal Opera, Berlin; Madame
ti, Royal Opera in Munich, and Madame Jomelli, well-known on the Operatic-Concert Stage in America as well
Europe, are fine er’m”u
»»**•■** —— jgjg ~*-*-*|-^-lj.l
perfection which characterize the sin -1
embers of the Me
,8 Madame'jag
-Falck, assistant co.
nuurf, New York, an
-nt of Jean de Reszke, Paris,
auucu w u
<1 The Theory of Musl
*, and Diction are under the instruction of experts in
q Free Voice
Trials Oct. 19 and 20.
Send for Catalogue of Full Particulars.
THE MASTER SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Vocal Department, 96 Clintoi
n, N. Y.

VIRGIL SCHOOL OF MUSIC
AUTUMN TERM BEGINS MONDAY, OCTOBER 9th.
ENROL.MENT DAY SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7th.
For catalogue and prospectus address :
A. K. VIRG1[L, 45 East 22nd Street, NEW YORK
Music teaches most exquisitely the art of development,—D*Israeli

MUSIC
MAKE YOURSELF AN AUTHORITY

MISTAKES AND DISPUTED POINTS IN MUSIC
By LOUIS C. ELSON
Instructor in Musical Theory at the New England Conservatory of Music
JUST PUBLISHED

F*riee SI.25

Mr. Elson has given a lifetime to this subject. It is a magnificent
thing to have positive information, and this work will straighten out
many a slip-shod musical education. The book covers all the essential
points from Acoustics and Notation to Piano Technic and Orchestration.
Just the thing for young teachers.

Avoid Humiliation by being Right. Each Chapter is a
Lesson with a world-famous Authority. You may now buy
these lessons in book form for a trifle of what you would have
to pay for them at a leading Conservatory of Music.

THEO. PRESSER CO.

Philadelphia, Pa.

EDUCATION

MR. CADY’S Private Classes in Pianoforte. Harmony, etc..
and NORMAL COURSES Open In October.
Announcements sent on application to Mrs. Calvin B.Cady, Sec’y, 15 Claremont Ave„ New York, N. Y.
— HOME STUDYCWCNTEHPOINT
Ptn'o ^TECUINIQUE
COMPOSITION
OTHER SUBJECTS
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
as used in the Public Schools of New York City.
E. F. MARKS, 2 West 121 st St., New York

Hi

Granberry Piano School

GEORGE FOLSOM GRANBERRY, Dieector
TEACHERS’ TRAINING COURSES
FAELTEN SYSTEM
Boonar
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
[SCHOOL OF SINGING AND OPERA]
[80 Riverside Drive, New York]
Highest Artistic Instruction for Opera, Couoert, Oratorio. Prom the
phenomenally successful systematic technical training to complete
Repertoire in all languages and toll Stage-Finish tor Debut. Per¬
sonal direction of M ADAME ARMOM>
one of the greatest singers and eminent teacher, whose rare gift of
imparting the knowledge “Bow to Sing ” produces most wondei to),
convincing Results. A’o advance terms. Payments per lesson.
trwdenCiw\9re?r^ks!lSU0n'

it durable of any paper on the market; thick ledger paper standing many erasures. This
been made exactly the same for a number of years and we have the first complaint to hear.
MADE IN 12, 14, 16 LINE AND VOCAL, SIZE 14x22.
Be sure and get that manufactured by this house.

TABLETS, ETC.
Clarke’s Harmony Tablet, 100 leaves 7xlOK inches in size.Price, 25c
Including Synopsis of Harmony.
4<
Student’s Harmony Tablet, 76 leaves 7x7 in size.
ISc
100 Sheets, 7 x 8% Wide Spacing.
25c

BLANK MUSIC COPY BOOKS

The best copy books on the market in every way—paper, ruling, binding.
6 staves, 24 pages
.
. . . 15c 8 staves, 36 pages
.... 25c
8 staves, 24 pages
.... 20c 8 staves, 64 pages
.... 35c
Prosser1. First Blank Music Writing Book
.....
10c.
32 pages with extra wide ruling, a handy, cheap book, suitable for either pen or pencil use. A
complete explanation of the elements of music included.
Mark’s Writing Book
Contains alternate pages ruled for music writing and hand writing. Directions as to the proper
manner of writing the characters and signs used in Music are included.
Pens for Music Writing.5 cents each, per dozen 60 cents
Erasable Silicate Folding Music Slate.price 40 cents
Liberal Discounts to the Profession
THEO. PRESSER CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Voioe

MRS. BABCOCK

Studio 12 (Dr. Mason’s). Steii

The National Conservatory oi Music
nf AnU>P!P9
vl Jllllvl IvU

INCORPORATED IN 1885
Chartered in 1891 by Special Act of Congress

MRS. JEANNETTE M. THURBER, Founder and President
Artistic Faculty: ADELE MARGULIES, LEOPOLD LISHTENBERG, LEO SCHULZ, JOSEPH PIZZARELLO, ROMUALDO
SAPIO, HENRY T. FINCK, etc.
Twenty-seventh Year

Admission Dally

Address Secretary, 126 West 79th Street, New York City

New York School of Music and Arts
58 WEST 97TH STREET

IMPORTANT TO CHORAL CONDUCTORS

A Christmas Oratorio

RALFE LEECH STERNER,

:

:

:

Director

For many Years New York City’s Pre-eminent Music School
Delightfully situated between Central Park and the Hudson River

For Solos, Chorus and Orchestra
By W. W. GILCHRIST

^ leil*0n8 private*

INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL
... AND...

E. M. BOWMAN

BLANK MUSIC PAPER

Clavier

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

Price, 75 Cents

An impressive work, for any choral society or large chorus choir. The text is selected mainly
from the scriptures and a few familiar hymns and chorals. Mr. Gilchrist, one of the foremost
American Composers, is himself a choral conductor of long experience. This work is one of his
hnest efforts. The music is dramatic and modern in tendency, but scholarly throughout, with many
striking contrapuntal effects and intere'ting choral passages. These solos are ail beautiful and ex00 pages in length. The <
THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut Street, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
se mention THE ETUDE w

Recognized throughout America by teachers and students alike as having the finest
courses, most eminent instructora and unusual free advantages, together with a home-like
atmosphere and proper chaperonage.
All branches of Music taught from the beginning to the highest artistic finish. Also Elo¬
cution, Dramatic Art, Drawing, Painting and Languages.
Concerts Weekly all Year

dressing our advertisers.
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EASTERN SCHOOLS^

Useful Recital
Music

A PRIMER OF FACTS ABOUT MUSIC
Questions and Answers on the Elements
of Music
By M. 0. EVANS
This little work Is more than a primer;
It is a compact little musical encyclopedia.
hetlcal|lyeCbii?a^rogres'h-e^.v?31wgl^nlngaw?tli
.1.. .....i!~....... of music and ending with a
try of Musical History, each
tabulated sui
elucidated and explained
subject ^heii
Ham of a series of practical
lswers covering the Elements
questions am
Ion Time. Scales, Intervals,
of Music. N.
,
is
. h rasing Accent, Ornaments,
Form Instruments Voice Orchestra, Foreign
Terms and Musical History, with a graded
ie subjects. The
grouping of all t|M.*•*"*se of Teachers and StuSent for Examination

rrt/^i/U 7 r*' Pi

ECKWER b
1617
446 S.”^ STREET?
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PHILADELPHIA
musical academy

- PgehmanLtown
PHILADELPHIA

I THE OLDEST SUCCESSFUL SCHOOL OF MUSIC. iU Season,
INCORPORATED 1900
THE PENNSYLVANIA

^

Normal Conservatory of Mosic and
School oi Fine Arts
0„e

College «» Music jjj

Miss Bell’s Pianoforte School.
Prelude from 3d English Suite, Bach;
Liebestraum, No. 3, Liszt; Concerto, B flat
major, Beethoven; Waltz, A flat major,
Chopin; Fantasia, No. 18, Mozar, ; bonata.
Op. 14. No. 1, Beethoven ; Hungarian Rhap¬
sodic, No. 7, Liszt.
Pupils of Pennsylvania College for Women.
Grandmother's Story, Reinecke; Fairy
Tale Beinhold; Sketch, Arthur Bird; Waltz.
Opus 12, No. 2, Grieg; Album Leaf Opus 12,
Nn 7 Grieg; From Foreign Lands. Schu¬
mann; Traumerei, Schumann; Twilight,
Friml• Etude (in A flat), Wollenhaupt; Im¬
promptu (in A flat), Schubert; Humoreske,
No 2, Grieg; Gavotte, E. Nevin; Waltz,
Merkel.

musical inventors.
Some musicians have shown inventive
ability not only in the way of making
musical machines but also in the way of
constructing new and radically different
forms. Some of these are:
Inventor of movable types for mustc,
Petrucci.
. •
Ottavvisno de Petrucci was born at
Fossombrone, Italy, about 1846. The
Venetian Republic granted him a monop¬
oly of music printing for twenty years.
Inventor of the ballet, Noverre.
Noverre was the ballet master at the
Grand Opera in Paris. This new dance
form, which brought about such a rich
addition to the lighter music of the world,
was first introduced by this nimble
Frenchman about' 1750. Noverre was not
an accomplished composer, but he under¬
stood music and could indicate to other
musicians what kind of music he wanted.
Inventor of the melodeon, Dietz.
This instrument, which because of its
cheapness has been the forerunner of the
piano in many districts, was invented by
a German about 1805.
Inventor of the hammer action in pi¬
anos, Crisfofori.
Bartolommeo Cristofori (also known as
Cristofali and sometimes Cristofani) was
born at Padua in 1653. It was he who
invented the means whereby the player
could make both loud and soft sounds at
an instrument of the harpsichord type.
Consequently he named it the piano-forte
(fortepiano at first). The instruments
were in existence as early as 1711, but
were doubtless actually invented some
years before. The inventor of the first
upright piano is said to have been Del
Mela, an Italian priest, who made his
first instrument about 1730.
The inventor of the symphonic poem,
Liszt.
Liszt’s innovation amounted to an in¬
vention, one which many composers have
followed with great success.
Inventor of the metronome, Winkel.
This instrument was supposed to have
beep invented by Maelzel.
The real in¬
ventor was a Dutchman named Winkel
(1812).
_
FOOD AGAIN
A Mighty Important Subject to
Everyone.

ETUDE

CHICAGO SCHOOLS

What Others Say
"We are advertised by oar loving
friends.”
Shakespeare.
I have used the various works by Philipp
with great satisfaction. I also wish to espe¬
cially commend the studies “Eiementarv,” by
Horvath, and the “Melodic Studies.” by Saftcrio, and “Gnrlitt, Op. 117,” is a pleasure to
teach and for the pupil to study.—L. S.
Munson.
“Lett Hand Technic,” by Philipp, will he
useful in training and developing the left
hand. I like it so well that I shall order
the next volume as soon as it is published.—
Mrs. Chas. B. Wing, N. Y.
I like The Etude ft ■ the wonderful edncation each issue coutair !. and would like more
of my pupils to tak it.—Miss B. Bemes,
N. D.
I have read the dear old Etude with
pleasure and profit for years. Doubtless th<paper has done more real and lasting good
for the culture of music as an art in America
than anv other effort put forth towards that
end.— (Mrs. L. W.) Charlotte M. Nevin Shey,
Pa.

THE DRAKE SCHOOL Of MUSIC
full

orchestral, routine for soloists
D. 6th Floor Auditorium Bldg.. Chicago, Ill.
A^^^A^^OLD^RAlG^ContniUo0

. DETWEILER—Piano,
1A MACADAM
COOKE—Piano,Theory
Theory
SAVOR SCHNEIDER—Plano

BLANCHE BLOOD, VioUn—A«s<

COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF
MDSIC AND DRAMATIC ART
Unsurpassed faculty of 50. Course
of study ba-ed on best modem
EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES,
DIPLOMAS. The best school for
earnest pupils. Piano, Voice, Violin,
Dramatic Art, Public School Music,

I
_

Arthur Beresford
Bass Baritone
Author, “Hints To Vocal Students”

“Interpretation and Mechanism.” hv Eggeiing, is fine. I shall be glad to use it in my
music class.—Sister M. Corinda, Cal.
Louise Williams’, Ind.
I have greatly appreciated the
and short lives of musicians ar
which- you are making a fea ure of the
journal. The Etude is a grei t source of
Inspiration and helpful along all i lusieal lines
—Anna Coleman, Cal.
I wish to say that the Mathews’ “Graded
Course” is far superior to anv instructor I
have ever used. I assure you I shall use no
other.—Mrs. L. D. King, Can.

72 Auditorium Bldg., Chicago, III.

THE CLARK MODERN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Mrs. Edltlx Lillian Clark, Director
Kimball Hall, Chicago
PIANO, VOICE, VIOLIN, THEORY AND DRAMATIC ART

Gcntcafoiiiq
School of tlHusic
TRUDE KA DEE-PAH A IMS, I
’ a combination ofth® ARTISTIC and llie PRACTICAL In .-duration?
8e in PIANO, VOICE. THEORY and DRAMA TIC ART,
2R/K/A/rcc
TRAINING in all
ncluding Comprehensive
£

' The Etude is a verv insoirinv and pleasant
companion and a great source of help to the
amateurs, not to mention the musicians.—
Mrs. B. L. Bly, Minn.
T am very much pleased with the “Business
Manual.” by Bender. It has my hearty endersement.—L. H. Campbell, Cal.
“Tone Stories,” b.v Rowe, is one of the
greatest helps to sustain interest for true
music. Children from three to six years of
age learn the songs without effort with keen
s H.
delight” Bernice Gleason, Iowa.

X"£

ANNA PARKER-SHUTTS, Secretary, Suite 612 Fine Arts Building, Chicago, 111.
SEVENTEENTH SEASON

Chicago
Piano College
Kimball Hall

-

Chicago, III.

s and then crowding out everything with
advertisements, etc., it does not sever from
its purpose at all. but. instead of retrograd¬
ing. it gets better and broader continually.—
Mrs. Stella L. Woosley, Mo.

Earnest students are developed and
carried through a course oi study
leading to a Degree.

I think “Sacred Duets for All Voices” Is a

Fall Term Opens Sepl. 7, 1911

MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
TEACHER OF PIANO
teachers from October 1st to June 1st
in practical, every-day technical work,
and in the artistic interpretation of
Music. Teachers may come at any time
for whatever period of study desired.
Annual summer class in August for
teachers in thestudy and interpretation
of graded lists of teaching material.
Send for circular.

SiSWi.WHEY* - - • •

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON-CHICAGO

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
.5
“I began to eat Grape-Nuts food two
or three years ago, because I liked the
taste of it, and I kept on because I soon
found it was doing me good.
,

. a _n it.’ It.. JIM
stipation, my headaches
cally ceased, and I am in
.. .
condition at the age of 63 than I was
. “I give Grape-Nuts credit for restor¬
ing my health, if not saving my life,
and you can make no claim for it too
strong for me to endorse.” Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.

St. Jol

^rgrP^mtoryDcpurimeulismsin.

«Hr.ST-

SftSMS*

P. C. LUTKIN, Dean, Evanston,

III.
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WESTERN SCHOOLS

ALL SORTS FROM EVERY¬
WHERE
"I Kave bought golden opinions from all sorts of
D“Antw'|ju*tlumnt gisang little biU of ntforma-

teachers

“Little Journeys In Melody Land”
“Poetical Thoughts,” “Melodic Sunshine
,ther composition, by NETTIE D. ELLSWORTH, gen
«“ro°r‘“itrbwiil'.erb. ellsworth' JTco

THE

QUICKEST

MAIL

■ 'illustrated catalog si
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT,

fisk Teachers’ Agency

Private Teachers J",

“An Invaluable Clearing House for ARTISTS
and Those Who Want Them”
Write for particulars.
815 Steger Bldg., 28 East Jackson Blvd„ Chicago III.

initltutTonV-fth OrL™'. Term B
.ddres., K. II. SCOTT. P

MFNDELSSOIfN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
.

""faLLTEBMOPE ns'SEPTEMBER 8.

SOtVMBALLHA^'Wq^.

Students enu enroll at any time
Octavia Hudsoo’s Graded Music Study for Childret

Mary Wood Chase School of
Artistic Piano Playing
MARY WOOO CHASK, l’l|''5'l|°r Tc „ |o
"so" PINE ARTS BUILDING, CHICAGO. ILL.

THE
COLUMBIA
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
"
CLARE OSBORNE REED. Plreetor
PIANO i VOICE s VIOLIN : PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC s DRAWING
Faculty ol Sixty.
Pall Term Begins Sept. IIlb 191 «
___._For latest Catalog,
509 S. Wabash Ave.. Chici

MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS
The Eminent Teacher of Singing
Only Earnest, Serious Students Accepted

The Thomas Orchestra Concerts. Grand Opera
in German,TtaTiarT and English as well as the opportunity to hear
the great artists o
Pl°MRS°PC,STACEY
Suite 406-408 Kimball Hall,

WILLIAMS
Chicago. Ill,

BOARDING SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES

American Academy of Music and Art

(FORMERLY THE EPISCOPAL CONSERVATORY)
4205 GRAND BOULEVARD, CHICAGO, ILL.
_ Affiliated with Victoria College of Music, London, England Unsurpassed faculty of instructors in all departments of Music and Art. Especial
training for Public School Supervisors.
The Only Boarding School for music students in Chicago, situated on one of
the most beautiful boulevards in the city.
Season Opened
MRS. ESTELLA TRANSOM
Thursday, Sept. 7, 1911
PRESIDENT

Music was greatly revered in the
China of olden times. When we learn
of the story that Confucius, the great
Chinese philosopher, was so charmed
at hearing the music of Kouei, the
Chinese Orpheus, that he could not eat
anything for three months, we are re¬
minded of the horrible Chinese music
we have heard in.our own day, music
which has been enough to take any¬
one’s appetite away. The legend runs
that when Kouei played on the edge of
the forest wild animals rushed to him
and became subservient to his will.
The idea of the sentiment conveyed
by the words “swan song” is that the
swan when dying sings for the first
time. As a matter of fact swans do not
sing'at any time, and this interesting
saying is said to be derived from an
old Norse legend which has to do with
the Valkyries, mythical maidens in
armor with wings of a swan, who when
they floated over the scene of a battle
sang the song of death.
Whistling is little known and little
heard in the Orient. The Arabs are
said to think whistling sinful and have
a saying, “the whistler’s mouth is not
to be purified for forty days.
In Sweden those versed in the myth¬
ology of the country say that the Necks
or water sprites are supposed to have
a special love for music. The word
often occurs in songs and names pf
piano pieces. In fact in olden times in
Sweden there were wandering minstrels
who claimed that they learned their
music from the Necks.
Musical instruments have been used
as a part of religious ceremonies in
most all of the religious services of all
sects. Inscriptions upon Assyrian bas
reliefs in the British museum indicate
that, this custom is thousands of years
old.'
_:An English paper states that Pade¬
rewski can crack a pane of French plate
glass, half an inch thick, merely by plac¬
ing one hand upon it' as if upon a piano
keyboard, and striking it sharply with the
middle finger. Furthermore, it states
that one hour of Chopin playing requires
a power equivalent to raising eighty-four
tons. Now we shall doubtless have the
tonnage of our pianists given to us on
concert programs. We may even come
to: “Prof. Wiggleoutsky, the 10.000-tonpower pianist, will give a Liszt-BrahmsGodowsky program at the Foundry Music
Hall to-night.”

WM.CHAS. KEENE, Pres.
Lorrlmeb Institute
Dept. 3121 Baltimore, Md.
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'STAR OF LOVE*

MAGICAL BEAUTIFIER
Removes Tan, Pimples,
Freckles, Moth Patches,
Rash and Skin Diseases,

NEW PUBLICATIONS

have been issued continually—ever abreast of the times—
adapted to all modern educational demands, carefully edited and annotated by the foremost
teachers of the day, and all of the most helpful character.

PROMPTNESS.

PUBLICATIONS
^Practical—Helpful—Comprehensive^

; PROMPTNESS and ECONOMY j

I SATISFACTION J

A stock, second to none, drawn from every quarter of the world,
linked with a corps of efficient and trained workers, means the correct filling of an order on
the day of its receipt, whether for one piece of music or the stocking of a music store.

ECONOMY means not only the giving of the largest discounts possible and the most
. favorable terms, but, mark you, fair retail prices as well. Our best endeavors are devoted tc
\ the teacher’s interests, saving time, thought, labor, giving the greatest value for the least outlay.
1 SATISFACTION.
No doubt the greatest factor in the success of any business is the
| personal'confidence engendered by fair and helpful dealings.
No less than 25,000 accounts
r are on our books, denoting satisfaction in our publications and satisfaction in our service

THIS BUSINESS founded on the above principles has grown to be the largest mail order music supply house in the
world and is now established in a permanent home, six stories in height, 44x150, with an annex—all carefully planned and
thoroughly equipped to attend to the wants of
.
Every Teacher, School and Conservatory in the United Slates and Canada
INFORMATION AND CATALOGUES

on any subject in music free; the On Sale plan (one of our many original and helpful
ideas to aid the teacher) is very liberal; our New Music Idea pleases every teacher. Send us a postal card order as a trial. Write to-day for
first catalogues and general information as to our method of dealing.

_
,
,k of Gouraud’s Oriental
ity Leaves, a handy little volume of perfumed
er leaves which can be slipped into the purse and
in any emergency.
FERD. T. HOPKINS. Proprietor.
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THE NEW MINISTER

“He has arrived.” Just what you have been looking
for. A brand new musical entertainment for
Church Choirs, Amateur

A FEW OF OUR STANDARD PUBLICATIONS
HISTORY

STUDIES AND EXERCISES

TECHNIC

THE STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
A First History for Students at all Ages
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price $1.25
Abundantly Illustrated
~ If-Pronouneing
series of 40 Hoi
-„ — r_ jvious knowledg_
- Jtory. Strongly endorsed by several worldfamous educators. Especially suited 'or clubs.

Standard Graded Course of
Studies for the Piano

TOUCH AND TECHNIC
Dr. WM. MASON
Four Books
$1.00 Each
For the development of a complete technic,
from the beginner to the finished artist.
Used by the foremost American teachers.

a historyof music

For Classes and for Private Reading
By W. J. BALTZELL
Price, SI.75
Includes the i........ Qmu
oved ideas for teaching and studying history.

W. S. B. MATHEWS
10 Grades
10 Books
$1.00 each
The original course of studies after which "
all others have been copied. We invite comSELECTED “CZERNY” STUDIES
A Graded Course
Edited, Annotated. Explained, and Fingered
by EMIL LIEBLING
Three Books, each 90 Cents

COMPLETE SCHOOL OF TECHNIC
Price, $1.50
Isidor Philipp
Modem and comprehensive. By a great
THE LESCHETIZKY METHOD OF PIANO
TECHNIC
“The Modern Pianist”
Price, $1.50

FREDERIC W. ROOT
METHODICAL SIGHT SINGING. 3
Books, each .$0.50
INTRODUCTORY LESSONS IN
_ VOICE CULTURE. 1.00
THIRTY-TWO SHORT SONG
STUDIES. 3 Keys, each.50
SCALES AND VARIOUS EXERC1SES. High or Low Voice, each .60
twelve analytical studies loo
exercises in the synthetic
METHOD .75
GUIDE FOR THE MALE VOICE- .. 1.00

COUNTERPOINT
By Dr. H. A. Clarke.
By Homer A. Norris.
By E. E. Ayres .

ORGAN

IMPORTANT WORKS

REED ORGAN METHOD
CHAS. W. LANDON
Price. $1.50

First Steps in Piano Study

PIANO COLLECTIONS
MARCH ALBUM. Four hands. $
FAVORITE COMPOSITIONS. By H.
Engelmann.
FIRST PARLOR PIECES.
POPULAR PARLOR ALBUM .
MUSICAL PICTURES (Piano or
Organ) .
FIRST RECITAL PIECES.
THE TWO PIANISTS (Piano Duets)
MASTER PIECES.
ALBUM OF LYRIC PIECES.
MODERN DRAWING ROOM PIECES
STANDARD COMPOSITIONS FOR
SIX GRADES, each grade.
FIRST DANCE ALBUM (Revised)...

SCHOOL OF REED ORGAN PLAYING

Complied by Theo. Presser
The most widely used beginners’ instruction
book. Price, $1.00.

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSES ol PI ANO WORKS
Edward Baxter Perry Price, $1.50
50 Standard Compositions analyzed
BEGINNERS’ PIPE ORGAN BOOK
Geo. E Whiting_Price, $1.00

Also Special Normal Course in

THE BURROWES COURSE OF MUSIC STUD

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC

Enthusiastic letters from teachers of the method, also descriptive literatu
sent on application to Katharine Burrowes, B 246 Highland Avenue. Highland Pa
Detroit, Mich.
M

THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNU,

Location and surroundings ideal
For Catalogue and Circular Address
MISS CLARA BAUR, Highland Avenue and Oak Street, CINCINNATI, OHIO

HAPPY PUPILS, SATISFIED PARENTS. PROSPEROUS TEACHERS.
Classes are doubled through the use of

VOICE

Technic and Art of Singing

The Standard Graded Course of Singing
H. W. GREENE
Four Grades, Four Books, each $1.00
For Conservatory, School and Studio Use

„

HARMONY
A TEXT-BOOK. Dr. H. A. Cla
Key to Same.
COURSE IN HARMONY. Geo. H
Howard.
STUDENT’S HARMONY. C
Key to Same.
PRACTICAL HARMONY. Homer
Norris. In Two Parts, each..
Key to Same.

ALL OF OUR PUBLICATIONS SENT ON EXAMINATION TO RESPONSIBLE PERSONS
characters. Fifteen catchy musical
numbers of medium grade. Sure to be
, wanted in every town. Your church
l ought to give it or some other one will.
Examination copy sent for five
cents postage, to be returned promptly
if not available or paid for.
Not a juvenile entertainment.
BINGHAM -RADCLIFFE CO.

MONEY IN MUSIC TEACHING
°ALLDEPARTMENTS OPEN
Elocution-MUSIC- Languages

HOUSE

a sequel to the founda¬
tion of the ETUDE (then only a journal for piano teachers), the
publishing house of Theo. Presser was founded to furnish prac¬
tical teaching material in conformity with the suggestions and
advice of the journal.

CANDLELIGHT REVERIE, by W. B. Morrison
MOON DANCE, by ihe composer of the famous FLOREINE WALTZ. Both New Numbers, 2Sc each.

Oriental Cream

SUPPLY

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO, as

A CHARMING REFINED NEW REVERIE

A Skin of Beauty is a Joy Forever
DR T. FELIX GOURAUD’S

MUSIC

FOR EVERYTHING IN MUSIC

boston, mass.

H^AimtUCHTREVEWE
%
by w.3. mormon.
//fi

ORDER

THEODORE PRESSED CO.

f Kimball Hall. 300 310 S.Wabash Ave

AMERICAN CONSERVATORYI CHICAGO

INTER-STATE SYSTEM

719

ETUDE

ETUDE

DICTIONARY OF MUSIC AND MUSICIANS
Dr. Hugo Rlemann
Price, $4.50
The latest Encyclopedia of Music

THE ORGAN REPERTOIRE
. s Organ Collection
Compiled by
Orem
Price, $1.50

Please mention THE ETUDE when

T, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

